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This research explores the need for a unique, self-help manual to provide music 

students with diagnoses of dyslexia under the umbrella of specific learning disorder (SLD) 

and/or attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) a positive way of coping with their 

musical tendencies. Dyslexia and ADHD are the most prevalent, comorbid neurodevelopmental 

disorders with symptoms affecting academic, social, and/or personal life. Musical symptoms 

could include difficulties in any of the following areas: notation reading; time, pulse, and 

rhythm; posture; fingering coordination; memorization; sight-reading; organization of thoughts, 

time, and materials; spatial and directional awareness; focused attention; retention of new 

concepts; positive attitude; and the ability to process written and/or oral information quickly 

and accurately.  This dissertation includes scientific information related to the conditions; an 

analysis of musical tendencies; pedagogical approaches; personal anecdotal stories that serve 

to illustrate scientific concepts; and a self-help manual. The manual, "Music, Dyslexia, and 

ADHD: A Self-Help Manual for Students with Exceptionalities," is a colorful, accessible resource 

that begins to fill the self-help gap in the musical instruction literature for students with 

dyslexia and/or ADHD. It offers useful information, multisensory/multimodal techniques, and 

coping strategies to empower students with these learning differences to achieve more 

rewarding, independent success throughout their musical studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Students with diagnoses of specific learning disorder (SLD), more commonly known as 

the dyslexia umbrella, and/or attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) form a unique 

subset of learners in the music field.1 Research findings regarding people diagnosed with 

dyslexia and/or ADHD (dyslexia/ADHD) are steadily increasing due to a combination of newer, 

more accurate brain imaging technologies, better diagnostic criteria, and increased scientific 

knowledge concerning genetic mutations and environmental factors.2 Copious research 

suggests music as a potential therapy, or remediation for literacy skills, executive functioning, 

motor skills, and behavioral issues in the regular classroom, but few scientists and educators 

have delved into the effects of the conditions upon musical learning. People with these 

conditions might display talents in the field of music, most notably in terms of enhanced pitch 

discrimination, melodic awareness, improvisation, memorization, and musicality, but are often 

left behind when musical deficiencies related to their conditions are not addressed.3  

Dyslexia, now renamed “specific learning disorder” (SLD) by the American Psychiatric 

Association (APA), is currently the most common learning disability in the United States, 

                                                      
1 Liz Dunoon, Helping Children with Dyslexia: 21 Super Strategies to Ensure Your Child’s Success at School. 3rd ed. 
(Park Orchards, Victoria, Australia: Transformation Trust, 2010), 53. 
2 “Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Data and Statistics,” Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html; Louisa C. Moats and Karen E. 
Dakin, “Dyslexia Basics,” The International Dyslexia Association, accessed February 28, 2016, 
http://www.interdys.org. 
3 Brock L. Eide and Fernette F. Eide, The Dyslexic Advantage: Unlocking the Hidden Potential of the Dyslexic Brain 
(New York: Hudson Street Press, 2011), 5. 
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occurring in people of all intellectual levels and backgrounds.4 The International Dyslexia 

Association (IDA) reported that one in five, or 20% of the general population, are diagnosed 

with symptoms ranging in severity, including difficulties in one or more of the following aspects: 

phonological processing, reading, writing, spelling, handwriting, motor coordination, executive 

functioning, and arithmetic.5  Therefore, according to national statistics, a minimum of 20% of 

musicians will have dyslexia, although in reality, numbers may be closer to 50%, due to dyslexic 

right-brain advantages and a propensity to succeed in artistic fields.6 

The National Institute for Mental Health (NIMH) described ADHD as “one of the most 

common childhood disorders [that] can continue through adolescence and adulthood. 

Symptoms include difficulty staying focused and paying attention, difficulty controlling 

behavior, and hyperactivity (over-activity).”7 The Center for Disease Control (CDC) reported 

diagnosis numbers higher than 13% in some states.8 Such statistical numbers can therefore 

predict a large number of musicians who will struggle with ADHD.  

                                                      
4 American Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth edition: DSM-5 
(Washington: American Psychiatric Association, 2013), 66; Guinevere F. Eden and Chandan J. Vaidya, “ADHD and 
Developmental Dyslexia: Two Pathways Leading to Impaired Learning,” Annals of the New York Academy of 
Sciences 1145 (2008): 316; Moats and Dakin, “Dyslexia Basics,” The International Dyslexia Association, accessed 
February 28, 2016. http://www.interdys.org. 
5 “Definition of Dyslexia,” The International Dyslexia Association, accessed February 28, 2016, 
https://dyslexiaida.org/definition-of-dyslexia/; Moats and Dakin, “Dyslexia Basics,” The International Dyslexia 
Association, accessed February 28, 2016. http://www.interdys.org. 
6 Carolyn King, “Thirty-Seven Oboists,” in Music and Dyslexia: a Positive Approach, ed. Tim Miles, John Westcombe, 
and Diana Ditchfield, (Chichester, England: John Wiley, 2008), 124-142; Eide and Eide, The Dyslexic Advantage, 4-5. 
7 National Institute of Mental Health, “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Resources, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-
hyperactivity-disorder-adhd/index.shtml. 
8 “Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Data and Statistics,” Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html. 
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It is important to discuss dyslexia and ADHD concurrently, as both conditions commonly 

present within the same student. Dr. Eva Germanò of the Division of Child Neurology and 

Psychiatry at the University of Messina, Italy explained that dyslexia and ADHD are the most 

commonly co-occurring neurodevelopmental disorders, or group of genetic conditions affecting 

daily life skills, with onset during the developmental period:9 

Over 80% of children with ADHD and 60% of children with reading disability meet the 
criteria for at least one additional diagnosis... Among psychiatric disorders, ADHD is the 
most frequently associated with dyslexia. Attention and learning problems usually are 
considered inter-related and on a continuum. Between the two disorders there is a 
bidirectional relationship since the comorbidity is very high if one examines children 
with dyslexia for ADHD or children with ADHD for dyslexia.10 
 
Music instruction is part of modern American culture, and is increasingly becoming an 

important part of the public school system. Some states have adopted fine arts instruction as 

part of the core curriculum to promote critical thinking and problem solving, creativity and 

innovation, accountability, leadership, responsibility, organization, and mathematical thinking, 

which are useful skills in all academic and professional endeavors.11 It is inevitable that students 

with dyslexia/ADHD will gravitate towards music due to cultural prevalence and curriculum 

requirements. Federal and state laws require that all students have fair access to the music 

classes and ensembles offered in public schools. Students might need to receive 

accommodations to be successful in those classes if they have an Individual Education Program 

(IEP) under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 (IDEA), a 504 Plan under §504 

                                                      
9 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 31-33. 
10 Eva Germanò, Antonella Gagliano, and Paolo Curatolo, “Comorbidity of ADHD and Dyslexia,” Developmental 
Neuropsychology 35, no. 5 (2010): 475-476.      
11 “Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills,” Texas Education Agency Curriculum Division, accessed March 11, 2016, 
http://tea.texas.gov/curriculum/teks/. 
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of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Rehab Act), or they have registered with their university’s 

office of disabilities for protection under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) for 

their dyslexia/ADHD.12  

Music has been used in therapeutic ways to remediate academic deficiencies for 

students with dyslexia/ADHD.13 Katie Overy, dyslexia advocate, music psychologist, and 

Lecturer in Music at the University of Edinburgh and Co-Director of the Institute for Music in 

Human and Social Development, suggested that certain forms of music listening and music 

making are 

 …tools for increasing auditory sensitivity and preventing or remediating speech and 
language difficulties. Music making is an activity requiring very accurate auditory and 
motor timing skills, and thus presents a potential tool for remediation in these specific 
areas. Music making is also a multi-sensory activity, and it is well recognized that multi-
sensory training is a valuable form of teaching for dyslexic children… music lessons can 
have a positive effect on the reading skills of poor readers, and… a programme of 
musical activities [has] a positive effect on dyslexic children’s rapid temporal processing 
skills, phonological skills and spelling skills.14 
 
She further explained the effectiveness of music therapy on the dyslexic brain: 

There is even an indication from neuroscience that musical training may lead to changes 
in the brain areas in which dyslexics seem to have differences… A recent study found 
that the cerebella of male musicians were 5% bigger than the cerebella of male non-
musicians, and magnetic resonance imaging has also shown that the left planum 
temporale region of the brain is larger in musicians than non-musicians. The latter 
discovery led Chan et al. to hypothesize that early training in music should improve 

                                                      
12 “Section 504, Rehabilitation Act of 1973,” United States Department of Labor, accessed August 22, 2016,  
http://www.dol.gov/oasam/regs/statutes/sec504.htm; Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Public Law 93-112, 87 Statute 
355, 29 U.S. Congress § 794 (September 26, 1973), accessed February 5, 2017, 
http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/history/35th/thelaw/rehab_act-1973.html; “A Guide to Disability Rights Laws: 
Americans with Disabilities Act, Title III: Public Accommodations,” United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights 
Division, last modified April 9, 2012, accessed March 11, 2016, https://www.ada.gov/cguide.htm. 
13 Daphne J. Rickson, “Instructional and Improvisational Models of Music Therapy with Adolescents Who Have 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): A Comparison of the Effects on Motor Impulsivity,” Journal of 
Music Therapy 43, no. 1 (Spring 2006): 39-62. 
14 Katie Overy, et al., “Dyslexia and Music: Measuring Musical Timing Skills,” Dyslexia 9, no. 1 (2003): 20.  
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verbal skills: they found that musicians who had had at least six years of musical training 
before the age of twelve did indeed have better verbal memory than non-musicians 
matched for age and average grade.15  
 
Music therapy methods for children with ADHD can also be effective.16 In her survey of 

music therapy methods and their role in treatment of children with ADHD, Dr. Nancy A. Jackson 

at Temple University noted positive results “pertaining to attention, on-task behavior, 

increased self-esteem, increased self-expression, and increased frustration tolerance, all of 

which the respondents felt were encouraged and supported by music therapy.”17 Dr. Katrina 

McFerran, lecturer and registered music therapist for the University of Melbourne, Australia, 

also noted positive results in her case study pertaining to task-irrelevant response inhibition, 

execution of goal-directed responses, execution of complex motor sequences, sensitivity to 

response feedback, an increased ability to re-engage with tasks after disruptions, impulse 

control, and an increase in creativity and self-esteem.18 However, to maximize the effectiveness 

of music therapy for dyslexia/ADHD, musical deficiencies stemming from the conditions will 

first need to be remediated: “If musical activities are to be considered as useful in the dyslexia 

classroom, dyslexic children’s difficulties with musical timing need to be further examined.”19 

                                                      
15 Katie Overy, “Dyslexia, Temporal Processing and Music: the Potential of Music as an Early Learning Aid for 
Dyslexic Children,” Psychology of Music 28, no. 2 (2009): 223.  
16 Rickson, “Instructional and Improvisational Models of Music Therapy with Adolescents Who Have Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” 39-62. 
17 Nancy A. Jackson, “A Survey of Music Therapy Methods and Their Role in the Treatment of Early Elementary 
School Children with ADHD,” Journal of Music Therapy 40, no. 4 (Winter 2003): 319. 
18 Katrina McFerran, “Quenching a Desire for Power: The Role of Music Therapy for Adolescents with ADHD,” 
Australasian Journal of Special Education 33, no. 1 (2009): 78-79. 
19 Katie Overy, et al., “Dyslexia and Music: Measuring Musical Timing Skills,” 20. 
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Music students with dyslexia/ADHD should be aware of their own musical 

characteristics, or tendencies related to their conditions to self-remediate potential musical 

problems. While some students with dyslexia/ADHD may face few challenges during the music 

learning process, others might require a variety of coping mechanisms to be successful.20 

Having a knowledge of dyslexia/ADHD and how it relates to the musical learning process can 

empower students to find solutions and ask for accommodations, rather than abandon their 

music studies if traditional learning strategies fail. Notation reading, working memory, spatial 

and directional skills, pulse, rhythm, motor coordination, classroom behavior, practicing habits, 

sight-reading, and memorization are some of the trickiest concepts for students with 

dyslexia/ADHD to master, and alternative self-strategies might be useful.21  

The minimal music education literature regarding students with dyslexia/ADHD 

addresses the role of teachers and how they can help music students with these 

neurodevelopmental disorders. While studio and classroom teachers are an integral part of the 

learning equation, their ultimate goal, however, is to empower their students to someday 

become their own advocates and teachers. People with dyslexia/ADHD can thrive in the field of 

music due to their artistic, non-linear, hard working, imaginative, problem-solving learning 

styles. 22 Sheila Oglethorpe, British consultant, teacher, and author on music and dyslexia, 

described the dyslexic advantage in music: 

The truth is that dyslexic musicians, artists and craftsmen are often outstandingly good 
at their art. They seem to have an affinity with it, which the non-dyslexic person will 

                                                      
20 Kenneth J. Bryson, “Teaching a Student with Dyslexia,” Journal of Singing 69, no. 4 (March-April 2013): 431.  
21 Ibid. 
22 Eide and Eide, The Dyslexic Advantage, 5; Marie Forgeard et al., “The Relation Between Music and Phonological 
Processing in Normal-Reading Children and Children with Dyslexia,” Music Perception 25, no. 4 (2008): 384. 
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never achieve, however hard he may try. Musicians may resonate with their instrument 
in a remarkable way, almost as if they and their instrument are indivisible. When a 
teacher is lucky enough to have a dyslexic of this caliber to teach, she can only be 
extremely grateful.23  
 
Dr. Dale Archer—distinguished fellow of the APA, psychiatric medical director for Lake 

Charles Memorial Hospital, and New York Times bestselling author—offered an optimistic 

perspective on ADHD: 

Those with ADHD are life’s entrepreneurs, CEOs, leaders, explorers, champion athletes 
and out-of-the-box thinkers, with extraordinary abilities to work under pressure, 
rebound from crises, multitask and conceive of ideas outside the restrictions of linear 
thinking. While people with ADHD can have trouble focusing on any one task, if 
something piques their interest they can become hyper-focused, able to carry an idea or 
task through to new heights of achievement.24  
 
Music students with dyslexia/ADHD could greatly benefit from a positive, self-help guide 

that would help them cope with their conditions independently in the musical classroom as well 

as in their home practice room. This document will include: scientific information related to the 

conditions; an analysis of musical tendencies; pedagogical approaches; personal anecdotal 

stories that serve to illustrate scientific concepts; and a self-guided manual for music students 

with dyslexia/ADHD. To maintain privacy, pseudonyms have been used. The manual will serve 

as a resource that will begin to fill the self-help gap in the musical instruction literature for 

students with dyslexia/ADHD.  

 

                                                      
23 Oglethorpe, Instrumental Music for Dyslexics, 156.  
24 Dale Archer, The ADHD Advantage: What You Thought Was a Diagnosis May Be Your Greatest Strength, (New 
York: Avery, 2015), xvi. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE CONDITIONS 

2.1 Neurodevelopmental Disorders 

Dyslexia and ADHD fall under the category of neurodevelopmental disorders.25 

Neurodevelopmental disorders are a group of conditions that affect brain function, causing 

delays or deficits in academic, social, personal, or occupational development and performance. 

Neurodevelopmental disorders “typically manifest early in development, often before the child 

enters grade school… For some disorders, the clinical presentation includes symptoms of excess 

as well as deficits and delays in achieving expected milestones.”26 Apart from dyslexia/ADHD, 

other neurodevelopmental disorders include autism spectrum disorder (ASD); intellectual 

developmental disorder; social communication disorder; communication disorders including 

language disorder, speech sound disorder, childhood-onset fluency disorder (stuttering); motor 

coordination disorders, such as developmental coordination disorder (DCD); and stereotypic 

movement, or tic disorders.27 There is a high rate of co-occurrence between the 

neurodevelopmental disorders, particularly between dyslexia/ADHD.28  

 

2.2 Dyslexia or Specific Learning Disorder 

The term “dyslexia” can create some confusion, as it has both a narrow definition—

deficits in the phonological component of language (e.g., where a reader confuses the order of 

                                                      
25 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 33. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid., 31-86. 
28 Ibid., 65, 74. 
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letters, words, or phonemes)—and a broader definition, or umbrella term encompassing eight 

separate subtypes:29  

1. Dyslexia, meaning phonological processing disorder (difficulty with reading and 
spelling despite intelligence) 

2. Auditory dyslexia/auditory processing problems (difficulty with listening and 
understanding aural cues and instructions, and difficulty with rhyme and rhythm) 

3. Visual dyslexia/visual processing problems (difficulty with orientation, spatial 
relationships, and directional awareness) 

4. Dysphasia, or apraxia (trouble with pronunciation or translating thoughts into 
words) 

5. Dysgraphia (handwriting difficulties, awkward pencil grip)  

6. Dyspraxia, or DCD, (trouble with motor coordination, fine and/or gross)  

7. Executive dysfunction (difficulty with sequencing, time, ordering of events, 
attention, memory, recall, planning, keeping track of ongoing thoughts)   

8. Dyscalculia (trouble with numbers, mathematical symbols, terms, and concepts)30  

A typical understanding of dyslexia involves only the first subtype, or dyslexia as purely a 

phonological disorder. People will often say that dyslexia is a disorder where a person reverses 

letters or reads words out of order.31 Dyslexia ranges in severity level from mild, moderate, to 

severe.32 Although some people with dyslexia do exhibit this more severe symptom of word or 

letter reversal, some present with a range of differing symptoms, including one or more of the 

                                                      
29 Frank R. Vellutino et al., “Specific Reading Disability (Dyslexia): What Have We Learned in the Past Four 
Decades?” Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry 45, no. 1 (2004): 8. This antiquated definition comes from 
Samuel Orton’s 1925 optical reversibility theory of dyslexia in which letters and words are perceived to be 
reversed, as well as Hermann’s 1959 spatial confusion theory (inherent spatial disorientation). 
30 Dunoon, Helping Children with Dyslexia, 53. 
31 Vellutino et al., “Specific Reading Disability (Dyslexia),” 8; Elizabeth Heikkila, “Inclusive Music Teaching Strategies 
for Elementary-Age Children with Developmental Dyslexia,” Music Educators Journal 99, no. 1 (2012): 54.  
32 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 67-68.  
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eight subtypes of dyslexia, with differing degrees of disability.33 For further understanding, 

Appendix B includes charts with specific examples of dyslexic symptoms for each of the eight 

subtypes in three different age categories. 

One of my high school private flute students, “J.M.”, was an exquisite reader, in all of 

the advanced high school language arts and history classes. Her dyslexia manifested in different 

ways from the typical phonological representation of the disorder: (1) dyspraxia, as she had 

small motor coordination problems (trouble remembering and executing rapidly fingered 

passages), (2) migraine-inducing visual processing difficulties, which we remediated with 

filtered, peach-colored plastic overlays over her music, (3) aural processing problems, as she 

understood better when I wrote down instructions, or drew shapes denoting patterns of notes 

in her music, and (4) dyscalculia, as she had difficulty with the simple math required to 

understand and execute meter, dotted notes, and syncopation. J.M. had a very high IQ and 

could intellectually draw connections and discover her own patterns in music, indicative of a 

musician far beyond her years. She was excellent at self-diagnosis and problem solving, but 

could never physically achieve a high level of musicianship due to her kinesthetic, or dyspraxic, 

shortcomings.  

Various state organizations are beginning to recognize dyslexia as an umbrella term, as 

opposed to a strictly phonological processing problem. For example, the Texas Education 

Agency (TEA) defined the condition in the Dyslexia Handbook as 

…a disorder of constitutional origin manifested by a difficulty in learning to read, write, 
or spell, despite conventional instruction, adequate intelligence, and sociocultural 
opportunity. Related disorders include disorders similar to or related to dyslexia such as 

                                                      
33 Ibid., 9. 
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developmental auditory imperception, dysphasia, specific developmental dyslexia, 
developmental dysgraphia, and developmental spelling disability.34 

 
The TEA encourages teachers and diagnosticians to be aware of other symptoms that 

might accompany phonological processing problems. Dyslexia is widely recognized in scientific 

and educational circles as a multilayered condition with a wide range of symptoms; however, 

mainstream American culture has not fully embraced the concept. Various organizations are 

working on educational outreach and advocacy to encourage cultural acceptance and accurate 

diagnoses. The International Dyslexia Association (IDA), for example, promotes awareness 

through ongoing workshops, webinars, symposiums, contests, and conferences all over the 

world. They maintain regional branches in 33 states and a growing global partnership spanning 

22 countries across six continents.35  

The IDA and the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), as 

well as several state boards of education (New Jersey, Ohio, Texas, and Utah) adopted the 

following definition of dyslexia:  

Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurobiological in origin. It is characterized 
by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and 
decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result from a deficit in the phonological 
component of language that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities 
and the provision of effective classroom instruction. Secondary consequences may 
include problems in reading comprehension and reduced reading experience that can 
impede growth of vocabulary and background knowledge.36 

                                                      
34 Texas Education Agency, The Dyslexia Handbook: Procedures Concerning Dyslexia and Related Disorders, rev. ed., 
updated, (Austin: Texas Education Agency, 2010), 8. 
35 “In Your Area,” International Dyslexia Association, accessed September 14, 2016, https://dyslexiaida.org/ida-
branches/. 
36 “Definition of Dyslexia,” The International Dyslexia Association, accessed February 28, 2016, 
https://dyslexiaida.org/definition-of-dyslexia/; Reid Lyon et al., “Part I Defining Dyslexia, Comorbidity, Teachers’ 
Knowledge of Language and Reading: A Definition of Dyslexia,” Annals of Dyslexia 53, no. 1 (2003): 2.  
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The term dyslexia in this context denotes SLD, as opposed to the more general term, 

“learning disabilities (LD).” In 2003, Reid Lyon of the NICHD suggested that, 

While the general LD category encompasses a wide range of disorders in listening, 
speaking, reading, writing, and mathematics, we continue to recommend that the field 
should discontinue the use of the broad term learning disabilities when discussing 
reading disabilities, and should instead discuss specific disabilities defined in terms of 
coherent and operational domains.37 
 
As a result of the confusion, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) revised the term 

in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth edition (DSM-5) in 2014, 

calling it “specific learning disorder” as previously suggested. The association acknowledges 

that “specific types of reading deficits are described internationally in various ways as dyslexia” 

and now defines dyslexia as “an alternative term used to refer to a pattern of learning 

difficulties characterized by problems with accurate or fluent word recognition, poor decoding, 

and poor spelling abilities.”38 As the majority of the population understands the older, 

colloquial term “dyslexia” and only the newest research uses the term SLD, this paper will use 

the term “dyslexia” to refer to the umbrella of symptoms covered under the diagnostic criteria 

of SLD.   

 

2.2.1 Scientific Evidence of Dyslexia 

 Dr. Sally Shaywitz, neuroscientist and professor of pediatrics at Yale, is a world-

renowned expert on brain imaging in people with dyslexia. She used functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) to capture blood flow images as children and adults read, to 

                                                      
37 Lyon et al., “Part I Defining Dyslexia, Comorbidity, Teachers’ Knowledge of Language and Reading,” 2.  
38 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 67. 
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determine which parts of the brain are most active during certain literacy tasks. In a non-

impaired reader, the three neural systems for reading (i.e., fluency, word analysis—which 

operates on small units like phonemes, and word form—which operates on the whole word) 

activated in the left hemisphere of the brain. The hallmark pattern for dyslexic readers showed 

a disruption in two of the neural systems located in the left parietotemporal and 

occipitotemporal regions, affecting word form and automatic reading, respectively. The area for 

word analysis, however, appeared overactive. fMRI scans revealed that dyslexic brains 

compensate for this disruption by activating parts of the brain in the right hemisphere, causing 

a slower rate of processing. The dyslexic brain overcomes this anomaly by substantially 

increasing rote memorization capabilities.39 

 British neuroscientists and dyslexia experts, John Stein and Silvia Paracchini, center their 

research on genetic characteristics of the condition. Stein developed the “magnocellular theory 

of dyslexia.”40 Magnocellular nerve cells are responsible for receiving and processing auditory 

and visual cues from the eyes and ears, and relaying this information to the brain, which then 

responds to the information. Magnocells are responsible for the brain’s timing functions.  

Some of these nerve cells form incorrectly during development of a fetus’s brain in the womb 

and become misplaced during the forming of the cerebral cortex, which controls a person’s 

higher cognitive functions such as the ability to read and speak.41 Through her research, 

Paracchini discovered variants in chromosomes 3, 6, and 15 in fetuses due to a decrease in “the 

                                                      
39 Dunoon, Helping Children with Dyslexia, 51; Sally Shaywitz et al., “Neural Systems for Compensation and 
Persistence: Young Adult Outcome of Childhood Reading Disability,” Biological Psychiatry 54, no. 1 (July 2003): 25. 
40 Dunoon, Helping Children with Dyslexia, 56-57. 
41 Ibid. 
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level of a protein important in guiding nerve cell movements…during fetal brain development. 

A drop in this protein production causes minor brain changes that begin before birth.”42 These 

chromosomal and magnocellular mutations are genetic and affect eventual visual, auditory, and 

motor coordination.43   

Infant brains are sensitive to environmental neurotoxins, which can interfere with 

typical development causing permanent damage.44 In a developmental toxicology and risk 

assessment report, the National Academy of Sciences determined that exposure to toxic 

chemicals and environmental agents while pregnant causes 3% of brain developmental 

disorders, while another 25% may result from environmental reasons in conjunction with 

genetic predispositions.45 Sally Shaywitz noted a difference in the functioning of 

developmentally dyslexic brains (caused by genetics) and environmentally caused dyslexia. The 

more environmentally influenced type of dyslexia represented a group with significantly lower 

IQ and a pattern of attending more disadvantaged schools: 

We speculate that in young adults the neural system differences between these groups 
may not have been recognized before, because previous functional imaging studies have 
generally focused on the compensated dyslexics who, with appropriate 
accommodations, are more successful academically and are able to enter university, 
while the environmentally influenced poor readers rarely attend university and may not 
readily come to the attention of investigators.46 

 

                                                      
42 Ibid., 58. 
43 Ibid., 60. 
44 Amir Miodovnik, “Environmental Neurotoxicants and Developing Brain,” Mount Sinai Journal of Medicine 78, no. 
1 (Jan 2011): 58-77. 
45 National Research Council, Scientific Frontiers in Developmental Toxicology and Risk Assessment, (Washington, 
D.C.: National Academy Press, 2000), 10.  
46 Shaywitz et. al., “Neural Systems for Compensation and Persistence,” 33. 
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2.2.2 Diagnostics 

As part of diagnostic procedures, the majority of diagnosticians in public schools screen 

for discrepancies between intellectual ability and achievement in regard to reading 

comprehension, decoding, oral expression and comprehension, and mathematical concepts. 

They search for “outliers,” or “unexpected” difficulty in reading ability relative to learning 

potential as criteria for possible diagnosis. This theory is grounded in the idea that a person’s 

intelligence quotient (IQ) as measured through a set of standardized tests, and reading 

achievement are interrelated, and that reading difficulties in students with average or above-

average IQ should be treated differently from reading difficulties in students with a low IQ. 

Shaywitz clarified this point:  

In other words, simply knowing a person’s IQ should have predicted his level of reading 
achievement. For example, a person with an IQ of 115 was predicted to have a reading 
achievement score of approximately 115; if he scored 90 instead of 115 on a reading 
test, this discrepancy of twenty-five points meant that he had a reading disability. 
Eligibility for special education programs in public schools has traditionally been based 
on the demonstration of such a discrepancy. That should no longer be the case.47  
 
As a result of the 2004 reauthorization of IDEA, Congress determined that Local 

Educational Agencies (LEAs) are no longer required to take these discrepancies into 

consideration when diagnosing SLDs: 

There is no evidence that the IQ–achievement discrepancy formulas can be applied in a 
consistent and meaningful (reliable and valid) manner. In addition, this approach has 
been particularly problematic for students living in poverty or culturally and linguistically 
different backgrounds, who may be erroneously viewed as having intrinsic intellectual 
limitations when their differences on such tests really reflect lack of experience or 
educational opportunity.48 

                                                      
47 Sally Shaywitz, Overcoming Dyslexia: A New and Complete Science-Based Program for Reading Problems at Any 
Level, (New York: Vintage Books, 2003), 136.  
48 Select Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004, 
108th Cong., S. Rep. 108-185.  
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According to the Senate Report, LEAs are not prohibited, however, from using this 

discrepancy formula between IQ and achievement to determine whether or not a student has 

an SLD. Many public school diagnosticians and dyslexia experts still prefer to utilize this 

discrepancy method. 

Response to Intervention (RTI) methods are alternative, but preferred, methods for 

diagnosis. An RTI is a tiered approach (accomplished within the core class curriculum, small 

group intervention, or intensive, individualized training) that provides services and high quality, 

scientific-based interventions, as well as frequent monitoring of progress, and application of 

student response data to meet the academic and behavioral needs of students who struggle 

with learning in public school. Early identification and support are essential for easier 

remediation: “Inexpensive screening measures identify at risk children in mid-kindergarten with 

85% accuracy. If at-risk students are not provided intervention by age eight, they have a 74% 

chance of continuing their reading difficulties into high school.”49  

 

2.2.3 Impact upon Musical Learning 

Dyslexia can impact a student’s ability to learn music because of the close relationship 

between phonological processing deficits and musical notation reading as well as the parallels 

between mathematical and musical symbols.50 Executive functioning, aural and visual 

processing, dyspraxia, and dysphasia are other areas related to SLDs that affect musical 

                                                      
49 Texas Education Agency, The Dyslexia Handbook, 11. 
50 Bryson, “Teaching a Student with Dyslexia,” 431; Forgeard et al., “The Relation Between Music and Phonological 
Processing,” 383; Tim Miles, “Parallels Between the Teaching of Musical and Mathematical Notation,” in Music and 
Dyslexia: a Positive Approach, ed. T.R. Miles et al. (Chichester, England: John Wiley, 2008), 68-74. 
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learning. Symptoms of dyslexia can manifest in musical contexts as problems with note reading, 

time and pulse, rhythm, tapping and clapping, fingering, gross motor control and posture, sight-

reading, and slow processing speeds.51 

Unfortunately, a disconnect regarding information and pedagogical approaches to 

students with SLDs exists between parents, music directors, and private lesson teachers in the 

public school systems. If a student has a 504 plan or IEP, (which are legally binding documents 

that provide individualized special education services and educational goals to students with 

disabilities,) the school, and therefore the classroom music teacher, might need to provide 

accommodations for that student in the music classroom.52 Parents tend to assume that private 

instructors are privy to this protected information or do not understand the connections 

between SLDs and music. However, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 

(FERPA), a federal law, protects the academic and personal records of all students in public 

schools that receive funds from the United States Department of Education, preventing 

disclosure of this information. The school must receive written permission from the parent to 

release information from the student’s education record except under lawful subpoena, in 

cases of public health or safety emergency, transfer to another school, or to specific individuals 

                                                      
51 Sylvie Hebert, et al., “A Case Study of Music and Text Dyslexia,” Music Perception 25, no. 4 (2008): 369; Forgeard 
et al., “The Relation Between Music and Phonological Processing,” 383-4; Katie Overy, “Dyslexia and Music: from 
Timing Deficits to Musical Intervention,” Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 999, no. 1 (2003): 499, 503; 
Sheila Oglethorpe, Instrumental Music for Dyslexics: A Teaching Handbook, 2nd ed. (London: Whurr Publishers, 
2002), 85; Sally Daunt, ed. Music, Other Performing Arts and Dyslexia, (Oxford: British Dyslexia Association, 2012), 
108; Sheila Oglethorpe, “Sight-reading” in Music and Dyslexia: a Positive Approach, ed. T.R. Miles et al. (Chichester, 
England: John Wiley, 2008), 82-83; Miles, “Parallels Between the Teaching of Musical and Mathematical Notation,” 
69-70. 
52 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 U.S Congress § 1232g, 34 CFR Part 99, last modified June 
26, 2015, accessed September 25, 2016, http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html. 
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involved in academic evaluations.53 Students might consider emailing, writing a letter, or talking 

with their teachers personally about any potential concerns related to their conditions so that 

everyone can communicate freely.  

 

2.3 ADHD 

The DSM-5 defines ADHD as “a persistent pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-

impulsivity that interferes with functioning or development.”54 Inattention refers to difficulties 

with staying focused on current tasks, organizing thoughts and materials, and listening 

conscientiously. Symptoms of hyperactivity-impulsivity manifest as an inability to wait, sit still, 

and speak at appropriate times in an appropriate manner. The NIMH divides ADHD into three 

separate subcategories: predominantly hyperactive-impulsive, predominantly inattentive, and 

combined hyperactive-impulsive and inattentive.55 Behavioral symptoms, while a major 

component of the condition, only form a part of the equation. 

 

2.3.1 ADHD as an Umbrella Term 

ADHD can now be considered as an umbrella term encompassing behavioral and 

cognitive deficits. New ADHD research, including expanded diagnosis guidelines in the DSM-5, 

describes the condition as being a cognitive disorder with a developmental impairment of 

                                                      
53 Ibid. 
54 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 31. 
55 National Institute of Mental Health, “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Resources, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-
hyperactivity-disorder-adhd/index.shtml. 
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executive functioning.56 Executive functions (working memory, self regulation, internalization of 

speech, and reconstitution) affect a person’s ability to organize, schedule, analyze, remember, 

make decisions, and execute a plan.57 People with ADHD are 30%-40% behind their peers in 

their executive functioning abilities, making them appear approximately three years behind 

their peers in behavioral, emotional, and social contexts.58 Executive functioning will be 

discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.3.  

As the condition affects both behavioral and cognitive functions, pharmacological and 

behavioral therapies are not enough to cure all of the symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity, 

and impulsivity.59 A person with ADHD might need some amount of cognitive, or brain training 

to remediate executive dysfunctions. Both cognitive and behavioral symptoms in ADHD are 

disproportionate for a person’s normal age and developmental level, and can impair academic, 

social, and occupational abilities well into adulthood.60  

 

2.3.2 Scientific Evidence of ADHD 

 Scientists use electrophysiological methods to detect anomalous and under-utilized 

portions of the ADHD brain; fMRI and positron emission tomography (PET) scans, magnetic 

                                                      
56 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 59-65; Russell A. Barkley, “Behavioral Inhibition, Sustained Attention, 
and Executive Functions: Constructing a Unifying Theory of ADHD,” Psychological Bulletin 121, no. 1 (1997): 65-94. 
57 Barkley, “Behavioral Inhibition, Sustained Attention, and Executive Functions,” 72-75. 
58 National Institute of Mental Health, “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Resources, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-
hyperactivity-disorder-adhd/index.shtml; Itai Berger et al., “Maturational Delay in ADHD: Evidence from CPT,” 
Frontier in Human Neuroscience 7 (Oct 2013), 698.  
59 Center for Disease Control and Prevention, “Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Data and 
Statistics,” last modified May 4, 2016, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html. 
60 Ibid. 
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source imaging (MSI) and resonance spectroscopy (MRS) are devices that can quantifiably 

detect the disorder: “Posterior portions of the posterior callosum (connecting white matter 

fibers from the posterior frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes of the two hemispheres) [are] 

smaller in ADHD than in control subjects.”61 These atypical growth patterns affect cognitive 

functioning (e.g., executive functioning and processing speeds) in people with ADHD. Research 

into environmental factors, such as industrial pesticides (e.g., dialkyl phosphate metabolites of 

organophosphates) and pre and postnatal cigarette smoke as well as deficiencies in Omega-3 

fatty acids, has revealed evidence for the prevalence of the disorder as well as symptoms of 

behavioral issues and abnormally low cognitive function.62 Due to the impracticality of brain 

scans and pre-natal testing for everyday diagnoses of ADHD, some pediatricians, family 

physicians, and psychiatrists prefer to use less invasive methods, such as patient surveys, school 

counselor and teacher testimonials, and family history reports. Evidence-based treatments for 

ADHD, including a combination of pharmacological, academic, and behavioral interventions, 

serve in both diagnosis and treatment capacities.63  

 

2.3.3 Impact upon Musical Learning 

ADHD symptoms can present in the music classroom and impact the learning process. 

                                                      
61 Eden, “ADHD and Developmental Dyslexia,” 320. 
62 Maryse F. Bouchard et al., “Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and Urinary Metabolites of 
Organophosphate Pesticides,” Pediatrics 125, no. 6 (June 2006): 1270-77; Carrie Yochum et al., “Prenatal Cigarette 
Smoke Exposure Causes Gender-Specific Neurobehavioral Alterations Reminiscent of ADHD with Increased 
Aggression,” Neurotoxicology and Teratology 33, no. 4 (July-Aug 2011): 501; A.J. Richardson, “Clinical Trials of Fatty 
Acid Treatment in ADHD, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia, and the Autistic Spectrum,” Prostaglandins, Leukotrienes, and 
Essential Fatty Acids 70, no. 4 (April 2004): 383-390.; A.J. Richardson, “Omega-3 Fatty Acids in ADHD and Related 
Neurodevelopmental Disorders,” International Review of Psychiatry 18, no. 2 (April 2006): 155-172. 
63 Germanò, Gagliano, and Curatolo, “Comorbidity of ADHD and Dyslexia,” 484. 
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Common symptoms include forgetting supplies and parts of instruments, missing details in the 

music, becoming easily distracted, and distracting others with fidgeting, key-clicking, and non-

stop talking. Music students with ADHD could have a difficult time organizing materials or 

thought processes while practicing, remembering to practice, waiting their turn to play, 

following instructions, and processing information quickly and accurately.64  

 

2.4 Comorbidity 

 Comorbidity is the co-occurrence of two or more medical conditions within a single 

patient. The DSM-5 recognizes the strong rate of comorbidity between SLDs and other 

neurodevelopmental disorders, as well as other psychiatric conditions, such as anxiety 

disorders, depressive and bipolar mood disorders, conduct disorder, and oppositional defiant 

disorder.65 Diagnoses for each condition occur separately, which could make “testing and 

differential diagnosis more difficult, because each of the co-occurring disorders independently 

interferes with the execution of activities of daily living, including learning.”66 Dyslexia and 

ADHD have overlapping symptoms and are two of the most common comorbid conditions. 

 

2.4.1 Statistics and Theories 

 The IDA estimates that 30-40% of people diagnosed with dyslexia will also have an 

                                                      
64 Rickson, “Instructional and Improvisational Models of Music Therapy,” 39-62. 
65 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 74. 
66 Ibid. 
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ADHD diagnosis, and conversely, up to 40% of people with ADHD will have dyslexia.67 Both the 

CDC and NIMH also recognize the link between the two conditions, as they share similar left-

brain deficiencies: executive dysfunction, working memory problems, and inattention.68 

Australian psychologists Dr. Murray Dyck and Jan Piek performed a case study to determine 

developmental delays (language, motor skills, executive function, and IQ) in children with 

ADHD, with particular interest in comorbidity:  

The results indicated that children with ADHD typically (85%) have at least one mild 
ability deficit, usually (55%) have at least one severe deficit, and usually (55%) have 
pervasive ability deficits... The results indicate a need for comprehensive screening for 
developmental disorders in children with ADHD and imply that research needs to focus 
on how ADHD and developmental disorders may share an etiology.69  
 

 Dr. Germanò focused her research on the links between dyslexia and ADHD from an 

“epidemiological, genetic, neurofunctional, neuropsychological, and therapeutic perspective.”70 

She explained, 

Attention and learning problems usually are considered inter-related and on a 
continuum. Between the two disorders there is a bidirectional relationship since the 
comorbidity is very high if one examines children with dyslexia for ADHD or children 
with ADHD for dyslexia. Reading difficulties appear to be strongly related with the 
predominantly inattentive type of ADHD… Furthermore, in ADHD subjects, a disability in 
written expression seems more common…. Children with reading, math, or spelling 

                                                      
67 National Institute of Mental Health, “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Resources, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-
hyperactivity-disorder-adhd/index.shtml; Eden, “ADHD and Developmental Dyslexia,” 317.  
68 “Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): Data and Statistics,” Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention, accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html; National Institute of Mental 
Health, “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),” U.S. Department of Health and Human Resources, 
accessed March 1, 2016, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder-
adhd/index.shtml. 
69 Murray Dyck and Jan P. Piek, “Developmental Delays in Children with ADHD,” Journal of Attention Disorders 18, 
no. 5 (2014): 474, 466. 
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deficits plus ADHD have more severe learning and attention problems than children 
with only one of the two conditions.71  
 
Germanò’s studies point to higher rates of comorbidity than the IDA’s research: “Over 

80% of children with ADHD and 60% of children with reading disability meet the criteria for at 

least one additional diagnosis.”72 In her neuroimaging studies, she found shared biological 

processes between the two conditions, including lower cerebellar volume and reversed 

asymmetry of the hemispheres involving the planum temporale, caudate nucleus, and frontal 

lobes.73 Dysfunction and reduced activation in temporal lobe regions could help explain timing 

problems in both conditions. She further posited that comorbid reading problems could be a 

marker for students with ADHD who have more severely impaired executive, cognitive, and 

behavioral functions. Such children are at higher risk for secondary problems, such as anxiety, 

low self-esteem, conduct and behavioral disorders, and have a higher propensity for dropping 

out of school. Early identification and intervention are particularly important for these 

comorbid types.74 Because of the high rate of comorbidity, she suggested that patients who 

have just received an ADHD diagnosis also go through academic testing for potential SLDs.75 

Dr. Guinevere Eden of the Department of Pediatrics and Director of the Center for the 

Study of Learning at Georgetown University explored two possible hypotheses for the existence 

of and interrelationship between comorbid dyslexia and ADHD: the phenocopy hypothesis and 

the cognitive subtype hypothesis. The phenocopy hypothesis model “proposes a bi-directional 

                                                      
71 Ibid., 476. 
72 Ibid., 475 
73 Ibid., 479. 
74 Ibid., 476. 
75 Ibid., 486. 
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influence such that behavioral problems associated with ADHD disrupt learning to read, hence 

making the child appear dyslexic, or by the same logic, frustrations due to reading make the 

dyslexic child appear inattentive.”76  

As a private instructor, I notice that young students with dyslexia are very attuned and 

sensitive to the phenocopy hypothesis. Beginner flute student, “A.J.”, received a diagnosis for 

dyslexia, with visual and aural processing difficulties. She struggled to track her eyes across the 

page, as the muscles in one eye were weaker than the other eye. She preferred to memorize all 

of her music, as it was much easier than having to read and play her instrument at the same 

time, and could do so upon an initial hearing of the band director calling out the note names in 

class. I was keen to watch her eye-tracking movements while she played and encouraged her to 

name the notes on her own while pointing to them on the page. She processed her music more 

efficiently and accurately with a teal overlay, as the notes on the page became “calmer and 

stopped vibrating.” She could not understand verbal instruction due to her aural processing 

difficulties, but was incredibly intelligent and understood everything, as long as I wrote it down 

in her notebook or drew her a chart or map. She was incapable of tapping her foot to the beat 

despite eurhythmics instruction, and became adept at mimicking other children’s foot-tapping 

in class, thoroughly convincing her band director that she had a decent sense of pulse. A.J. was 

incredibly smart, creative, and talented at the flute, but struggled with attention during difficult 

music tasks such as note reading or rhythm execution assignments. She also had a fear of 

reading out loud or being called upon in class, especially during subjects like language arts, 
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history, or math. She pleaded with her mother for an ADHD evaluation in the hopes that ADHD 

treatment could help with her reading and attention struggles during difficult tasks. Given the 

high rates of comorbidity between the two conditions, the extra evaluation for ADHD could 

have been highly beneficial. Unfortunately, the grading demands and the band director’s lack of 

understanding about her condition and unwillingness to accommodate her, led the family to 

make the decision to pull her out of the band program.  

“The other school of thought, termed the ‘cognitive subtype hypothesis,’ makes an 

association with etiological factors and posits that co-morbid groups in fact represent a third 

disorder that is due to either etiological factors that are distinct relative to those related to 

each disorder alone or to common factors that increase susceptibility to both disorders.”77 In 

other words, dyslexia and ADHD are so commonly comorbid (because of genetic or 

environmental links) or because of the fact that common factors increase susceptibility to both 

disorders, (e.g., if you have dyslexia you are more susceptible to ADHD) that they could be 

considered a single disorder. The neuropsychological, cognitive deficits associated with this 

subtype can be more extensive than the additive combination of dyslexia-only or ADHD-only 

subtypes, including deficits in naming speed, phonological short-term memory, executive 

function, reaction time, working memory, and/or processing speeds.78 As a teacher, it is 

advantageous to consider the cognitive subtype hypothesis by offering accommodations to 

both disorders simultaneously, even if the student has been diagnosed with a single disorder. 

                                                      
77 Ibid. 
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Due to high rates of comorbidity, it is possible that a student could have a diagnosis for one 

condition, while requiring an additional diagnosis of the other.  

 

2.4.2 Diagnostics 

Current diagnostic procedures for dyslexia/ADHD are not standardized throughout the 

United States. Brain scans (fMRI, PET, quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG), and single 

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)) offer high-tech, high-cost diagnostic routes 

that pose some degree of health risk due to radiation exposure. Ultimately, the results of the 

brain scans cannot confirm a diagnosis because they will need to be put into context within the 

scope of the patient’s medical and familial history. There is a risk of inaccurate results due to 

additional, unrelated conditions (e.g., bipolar disorder or depression) or head trauma. 

Despite the high rate of comorbidity, differing professionals diagnose each condition 

and rarely offer a unified approach to diagnosis and treatment. An educational diagnostician or 

psychologist usually evaluates a child for SLDs. A health care provider (e.g., pediatrician, family 

physician, or psychiatrist) diagnoses ADHD. Unfortunately, a lack of communication between 

professionals makes proper diagnosis and treatment more complicated: “Furthermore, the two 

conditions do not share diagnostic criteria and each is evaluated by different methods: ADHD 

by parent and teacher ratings of behavior and dyslexia by direct tests of reading 

performance...”79  

Proper and early treatment plans, however, are important for guiding parents of 
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children with dyslexia/ADHD and for providing those children with coping strategies to offer 

them the best chance of success in school and in life. Eden explained, “Intervention is more 

beneficial if provided early. However, this does not preclude later intervention: both ADHD and 

dyslexia have been successfully treated in adulthood... When left untreated, dyslexia and ADHD 

pose significant barriers for school success and later adaptation in a variety of settings.”80 

Treatments for comorbid dyslexia/ADHD could include the following: 

• Multisensory (incorporation of more than one of the five senses at a time), 
multimodal (more than one learning style at the same time—visual, aural, read-
write, kinesthetic) approaches to learning81 

• Psychoeducational treatment programs, including cognitive, behavioral, and 
phonological programs, which could include assistive technologies82 

• Pharmacological treatment (stimulant or non-stimulant medication), which can help 
with core symptoms of ADHD, while improving cognitive attention functions related 
to reading performance in children with comorbid dyslexia/ADHD83  

• Proper nutrition and supplement programs, for example:  

A constitutional inefficiency in the conversion of essential fatty acid precursor to 
unsaturated fatty acids has been proposed as a factor not only in ADHD, but also 
in dyslexia and dyspraxia. In these conditions with a biological basis, 
phospholipids metabolism looks like a promising paradigm and could help to 
account for many features that are common not only to these conditions.84 

 
 

2.4.3 Shared Symptoms 

While each of the disorders exhibit unique deficits, such as phonological processing 
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problems in dyslexia or impulsivity in ADHD, both groups exhibit commonalties. Shared deficits 

include poor processing speed, dyspraxia, and executive dysfunction:  

A specific example is processing speed, which may be slower in either condition because 
of greater intra-individual variability or because of poor temporal integration. An 
anatomical candidate for this impaired behavior is the cerebellum. This approach also 
takes into account that a single perturbation at the level of the brain might give rise to 
multiple cognitive deficits, and each cognitive deficit in turn could give rise to a 
multitude of behavioral impairments.85  
 
Eden hypothesized that such disturbances in processing speed could be related to a 

deficit in sensorimotor systems in people with dyslexia/ADHD.86 Both conditions have similar, 

underlying cognitive deficits, but it is possible, and even likely, that differing causes could lead 

to the same end result, or symptom. Such deficits could be caused by genetic or non-genetic 

(e.g., environmental) etiological factors, as evidenced in twins with differing conditions.87 

Dyspraxia, also called specific developmental disorder of motor function, clumsy child 

syndrome, or DCD, is one of the most common co-occurring symptoms, or related conditions, 

to dyslexia/ADHD, and can be caused by an underlying neurodevelopmental impairment due to 

genetics or by prenatal exposure to alcohol, as well as preterm and low birth weight.88 Dyslexia 

expert, Liz Dunoon, considered dyspraxia as one of the eight subtypes under the dyslexia 

umbrella and the DSM-5 discussed it in terms of its high comorbidity rate with dyslexia/ADHD.89 

As dyspraxia manifests during the developmental period, it is highly comorbid with other 

neurodevelopmental disorders including ASD, intellectual disability, and communication 
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disorders, and genetic links between all of these disorders have been proposed.90 The condition 

affects 5%-6% of all children ages 5-11 and continues to affect 50%-70% of those children into 

adolescent and adult years.91 The APA reported an approximate 50% co-occurrence with ADHD, 

suggesting that it is one of the most frequent comorbid conditions besides SLDs.92  

Scientists attribute dyspraxia to cerebellar dysfunction, although the exact neural 

location is still unknown.93 Impairments in visual-motor perception, as well as spatial 

awareness, can affect a person’s ability to make quick, motor adjustments to complete a task or 

avoid injuring oneself. As comorbidity between dyspraxia and other neurodevelopmental 

disorders, like dyslexia/ADHD is extremely likely, it may be most effective to treat the 

underlying condition first; for example, “If a child has dual diagnoses of attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and DCD for a handwriting problem, the standard treatment of 

behavioral modification and stimulant medication may be prescribed for ADHD, and 

handwriting training may be arranged with a remedial education teacher, occupational or 

physical therapist.”94 Symptoms of dyspraxia exist despite intelligence and cannot be explained 

by visual impairment or other neurological conditions affecting movement, such as cerebral 

palsy or muscular dystrophy.95  

                                                      
90 American Psychiatric Association, DSM-5, 75; Jan P. Piek et al., “The Relationship Between Motor Coordination, 
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2011): 441. 
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Motor skills deficits in dyspraxia can range in severity and manifest as “clumsiness (e.g., 

dropping or bumping into objects) as well as a slowness and inaccuracy of performance of 

motor skills (e.g., catching an object, using scissors or cutlery, handwriting, riding a bike, or 

participating in sports.)”96 The sense of balance and movement in people with dyspraxia is 

either inherently inaccurate or can become easily, yet temporarily, distorted.97 In American 

culture, people with severe dyspraxia are described as accident prone, never having grown out 

of their awkward stage, or as somebody who cannot walk and chew gum at the same time.98 

The acquisition and execution of coordinated motor skills in people with dyspraxia “significantly 

and persistently interferes with activities of daily living appropriate to chronological age (e.g., 

self-care and self-maintenance) and impacts academic/school productivity, prevocational and 

vocational activities, leisure, and play.”99 People with dyspraxia can have impairments in gross 

and/or small motor coordination, as the APA has not yet distinguished unique subtypes.100  

Executive functions are higher-level cognitive skills that manage more basic cognitive 

functions related to the regulation of goal-directed behaviors, emotion, and attention.101 These 

skills allow individuals to predict and control their own actions, environment, and possible 
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future consequences or outcomes.102 During puberty, the frontal cortex matures, allowing 

individuals greater access to these executive functioning abilities. Developmental differences in 

the dyslexic/ADHD brain can prevent the proper acquisition of these abilities. 

Executive functioning tasks can be thought of much like the tasks required of a 

successful chief executive officer of a Fortune 500 company. The six steps involved in the 

executive functioning process include the ability to: 

1. Analyze a task or situation 

2. Make a plan 

3. Organize the elements or steps involved in carrying out the plan 

4. Schedule or develop timelines 

5. Decide or adjust the steps in the plan 

6. Execute the plan103 

Russell Barkley of the Departments of Psychiatry and Neurology at the University of 

Massachusetts Medical Center explained that several factors influence the development of 

executive functioning, including: 

1. The “development of neural networks within the prefrontal lobes, which underlie 
[sic] these neuropsychological abilities and permit the acquisition of more specific 
skills used for self-control”104  

                                                      
102 Russell A. Barkley, “Behavioral Inhibition, Sustained Attention, and Executive Functions: Constructing a Unifying 
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Journal of Intellectual Disability Research 54, no. 5 (May 2010): 469; M. Toussaint-Thorin, et al., “Executive 
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Tests,” Annals of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine 56 (2013): 269. 
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2. The successes or consequences that have arisen from past executive decisions as a 
predictor for immediate or future consequences of behavior 

3. Childhood socialization 

4. Continual positive reinforcement for the use of self-directed, internalized speech 
and execution of self-regulatory actions.105 

Barkley’s “neuropsychological model of executive (self-regulatory) functions” involves 

the development of four executive abilities that influence behavioral inhibition, which can 

predict future social and academic success: working memory (internal sense of time, sequence, 

organization), internalization of speech (the inner voice, or devil versus angel on your shoulder), 

self-regulation (self-control or objectivity), and reconstitution (the analytic-synthetic ability to 

alter behavioral structures in the service of attaining future goals).106 The four executive 

functions influence the motor system “in the service of goal-directed behavior.”107 Not 

surprisingly, executive functions originate in the same general part of the brain as motor 

function (prefrontal and frontal cortex). This shared etiology could help to explain Eden’s 

findings that “sensorimotor processes that contribute to executive function such as timing, 

processing speed, and motor skills (fine and gross) are impaired in ADHD children.”108 However, 

it is important to note that, “While an executive function deficit is considered to be a core 

cognitive deficit in ADHD,…it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient cause of ADHD.”109 
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Working memory problems related to executive dysfunction are highlighted in children 

with reading disabilities, due to their inability to maintain relevant information in working 

memory, delete irrelevant information from working memory, and access long-term memory:  

Both verbal and visual-spatial components of WM [working memory] have been found 
impaired in children and adults with DD [developmental dyslexia]… The reduced 
performance of dyslexics in memory span tasks involving both verbal and visual-spatial 
modalities may be interpreted as an expression of deficient functioning of the central 
executive component of WM.110 
 
Eden explained the comorbidity of executive dysfunction between dyslexia and ADHD, 

“Further, almost all other developmental disorders also exhibit some level of problems with 

executive function (e.g., autism and conduct disorder), suggesting that executive dysfunction is 

a pervasive outcome of multiple pathological developmental processes, much as a fever is to 

multiple infectious agents.”111 

Executive functioning deficits could explain the “maturational lag model,” which 

describes why children with executive functioning problems tend to act three years behind 

their peers: 

According to the “maturational lag” model, ADHD children have neurodevelopment 
profiles representative of healthy children at younger ages. As a child with ADHD gets 
older and “catches up” the developmental lag, the symptoms of ADHD might lessen. 
This model was initially based on the behavioral observation that children with ADHD 
often behave as younger children, who naturally have lesser ability to sustain attention, 
display impulse control, and sit still for a long time period.112 
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It is helpful to be aware of the maturational lag model because it explains why students 

with dyslexia/ADHD have a difficult time “acting their age.” As a teacher, I ask myself, “Is the 

student acting appropriately for someone three years younger?” This knowledge helps me to 

be a more empathetic teacher and allows me to provide the student with coping skills to 

improve poor executive functioning skills, especially in terms of planning and organizing 

practice time and materials.  

 

2.5 Twice Exceptionality, or 2e 

The IDA reported that upwards of 5% or more of school-age children fall under the 

“twice exceptional,” or “2e” category, which describes students who are “both intellectually 

gifted (as determined by an accepted standardized assessment) and learning disabled, which 

includes students with dyslexia.”113 The National Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) 

identified three types of students labeled as 2e: 

• Identified gifted students who have a learning disability 

• Students with a learning disability whose giftedness has not been identified 

• Unidentified students whose gifts and disabilities may be masked by average school 
achievement114 

 
 Significant attention towards twice exceptional students has steadily increased since the 

turn of the century. Congress reauthorized IDEA in 2004, recognizing students with disabilities 
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who are gifted and talented as a priority for federal funding.115 As a result, several states (e.g. 

Colorado, Idaho, Maryland, Montana, Ohio, Virginia) published policy guides requiring a team-

based, collaborative, comprehensive, formal approach to identifying and providing support for 

2e students who fall between the general, gifted, and special education cracks in the public 

school system.116 The National Twice-Exceptional Community of Practice (2e CoP) was created 

in 2013 through the IDEA Partnership and a community of stakeholders from educational fields, 

private organizations, the National Association of School Psychologists (NASP), the NAGC, the 

National Center for Learning Disabilities, and other special interest groups. Their goal is to 

create materials, resources, and products using evidence-based research to improve policy and 

practice regarding 2e students within a K-12 school environment.117 Their definition of twice 

exceptionality is as follows,  

Twice exceptional individuals evidence exceptional ability and disability, which results in 
a unique set of circumstances. Their exceptional ability may dominate, biding their 
disability; each may mask the other so that neither is recognized or addressed. 2e 
students, who may perform below, at, or above grade level, require the following: 

• Specialized methods of identification that consider the possible interaction of 
the exceptionalities 

• Enriched/advanced educational opportunities that develop the child’s 
interest, gifts, and talents while also meeting the child’s learning needs 

• Simultaneous supports that ensure the child’s academic success and social-
emotional well-being, such as accommodations, therapeutic interventions, 
and specialized instruction 
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Working successfully with this unique population requires specialized academic training 
and ongoing professional development.118  
 
A discrepancy between potential and achievement is a common trait of twice 

exceptional students. They have a high cognitive ability, but may demonstrate low or average 

academic achievement due to an underlying disability such as ADHD, SLD, ASD, or other 

neurodevelopmental disorder.119 Other 2e students may show exceptional artistic, leadership, 

and entrepreneurial talents, but express social and communication problems.120  

Gifted students with SLDs are particularly difficult to identify because their reading, 

writing, and math skills could be considered average compared to their peers, but the 

discrepancy between their potential, or expected achievement, and their actual academic 

performance “could be perceived as laziness or underachievement instead of an actual 

disability.”121 Experts from the Dyslexia and Disability Services at the University of Worcester, 

England posited that 40% of students with dyslexia do not receive a diagnosis until they are 

involved in higher education, many of whom remain unidentified and unsupported until their 

senior year, which could be strong evidence for undiagnosed, or late diagnosis of 2e in higher 

education.122 My husband, Benjamin Raviotta, is a 2e who was diagnosed with ADHD at age 14 

and dyslexia at age 33 while struggling to write his dissertation for his Doctor of Musical Arts 

degree. His personal story of life as a 2e student and musician is exceptionally moving and 
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sheds light upon the struggles of gifted, intelligent musicians with learning disabilities and their 

need for support from a very early age.123 Twice exceptional people with dyslexia perform 

extraordinarily well in the fields of art, science, engineering, and entrepreneurship and include 

successful professionals such as Albert Einstein, Steve Jobs, Thomas Edison, Agatha Christie, 

Henry Ford, Nelson Rockefeller, Charles Schwab, Walt Disney, and Leonardo da Vinci.124  

Gifted students with ADHD tend to exhibit “exemplary verbal and nonverbal reasoning 

abilities and reading and math achievement with less well-developed writing, working memory, 

and processing speed skills; adaptive skills, social skills, and behavioral control are often 

considered underdeveloped.”125 They experience difficulties in academic and social venues, and 

may display particular mental health concerns related to lower levels of happiness and self-

esteem. Bullying tends to be a concern for this population more so than for gifted children 

without a coexisting disability, due to their giftedness, their disability, or both.126 Some famous 

2e people with ADHD include Frank Lloyd Wright, Robin Williams, Howard Hughes, and Bill 

Gates.  

In my studio, I have several students who are part of their school’s gifted and talented 

(GT) program, but also have ADHD. I find it intellectually stimulating to teach these students 

because I am able to tie in concepts of historical and cultural significance, anatomy and biology, 

graduate level vocabulary, and higher levels of music theory due to exceptional mathematical 
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and reasoning abilities. When I explain a new concept, I can see them pause to digest it, and 

without prompting, search for other musical examples to help prove my point. They tend to be 

very emotionally sensitive individuals and good problem solvers, when allowed the extra time 

and encouragement to develop a plan. They constantly forget their materials, or their materials 

are so disorganized that they cannot find anything in their pile of disheveled papers. They tend 

to devise alternative plans for presentation of required materials like playing their exercises 

from memory, borrowing materials from other students, or copying items before the lesson, in 

attempts to avoid being scolded.  
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CHAPTER 3 

MUSIC NOTATION 

3.1 The Process of Music Notation Reading  

The processing of musical symbols on the page (e.g. notes, rhythms, articulation, 

dynamics, text, clefs, and accidentals) involves several components that must all work in 

harmony.127 Notation reading can be a source of potential frustration for students with 

dyslexia/ADHD due to deficient literacy skills along with potential problems with visual 

processing, spatial and directional awareness, and working memory. 

Because note reading and literacy skills involve similar processes in the brain, students 

with dyslexia/ADHD may have more difficulty with music notation processing than neurotypical 

students.128 Through their research, Sebastian Jentschke of the Max Planck Institute for Human 

Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig and his colleagues suggested that music and language 

are so interconnected through shared neural networks and cognitive mechanisms that music 

testing in four- and five-year-olds can predict future reading problems.129 They claimed that 

“Music and speech are intimately connected in early life, and music paves the way to linguistic 

capacities. Under such a view, it seems possible that music perception might implicitly train 

parts of the language network, and thus, be an important contribution to the treatment of 

children with SLI [specific language impairment].”130 Furthermore, Johannes Ziegler, researcher 
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in the psychology department at Aix-Marseille Université in France, suggested a “link between 

impaired pitch processing and abnormal phonological development in children with dyslexia, 

which makes pitch pattern processing a potent tool for early diagnosis and remediation of 

dyslexia.”131 

If musical deficits can predict potential reading deficits, it would make sense that 

reading deficits could predict future processing difficulties with musical notation. Any one of 

the deficits related to literacy skills, visual processing, spatial and directional awareness, and 

working memory could make music notation reading a more laborious process, however, not 

every student with dyslexia/ADHD will exhibit every one of these symptoms. Remediation of 

each individual literacy skill might be helpful for music, but not necessary for each student, 

depending on the degree and unique manifestation of his or her condition. Students are 

encouraged to make connections between classroom remediation techniques that have worked 

for them in the past and to apply them to their music notation reading. An understanding of the 

correlation between language and music notation reading could help a student with 

dyslexia/ADHD to better understand their condition and to discover more efficient ways of 

approaching the topic of music notation reading.  

 

3.2 Literacy Skills   

Parallel literacy skills between music and text reading involve phonemic awareness, 

phonological awareness, symbol decoding, orthographic awareness, sight word identification, 
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and fluency.132 Music notation reading correlates with these literacy skills, as note reading and 

language acquisition involve similar processing centers in the brain. It is important to 

understand this connection in the brain so that students can be aware of possible deficiencies 

with music notation to formulate a plan for self-remediation:  

During the last years, a number of studies have shown that processing of both musical 
and linguistic syntax relies on overlapping cognitive resources, some of which are 
located in overlapping brain areas (such as lateral parts of the inferior frontal gyrus and 
the anterior superior temporal gyrus). Moreover, substantial evidence underlines the 
importance of a sophisticated processing of prosody (i.e., the “musical” features of 
speech) for the acquisition of language. In accordance, several studies reported a 
relationship between musical and prosodic abilities, as well as between musical and 
phonological abilities.133 
 
 
 

3.2.1 Phonemic Awareness 

Phonemic awareness, involves the ability to process and manipulate phonemes, or the 

individual sounds and smallest parts of words.134 For example, the word “cat” can be broken 

down into three separate phonemes, or sounds with separate pitches: 

As different consonants and vowels in speech are characterized by different frequency 
as well as temporal content, and pitch is the direct perceptual correlate of frequency, 
pitch perception and phoneme perception might share the same process of frequency 
discrimination. Thus sensitivity to frequency changes may be important for reading 
ability as well.135 
 
Dr. Joyce Eastlund Gromko, Professor Emeritus of Music Education at Bowling Green 

University, explained the importance of phonemic awareness to music and the processing of 
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sound as it relates to fluent reading:  

Phonemic awareness, defined as the ability to recognize that a spoken word consists of 
individual sounds or phonemes, may be the mechanism that explains the relationship of 
music instruction to reading skill. The skill of phonemic awareness requires access to the 
phonological structure of words and a realization that the written word is simply a 
means of codifying the sound properties of the spoken word… when children learn to 
discriminate fine differences between tonal and rhythmic patterns and to associate their 
perceptions with visual symbols, they will benefit not only musically but in skills related 
to the processing of sound shown to be necessary for reading.136  
 
 

3.2.2 Phonological Awareness 

Phonological awareness involves the detection and manipulation of units of sound 

(syllables) corresponding to text. Students with a good phonological awareness can detect 

rhythms, rhymes, and sound patterns in language, particularly in poems such as Dr. Seuss’s One 

Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish.137 In music, students with this skill can clap and sing words 

into their syllable divisions (e.g., “dys-lex-i-a”). They can aurally identify words that rhyme in a 

song, manipulating them and replacing them with new rhyming words.138 They can clap 

rhythmic patterns in echo, as well as recognize elements of phrase, form, contrast, and style in 

music.139 

 

3.2.3 Decoding 

Decoding skills in literacy instruction involve the ability to recognize letters in a word 
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while associating those letters with sounds, organizing and recalling those sounds in sequence 

through working memory, blending the sounds together to create a word, and deciphering the 

meaning of the word.140 Marie Forgeard, Clinical Fellow in Psychology at Harvard Medical 

School, posited that “Reading music notation requires the same decoding of symbols (moving 

from left to right, pattern recognition, mapping of sounds to symbols) used by written 

language, and thus may very well generalize to the development of both language processing 

and reading skills.”141 Decoding in music allows the musician to understand the musical symbols 

on the page, organize them internally, and decipher their meaning. 

Canadian research psychologists, Kathleen Corrigall and Laurel Trainor, hypothesized 

the existence of a strong link between word decoding and the auditory processing skills needed 

to play music. They stated that “…music training in childhood is associated with word decoding, 

a fundamental reading skill related to the ability to pronounce individual words. These findings 

have typically been explained by a near transfer mechanism [implied, cross-disciplinary 

transference of skills] because music lessons train auditory abilities associated with those 

needed for decoding words.”142  

Music educators utilize Corigall and Trainor’s “near transfer mechanism” theory when 

they choose beginner repertoire that includes familiar childhood or holiday songs. The ability to 

“sing” while playing reinforces the student’s talents for decoding pitch and rhythm. Students 
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can, therefore, excel much quicker and feel confident that what they are playing is correct. 

However, students with dyslexia/ADHD may be slower to make connections when playing new, 

unfamiliar pieces. When students with dyslexia/ADHD lack an aural memory of a new piece, 

they may hesitate or resist learning new repertoire, especially when pieces lack a programmatic 

title or interesting back-story. Strong decoding skills will help with confidence in sight-reading 

and learning new pieces.  

 

3.2.4 Orthographic Awareness 

Orthographic awareness involves the ability to understand how patterns of letters and 

symbols combine to spell words (as opposed to the ability to visually memorize the spelling of 

entire words). In the reading classroom, students can identify misspellings in a sentence and 

spell new words they have never seen. Music students with an orthographic awareness 

understand how music symbols can represent musical sounds and when those sounds do not 

match the symbols on the page. Students can notate symbols representing articulation, 

dynamics, tempo, musical interpretation, and melodic contour, as well as compose short 

melodies based upon a given five-note scale with predetermined rhythms.143  

 

3.2.5 Sight-Word Reading 

Sight-word reading translates to music notation reading as well. Some irregularly spelled 

words are difficult to decode, and might need to be memorized to be recognized instantly at 
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first glance. Music students might need to quickly recognize standard notes, simple melodic and 

rhythmic patterns, and musical elements (e.g., allegro, andante, piano, forte) at first-sight while 

reading new pieces of music.144 Sight-reading involves an enormous amount of multitasking in 

terms of visual processing, working memory, and the physical demands of playing an 

instrument. As students with dyslexia/ADHD notoriously have trouble with multitasking, 

troubles with sight-reading can be magnified exponentially.145 

 

3.2.6 Fluency 

Fluency is a reader’s ability to read text smoothly and easily with accuracy and speed.  

Musicians demonstrate fluent reading abilities, or mastery, during a performance through their 

automatic and skillful processing of correct notes, rhythms, and musical nuances on the 

page:146 

Fluent music readers do not read every note but rather sample the score and predict 
continuations that are likely or appropriate within a certain musical idiom; likewise, the 
fluent musician uses music text or clues to construct meaning, based within the context 
of the musician’s experiences, sets these clues into the internalized rules of music and 
predicts probable continuations.147  
 
 

3.3 Remediation of Literacy Skills for Music Notation Reading  

Because of shared neural networks between language and musical notation acquisition, 
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regular classroom remediation skills might apply to music notation reading skills. Remediation 

of literacy skills (involving reading, writing, listening, speaking, and social skills) in combination 

with early elementary music training might be beneficial for music notation reading for more 

advanced music students. Students’ abilities to listen, read, and write will help to determine 

their level of independence in their music learning in the future. The attached self-help manual 

offers suggestions for improving music notation reading skills, which could help to increase that 

level of independence.  

Continued improvement of literacy skills outside of music might help to enhance and 

ease the music notation reading process. Enhanced phoneme awareness enables students to 

make sense of the sounds they hear in music (e.g., how pitches form a musical line or how 

individual pitches sound within the context of a certain key). An auditory knowledge of speech 

signals, such as vocal inflection, stress, and volume is important for gaining meaning from 

verbal communication. These auditory signals help musicians to express a story or musical line 

by effectively communicating loud and soft dynamics, high and low registers, and musical 

hierarchy in dance-style music. The addition of music to long lines of text or poetry can help 

with memorization of the text, and the addition of text to music can help a student’s memory 

of pitch and rhythm within a musical line, making the acquisition of musical notation a quicker, 

more enjoyable process. Students’ abilities to decode letters, words, and sentences help them 

to understand the greater framework, or context, of what they are reading. The ability to 

decode pitch and duration of notes, or the overall form of a piece, helps students to put musical 

phrases together in a cohesive way. The ability to detect rhyme can help with pattern detection 

and phrasic abilities in music. Literacy techniques such as finger-tracking (using the index finger 
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as a physical cursor under text) and mnemonics for grammatical rules can be applied to music 

for ease of notation reading.148 Talking about music increases vocabulary and organization of 

thought. Fluency in speaking poetry and a familiarization of rhymes can help music students to 

find rhyming phrases and sequences of musical motives. The addition of words to music helps a 

student to understand the stress and release of tension during appoggiaturas. Singing helps to 

slow down and segment language for ease of processing in both literacy and musical contexts. 

In addition, the social environment of music-making makes literacy acquisition a more fun, 

multisensory experience, where students can listen, interact with their peers, and perform 

individually in a less stressful, more positive environment. 

It is important to approach literacy skills by breaking down tasks into individual 

components and slowly building upon concepts, making connections, and repeating tasks. 

Children usually learn to speak before learning to read. Learning familiar tunes first and 

listening to recordings might give students more confidence to improve their notation reading 

skills, as a way of checking their notation reading against an aural memory of the piece. The 

ability to quickly master skills outside the realm of literacy in music will free up students’ 

confidence to discover and apply remediation techniques to skills that need more focus.  

The Suzuki Method, a music education method developed by Japanese violinist Dr. 

Shinichi Suzuki over fifty years ago, applies “the principles of language acquisition to the 

learning of music, called… the mother-tongue approach. The ideas of parent responsibility, 

loving encouragement, constant repetition, etc., are some of the special features of the Suzuki 
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approach.”149 While not a dyslexia/ADHD-specific approach, the Suzuki Method uses a highly 

structured, sequential, comprehensive, cumulative, and multisensory program, which works 

well for many students with these conditions. The Suzuki method focuses on the aural and 

technical aspects of playing an instrument separately from notation before combining all three 

skills.150 Suzuki techniques can be helpful for learners with dyslexia/ADHD in general because 

they incorporate “listening to music, repetition of assignments, participating in group lessons, 

learning initially by ear, and activities aimed at building pupils’ self-confidence.”151  

Music has value apart from being a tool for literacy development, but it can also be used 

to enrich literacy learning environments. The strengthening of literacy skills can improve music 

notation acquisition, but further research into how individual literacy skills can affect individual 

components of music notation reading could provide musicians with dyslexia/ADHD a more 

specific plan for remediation. It is important, however, for music students to continue to 

improve both their literacy and music notation reading skills separately and together to 

improve both skills.  

 

3.4 Visual Processing   

Visual processing abilities can influence music notation reading. It is imperative that 

students can clearly see and process the symbols on a piece of music. Bruce Evans, British 

                                                      
149 Suzuki Association of the Americas, “About the Suzuki Method,” accessed February 14, 2016, 
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ophthalmologist, explained that,  

In everyday life, many people experience discomfort when looking at repetitive striped 
patterns, as when ironing striped shirts or using escalators. The intensity of the effect 
varies according to the parameters of the pattern and individual susceptibility. For 
susceptible people, these patterns induce eyestrain; headache; and illusions of colour, 
shape and motion. The symptoms of discomfort (visual stress) and visual perceptual 
distortions have been given the name “pattern glare”…152 
 
Black and white text can induce visual discomfort and pattern glare, which can induce 

headache. Common visual distortions experienced during reading include “colours, diamond 

shaped lattice, shimmer, blurring, dazzle, glare, bending, flashing, blobs and flickering.”153 As 

music involves repetitive patterns of black stripes on white paper, it is common for music 

students with dyslexia/ADHD to experience visual stress and distortions while reading music. 

A recent study suggested that visual stress affects about 31% of children with dyslexia 

and about 25% of children without dyslexia.154 Peter Allen and Arnold Wilkins, other British 

pioneers in the field of visual stress as it relates to disorders including dyslexia/ADHD, warned 

that children may not understand that their visual distortions are abnormal, as the distortions 

have become an everyday occurrence: 

It is not uncommon for a child to fail to describe any symptoms for a visual condition 
that would, in an adult, cause acute complaints such as blurring, eyestrain, or 
headaches. Yet once the condition has been corrected the child may then describe the 
initial symptom that has now been alleviated… it is not safe… to conclude that if a child 
does not report visual symptoms then they do not need an eye examination…155   
 

                                                      
152 B.J.W. Evans and S.J. Stevenson, “The Pattern Glare Test: a Review and Determination of Normative Values,” 
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no. 2 (Jan 2009): 33. 
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It is essential to ensure that the eyes are healthy and to rule out any physical 

impairments or the need for corrective lenses.156 With regard to suspected academic issues at 

school, Allen explained, “It is to be hoped that children who underachieve will come to the 

optometrist at an early stage, before they have seen an educational psychologist.”157 Evans 

made a similar point, “It is recommended that education professionals as well as eye-care 

professionals are alert to the symptoms of MIS [visual stress] and that children are screened for 

this condition, as well as for other visual anomalies.”158 Other visual anomalies could include 

problems with accommodation, or adjustment of the eye for various distances. Problems with 

accommodation could cause visual distortions on the page, especially during large ensemble 

rehearsals with a conductor: “The adjustment of focus from far to near, or vice versa, can cause 

extra strain, especially for orchestral players or singers trying to watch the conductor at the 

same time as keeping their eye on the score.”159  

 A common theory for the existence of visual stress in people with dyslexia/ADHD 

involves the hyperexcitability of cortical neurons in the visual cortex: 

A recent account of the causes of visual stress posits that a strong sensorial 
stimulation—as a dense written text—might lead to a reduction of the efficiency of the 
inhibitory mechanisms in the visual cortex, thus resulting in an excessive excitation of 
the cortical neurons, and this would cause illusions and distortions. This hypothesis 
implies that some individuals are affected by a sort of cortical hypersensitivity so that 
their visual cortex would overreact to intense visual stimulations thus determining the 
symptoms associated with visual stress, as fatigue and migraine.160  
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Other neuroscientists like John Stein and Silvia Paracchini posited that magnocellular 

dysfunctions, preventing the proper transfer of visual cues from the eyes and ears to the brain, 

cause symptoms of visual stress, such as blurring and “illusory migrations of letters.”161 

Empirical evidence for treatment, however, is inconsistent and in the beginning stages of 

development. 

 

3.5 Remediation of Visual Processing Difficulties in Music  

As a private music teacher, I notice that students with visual stress or visual processing 

problems tend to experience more headaches at school than the typical student. One young 

flutist, “A.C.”, experienced frequent migraines and had trouble identifying notes at the 

beginning and ends of the staff, but was able to correctly identify notes in the middle of the 

page. After some investigation, she described moving rivers of “white-out” covering up the 

notes around the edges of the page. We remediated her visual distortions with a peach-

colored, filtered, plastic overlay, allowing her to experience a calmer, more complete version of 

the score. Another student, “B.T.”, could identify a “D” at the end of the line, but could not 

identify the same note at the beginning of the same line. She experienced random, vibrating 

white dots throughout the page, one of which was covering the note I asked her to identify. 

Other students blink excessively or tend to skip lines or re-read lines of music. Some students 

see more than five lines per stave.162  
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Students who have trouble with note or symbol reading due to visual stress may exhibit 

some of the following behaviors: 

• Squinting 

• Leaning into the music stand, especially after making a mistake 

• Guessing at note names 

• Asking others what note they should be playing 

• Flipping lines and spaces 

• Appearing as if they are reading, but are actually playing from memory 

• Excessive blinking 

• Red, watery, painful eyes 

• Exhaustion or headaches after note reading exercises 

If any of these symptoms arise, it would be a good idea to have a vision exam. If a 

student’s prescription for corrective lenses is up to date, there may be other things that can 

help. 

 The use of color is one of the quickest, easiest, most economical tools that can aid in the 

remediation of music notation reading for improved performance and retention: 

One explanation for the efficacy of color in instructional materials is that color increases 
students’ attention to the material. Garth and Porter found that young children attend 
longer to colors than achromatic stimuli. Infants attend longer to more intense hues of a 
particular color than to less intense hues. This correlation between color and increased 
attention extends to adults.163  
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Colored stimuli produce greater neural activity in the visual cortex than achromatic 

stimuli, which reinforces the learning process and improves retention and attention: “Thus, the 

addition of color to an achromatic symbol such as a note or rest would add to the neural 

activity as compared to the activity resulting from the shape alone.”164 With the constant use of 

changing clefs in choral music, medieval composers used different colored lines to denote 

absolute pitch. As manuscripts were painstakingly hand-copied by monks, there were often 

times only one large copy of the score held in front of the entire choir, making colored lines 

easier to see from a distance (e.g., yellow for C or red for F).165 This same idea is still used for 

the strings of the harp—red strings for C’s and black strings for F’s. Johannes Gutenberg’s 

invention of the printing press (circa 1440) made it far easier to copy, distribute, and circulate 

music across borders, but music scores quickly lost the ornate colored detail that made the 

notation easier to read and process.  

Some students find that colored plastic overlays help with visual processing problems 

during music notation reading tasks.166 If the overlay is helpful, the response is immediate, as 

reading becomes much more fluent. When overlays are successful, students tend to react in 

one of the following ways: “the music is calmer or clearer,” “the symbols stop moving,” “the 

notes are bigger,” or “everything is visible on the page.” Students respond to some colors 

better than others, and it is important that the student avoids choosing a color for aesthetic 
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reasons, but chooses the color that best increases speed and accuracy of visual processing. 

Other students have had tremendous success enlarging and copying assignments onto pastel 

green or light blue printer paper, depending on which color helps that particular student with 

visual processing. It is important to note that colors are unique to each student and may or may 

not be helpful for everyone.  

Composer Margaret Hubicki (1915-2006) served as professor of harmony, founder, and 

governor at the Yehudi Menuhin School, an examiner for the Associated Board of the Royal 

Schools of Music (ABRSM), and a member of the advisory panel for the British Dyslexia 

Association (BDA) and the British Council for Music in Hospitals. She is most famous for her 

1960’s invention of the “Colour Staff,” which is published by Robinswood Press and continues 

to be highly revered by music teachers who work with students with dyslexia. Hubicki’s system 

involves the use of narrow, colored sticker strips attached to the left side of the music staff. 

Each of the seven lines and spaces on the staff corresponds to its own color (red, orange, 

yellow, green, light blue, purple, violet/pink).167 Hubicki suggested putting colored stickers 

(relating to the colors on the staff) on the white keys of the piano, as well.168  

Students can use colors in infinite ways. They might consider picking the colors that 

resonate best with them for each situation and be consistent with their patterns of coloring. 

Students could choose to experiment with the least invasive solutions first: 

• Colored plastic overlays, which can be easily used for sight-reading169  
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• Pastel colored paper—experiment to find the most effective color170 

• Colored pencils—color-code repeated melodic and rhythmic motives  

• Colored stickers on instruments: 

o Woodwind keys, where multiple keys are activated by the same finger  

o Finger board of a stringed instrument 

o White keys of the piano171 

• Colored Post-Its or removable tabs for assignments or keeping place in a music 
book172 

• Highlighters for: 

o Rehearsal numbers, cues, repeats, and instructions such as da capo, dal 
segno, coda, or quick page turns173 

o Key signatures, changing time signatures or key signatures 

o Divisi parts—lower parts are more distracting and difficult to read 

o Accidentals—each sharp sign is a different color 

o Breath marks, bowings, fingerings, articulation (most of my students respond 
to neon pink for slurs) 

o Rests—red highlighter reminds students to “stop” 

o Indication of the player’s part in a multi-stave duet or trio (highlight the 
entire line or just the beginning of each line in the margin) 

o Beginnings of each line in a different color (perhaps with matching splotches 
of color at the ends of the lines) for students with tracking problems who 
tend to skip or re-read lines174 
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o Half notes versus quarter notes in beginner music (Half notes can be difficult 
to see, especially if they are a line-note. Fill in the half notes with color to 
show that they are different. My students tend to prefer light blue for half 
notes.)  

o Patterns of repeated material175 

o Lines and spaces of the staff176 

o Each individual note with 12 different colors (an effective “last resort” 
technique) 

 A student of mine with moderate-severe dyslexia, “S.M.”, uses the 12-color system of 

highlighting. As a third-year student helper to the beginner flute class, she has been teaching 

this color system that we devised to several beginners, who have greatly responded to it. She 

typed out “answer keys” that clearly show which colors belong to which notes, and has 

painstakingly helped certain students to color their warm ups and beginning band pieces with 

the proper colors. S.M. has no idea that the techniques we use in her lessons are techniques to 

help with her dyslexia—she is just excited to help others and show them “what works.” I am 

hesitant to have a student use this system because of the sheer amount of homework involved 

in preparing music for rehearsals. After two years of using this system, S.M. is able to see 

patterns of repeated material on her own that are made more obvious by the colors. She has 

remarked on numerous occasions that her band pieces are so repetitive and easy that she could 

easily compose a piece of music in that style. When she gets to a repeated section, she no 

longer needs to read and process the notation, as she already “knows it” from previous 

sections. Once she “knows” the music, she no longer needs to read the music as intently and 
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prefers to use a fresh black and white copy with a dark purple overlay. As a studious band 

student, she is highly aware of the sight-reading requirements for band contests in the spring. 

The sight-reading music for contest is far easier (the notation is slower) than the prepared 

pieces, so she feels confident that the purple overlay will be sufficient. My goal would be for 

her to transcend beyond the 12-color system and only use overlays.  

  
S.M.'s Color Answer Key S.M.'s Highlighting in Practice 

 
Music with Purple Overlay 
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3.6 Spatial and Directional Awareness   

A keen sense of spatial and directional awareness on the page allows musicians to 

become fluent readers. Not surprisingly, musicians with dyslexia/ADHD struggle with these 

aspects of notation reading.177 Spatial awareness allows the musician to rapidly detect common 

patterns in music, such as scales, arpeggios, and intervals, without having to process individual 

notes.178 In other words, if a student reads individual notes, they are still in the process of 

mastering the alphabet. Musicians who can process patterns of notes (through spatial 

awareness) can read and understand entire words at first glance. Spatial awareness allows 

musicians to quickly sort out a passage of ledger line notes and group rhythms into units that 

make sense, for instance,  or . Any musician required to play two or more notes at the 

same time must accurately process and understand spatial relationships, or they may have 

difficulties with sight-reading.  

 Directional awareness in notation reading involves the ability to perceive the correlation 

between direction of notes on the page (up or down) and the sound that is produced (high or 

low). Students with dyslexia/ADHD tend to find it difficult to distinguish concepts of direction, 

such as up and down, high and low, left and right.179 It is even more difficult to associate “up” 

(direction) with “high” (pitch) and “down” with “low.” Compounding the problem, a child may 

have been socialized to associate high and low with dynamics instead, as in “Turn down the 
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TV!” In addition, directional symbols in the music, such as repeat signs, D.S. al segno, and 

markings for 1st and 2nd endings, can force music readers to perform visual acrobatics, which 

are particularly cumbersome for students with directional awareness and visual processing 

difficulties.180 

 

3.7 Remediation of Spatial and Directional Difficulties in Music   

 Students with dyslexia/ADHD may have trouble with spatial awareness while reading 

music notation. The spacing of certain elements such as scales or intervals may not be readily 

apparent upon first glance, and it may be helpful to notate differences or changes in patterns. If 

a student gains a mastery of scales away from the music, then they will only need to read the 

first and last notes of a scale in their music. The “important” notes can be circled, starred, or 

highlighted. Ledger line notes are nearly impossible for a student with dyslexia/ADHD to read 

from a handwritten part, as the spacing is not even throughout the score; it would be best to 

type out all handwritten parts with music notation software. Funny stories or sayings can help 

with spatial orientation of ledger line notes. Here are a few I have invented with regard to 

treble clef ledger lines: 

• The high E6 looks like a capital letter “E” (three lines). 

• The low E3 looks like it hangs from a backwards, capital letter “E.”  

• “B” stands for Bingo (the B6 is on the top of the fifth ledger line, and I write the word 
bingo with the “B” on top followed by the “I” underneath, etc.). 

• “C” looks like a “C” in box letter font, and the note head is on the top line (C6). 
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• “C” stands for “cinco” (the number five in Spanish). There are five letters in the 
word, and you can “see” the note head poking above the fifth ledger line (C7). On 
the flute, you finger the note with five fingers.  

When I point out these observations to students, they tend to feel silly for not having 

figured them out on their own. I encourage everyone to come up with his or her own 

meaningful story for tricky notes and fingerings. If a beginner student has trouble with 

mnemonic sayings (Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge), I will point out that “B” stands for “bull’s-

eye” and B4 is bull’s-eye in the middle of the staff. I draw concentric circles around a “B” half or 

whole note to give beginners an “anchor note” from which they can count and figure out the 

rest of the notes on the staff. Creativity with picture-thinking will help to solidify notation in the 

student’s long-term memory. 

Students with dyslexia/ADHD might struggle with concepts of directional awareness 

because they have a different perception of their meaning. Oglethorpe describes one of her 

students with dyslexia as associating high with light and low with dark.181 She helped another 

student by singing the words “Up High!” at the top of an ascending scale passage and “Down 

Low!” at the bottom.182 In my studio, I find that I am more successful if I eliminate terms of 

direction altogether. Instruction tends to move quicker and stays more positive when I point to 

or touch the hand to which I am referring, and say “this hand” or “that hand.” It is helpful to 

orient direction with familiar items in the room (e.g. “the hand or arm closest to the window”). 

I consistently encounter issues when I ask a student to start at the top of the fingering chart, 

which begins with the lowest note on the instrument, and play “down” the page for higher 
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notes. It may be helpful to physically point to the starting note and visibly finger-track to the 

ending note for directional clarity.  

Students who struggle with directional progress might exhibit signs of “both omissions 

and insertions, as well as the place being lost altogether owing to the eyes having skipped a 

word (musicians read ‘beat’ or ‘group of notes’, etc.). The eyes may regress to something 

already read or even slip up or down to the preceding or following line.”183 Overlays, colored 

printer paper, or highlighters help some students to visually jump from one line to another. 

Regarding directional elements of form, such as repeat signs, D.S. al segno, and markings for 1st 

and 2nd endings, Oglethorpe suggested drawing colored arrows to denote direction.184 It might 

be helpful for students to map their music out loud while touching the symbols (finger-tracking) 

to solidify the concepts in a multisensory way. Oglethorpe suggested that for more severely 

affected students, “The only thing that seems to work without causing a break in the general 

continuity is photocopying the repeat, carefully cutting and pasting the second time bar where 

it belongs, so that nowhere does the eye have to perform any acrobatics.”185 As an 

intermediary step, I prefer highlighting repeat signs in one color and coda signs in another 

color, before photocopying music. Divisi parts are also difficult to follow visually, and therefore, 

the two parts should be highlighted individually or separated and typed out with music notation 

software.  
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The directional orientation of the stems on a note head can be confusing to a person 

with dyslexia. If a stem goes down to the left, it can look like a “p,” and if the stem goes up to 

the right it can look like a “d.” People with dyslexia can perceive letters “forward, backward, 

upside down both ways, and floating in space from various perspectives.”186 Lowercase “p’s 

and d’s” are essentially the same letter, just seen from a different perspective. To remember 

the direction of stems in relation to note heads, Oglethorpe said, “I have found it helpful to 

suggest that when you lower the stem you place it on the left of the note and when you raise 

the stem you place it on the right.”187 Students might need to internalize directional terms, 

develop coping mechanisms (such as the first finger and thumb on the left hand forming the 

shape of an L for left), and demonstrate a completely automatic understanding, before they can 

understand any criticisms related to direction. 

 Oglethorpe suggested using hand movements to ensure that the student understands 

both the direction and spacing of notes in a melody:  

It will be obvious to any teacher that unless a pupil has heard a tune correctly, he will 
not be able to reproduce it. To check that he is hearing it correctly, it is sometimes 
helpful to ask him to move his hand up and down in the air to give an approximation of 
the distances between the sounds of the tune. This can be done as the teacher plays the 
tune for the second time. He may prefer to draw the rise and fall of the tune on a piece 
of paper. Either way, this is another application of the multisensory approach...188 
 
Students that have been introduced to Kodály or Dalcroze approaches in early 

elementary music education classes might find the hand gestures useful. I find it helpful to 

draw diagonal arrows following the peaks and valleys of scales and brackets for skips, 
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particularly in beginner music. The arrows help students to see patterns of scales, which are 

easier to play from memory, and can allow the brain to relax while preparing for more difficult 

material involving interval skips. As octaves are especially difficult to process quickly, I draw a 

box around all octaves to avoid reading them altogether. If students prefer not to use color-

coding for repeated motives (maybe they use a dark colored overlay that prevents colors from 

showing through), they could draw shapes around repeated motives instead (e.g., rectangles, 

ovals, clouds, hearts). My beginner flute students with dyslexia/ADHD find pride in detecting 

these patterns on their own, and cannot wait to show me their newly discovered maps of 

pieces that they have picked out and taught themselves on their own. They enjoy pattern 

detection and the praise (verbal and tangible reward stickers) they receive for doing extra 

“homework.” 

 

3.8 Working Memory   

Working memory, a key component of attention and executive functioning, is essential 

to the temporary storage and processing of music notation. Brock and Fernette Eide, authors of 

The Dyslexic Advantage and doctors at a neurolearning clinic in Edmonds, WA, equated working 

memory with the random-access memory (RAM) on a computer, or the short-term holding 

place where information currently in use can be quickly accessed for organization and 

manipulation: 

Working memory has visual, verbal, and spatial/kinesthetic branches, and different 
students may show big differences in how much information they can hold in each. 
Knowing which branch of working memory works best for them can help students with 
dyslexia channel information into the appropriate form. For example, students with 
strong visual working memory can turn all sorts of information into visual 
representations like charts, graphs, icons, pictures, or mind maps. Students with strong 
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auditory-verbal working memory may use key words or acronyms to hold a larger 
amount of information in a smaller working memory space. And students with strong 
spatial/kinesthetic working memory can use movements or positions in space as “pegs” 
to keep information in mind.189 
 
Working memory helps musicians to hold elements of a phrase in memory for 

manipulation. It allows them to group patterns of notes and rhythmic elements together. It can 

strengthen relationships between these elements with the underlying structure of the score to 

determine shapes of phrases, sequences, and harmonic structure. In other words, working 

memory helps musicians to process musical syntax: “Decreased working memory capacity may 

contribute to the deficiencies in the processing of musical and linguistic syntax in children with 

SLI [SLD] because intact working memory functions may be a prerequisite for extracting the 

structural relationships between the elements of a sequence.”190  

 

3.9 Remediation of Working Memory Difficulties in Music 

 Mnemonic devices (e.g., Every Good Boy Deserves Fudge for the lines of the treble clef 

or FACE for the spaces) are memory techniques, or shortcuts, that help our brains to encode 

and quickly recall important details. They serve in much the same capacity as a compressed 

digital file (e.g., a zip file) that takes up little memory, but can be expanded as the information is 

needed. Mnemonics are only helpful if the student understands the correct starting point and 

the direction of the mnemonic. The mnemonic itself might be more helpful if it tells a coherent 

story that can be turned into a picture or mental scene. Students with dyslexia/ADHD rely on 
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picture thinking, which is 400 to 2,000 times faster than linear, verbal thought and provides the 

foundation for deeper, more complex, memorable learning.191 Benjamin Raviotta recalled his 

struggles with mnemonics in sixth-grade beginner band class: 

Musical notation continued to be a source of frustration. Even though I had spent seven 
years singing in choir and four years playing piano, I still had not learned to “read” 
music. The frustration continued even as I began to play the trumpet. I remember trying 
to recall the mnemonic devices for the letter names of the staff, but failed to remember 
them. Did the mnemonic start from the bottom line or the top line? I could remember 
where the middle-C key was on the piano, yet I could not recall where it was on the 
staff. One day, Mr. B. instructed me to think of the mnemonic devices for the treble 
staff as always pointing up. He drew an arrow on a practice sheet for me indicating the 
direction of the mnemonic. He then taught me to learn the two notes below the staff 
using the association of “D.C.”, as we lived near Washington D.C.  I finally learned to 
read notation, at least the treble clef.192 
 
Mastery of certain musical skills can free up space for improved working memory 

performance. Some musicians might argue that scales are the building blocks of music. If a 

student has a mastery of their scales through muscle memory, chunking, and repetition—

meaning they do not have to think about the notes, fingerings, or rhythms—then they can free 

up their working memory to concentrate on other aspects of music. Working memory can be 

trained through improvements of attention, conscious repetition, and brain training practice. 

Brain training games can be found online or explored through professional brain performance 

centers throughout the country.  

 

3.10 Music Notation Reading: A Multitasking Feat 

Music reading involves quick, fluent translations between visual, spatial, and directional 
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features, as well as a complicated series of instrument-specific responses. Lauren Stewart, 

professor in the department of psychology at Goldsmiths University in London and founder of 

the university’s Music, Mind, and Brain lab, conducted fMRI studies to demonstrate how music 

reading involves separate processes that activate three parts of the brain. She questioned, 

“What makes any kind of music reader, let alone a good one? How do our brains deal with the 

task of decoding a set of visual symbols (musical notes), ascribing some meaning to them and 

then mapping them onto the appropriate set of musical responses?”193 She recruited volunteer, 

first-time piano learners to attend music lessons every week for three months, complete 

homework exercises on music theory, practice for 30 minutes three times a week, and pass the 

ABRSM Grade 1 exam for theory and piano, as well as her own interpretation of a musical 

Stroop test (psychological evaluation test for reaction time). 

Stewart used fMRI to determine the parts of the brain involved in music reading. Task 

one involved the decoding of musical melodies. She noticed that a small area in the superior 

parietal lobe was activated after learning, while it remained inactive in people who had not 

received musical training. This area of the brain “specializes in dealing with spatial information, 

especially when the spatial co-ordinates must be used to organize our behaviour.”194 Task two 

involved the decoding of musical rhythms. During this task, the occipital region of the brain, 

important for making visual discriminations, was active after training. Task three did not involve 

any music reading or playing, but a visual task embedded within the musical notation. During 
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this task, the musicians’ superior parietal cortex from task one was activated as well as an 

additional part of the brain—the supramarginal gyrus in the parietal lobe, which is an area 

known to contribute to the preparatory stages of movement. “Simply seeing musical notes 

after training set in motion a whole string of neural events related to the learnt musical 

responses conveyed by the musical notation.”195 

Skilled, neurotypical music readers can simultaneously react to what they see on the 

page by producing the appropriate musical responses to one section of music while looking 

ahead and preparing the next section. Quick pattern recognition provides them with a shortcut 

so they do not have to read and translate each individual note on the page. As musicians with 

dyslexia/ADHD have a much slower, less pattern-oriented process of decoding, they “have to 

rely on slower, more explicit strategies to achieve the same musical performance.”196 As more 

evidence based brain studies for musicians with dyslexia/ADHD involving music notation 

reading are developed, educators will be more equipped to design specialized, alternative 

strategies for these learners. 

 

3.11 Conclusion 

Tim Miles—Professor Emeritus of Psychology at the University of Wales, Bangor, 

founder of the BDA and Miles Dyslexia Center, developer of the Bangor Dyslexia Diagnostic 

Test, and amateur cellist—was a pioneer in the study of dyslexia and is known internationally 

for his contributions to the field spanning over 50 years of research. He said that the mastery of 
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music notation is an indispensable skill for all musicians; otherwise they may “miss out on the 

possibility of making a detailed study of a musical score, and hence of coming to a better 

understanding of the composer’s intentions.”197 For those with dyslexia/ADHD, this mastery 

may take longer and new skills will need to be introduced and learned gradually: 

Musicians who are dyslexic are likely to need more time than those who are not dyslexic 
to master the intricacies of musical notation—just as they need more time to master the 
notation which we call letters of the alphabet… In all cases learning the name of the 
symbol is possible for dyslexics, but it may take them more time and effort than it takes 
their non-dyslexic peers: the names may take longer to sink in and become associated 
with their meaning, and may also be more easily forgotten. Once, however, the names 
have been learnt, dyslexics are no worse than non-dyslexics at applying what they 
know… Notation, whether mathematical, musical or any other, needs to be introduced 
to dyslexic children only very gradually, with plenty of time being allowed for them to 
take it in; otherwise they will not remember it. It is unhelpful to come up with remarks 
such, as, “I showed you that yesterday—why didn’t you listen?”198 
 
My personal life involves experiencing the daily “quirks” of my musician husband, 

Benjamin Raviotta, who has moderate dyslexia and severe ADHD. His genetic traits have 

contributed to his musical personality, his unique abilities to relate to his students as their horn 

teacher, and his daily home life. Despite being medicated for hyperactivity and inattention, he 

continues to experience a range of symptoms that affect him at work, home, and socially: 

phonological processing deficits, dysgraphia, dysphasia, visual processing deficits, dyspraxia, 

executive functioning deficits, hyperactivity, impulsivity, and inattention. His academic and 

musical career may have been different had he received earlier diagnoses for ADHD (which he 

received at age 14) and dyslexia (at age 33), but his intelligence and unique proclivities for 

hiding his deficiencies allowed him to “slip through the cracks” in the public school system. His 
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early GT training, thousands of coping mechanisms, a strong work ethic, and a support system 

of teachers, family members, and doctors have helped him to succeed in life as a professional 

orchestral musician, mentor, and teacher. 

From a musical standpoint, Benjamin’s notational literacy embodies all of the difficulties 

expected in musicians with dyslexia/ADHD:  

• Visual processing  

• Decoding of musical symbols on the page  

• Accurate rhythm execution 

• Foreign terms 

• Spatial and directional awareness 

• Working memory 

• Fluency 

• Organization of practice time 

As a music student, his confusion with the music notation symbols prevented him from 

developing important musical skills that appeared effortless for his peers. His frustration with 

inexact rhythm, small motor coordination problems, a propensity for tapping the eighth note 

pulse, and anxiety about potential failure took up all of his focus, preventing him from enjoying 

daily successes. As an adult, the discovery of dyslexia in one of his horn students, “C.W.,” 

opened his eyes to the possibility of similar explanations for his own difficulties in music: 

After two full years of band class, I was surprised by her inability to read the 
notation quickly and correctly. She needed to play very slowly, not for the sake of 
coordination, but to process what she was seeing on the page. Even still, I noticed that 
she kept playing C’s instead of A’s... I off-handedly and ignorantly remarked, “It’s almost 
as if you’re dyslexic.” She responded back, “Well, that’s because I’m dyslexic!” 
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Having had zero-experience teaching students with dyslexia (no one admitted to 
it previously), I did not know how to help C.W... I found out that transparent, colored 
overlays could be helpful… She put the orange color on top of her etude, which 
immediately improved her reading. Additionally, I exclaimed (about myself), “Wow! 
That’s a lot clearer.” I was a bit surprised that I had such a strong reaction to the overlay 
because I was not dyslexic (or so I thought)… 

That evening I spoke about the lesson with my wife, a flute teacher and 
performer. Knowing about my unique proclivities towards reading and writing, she 
immediately jumped into action to get to the bottom of the mystery. What we learned 
changed my life. We bought Liz Dunoon’s book on CD, Helping Children with Dyslexia: 21 
Super Strategies to Ensure Your Child’s Success at School, and discovered that I identified 
with most of the dyslexia umbrella (six of the eight subtypes). With each personal story 
Liz Dunoon told, I repeatedly thought, “Wow! That’s me!” How was it possible that I 
escaped diagnosis for 32 years? I chronicled my life story to bring to a brain 
performance center that next summer. I was evaluated through the use of a 
quantitative electroencephalogram, a brainwave detection device, to determine if any 
portions of my brain were malfunctioning. Sure enough, there were more discrepancies 
in my evaluation than just typical ADHD patterns.199 

 
Music involves a plethora of other tasks besides notation reading, and Benjamin’s 

musical abilities (excellent pitch recognition, intonation, musicality, tone, knowledge of music 

history and theory, long-term memory, and muscle memory) were able to transcend his reading 

abilities. A few of his coping mechanisms involve: 

• Golden-colored, plastic overlays 

• Word rhythms 

• Organized music rehearsal binders (with highlighted items and alleviated page turns) 

• Cell phone alarm reminders 

• Vibrating pulse metronome 

• Fidget toys 

• Support team involving doctors, family, friends, and mentors 
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  Benjamin continues to be an inspiration to students and musicians with dyslexia/ADHD, 

having successfully transcended his difficulties to earn three degrees in music performance, 

including a minor in music composition.  
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CHAPTER 4  

TIME, PULSE, AND RHYTHM 

4.1 Perception of Time, Pulse, and Rhythm 

Accurate rhythm processing from a notational standpoint can be troublesome for 

students with dyslexia/ADHD due to slow or inaccurate visual processing or decoding skills in 

the occipital regions of the brain.200 Proper perception of time and pulse and execution of 

rhythm (a separate task from rhythm decoding when reading notation), involve accurate, motor 

timing skills and rapid temporal processing, which are known problems for people with 

dyslexia/ADHD.201 In addition to rhythm execution difficulties, students with these conditions 

exhibit other specific timing dysfunctions related to language and literacy skills development, 

including difficulties with “time estimation, rhythm tapping, detecting complex timing patterns, 

rapid automatised naming [which causes problems with word recognition and fluent reading], 

rapid temporal processing, auditory temporal sensitivity, rapid speech perception, visual flicker 

and visual motion detection.”202 There are few studies that explore how remediation of musical 

time, pulse, and rhythmic execution in students with dyslexia/ADHD affect acquisition of 

classroom literacy skills. These studies provide evidence, however, that timing skills are a 

common problem for people with dyslexia/ADHD and remediation in music, as well as other 

areas, might be beneficial.203  
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4.2 Effects of Time and Pulse Deficits upon Rhythm Execution 

Rhythm execution involves two processes: accurate motor timing skills and rapid 

temporal processing. Motor timing difficulties affect areas of balance and handwriting, and 

make it difficult to count out loud, clap, and tap a foot at the same time or simultaneously 

perform rapidly articulated and rapidly fingered passages.204 The “rapid temporal processing” 

theory suggests a difficulty in perception of rapidly presented sounds, which can impair 

phonological perception and literacy development.205 Students with dyslexia/ADHD may find it 

difficult to perform with a steady metronome pulse or to accurately subdivide rhythms, despite 

being able to hear the beat.206 Oglethorpe corroborated the importance of distinguishing 

between motor ability and aural discrimination involved in performing, or executing rhythm, 

“The child who can hear  and can distinguish it from  when it is performed by his 

teacher may not have the muscle control necessary to make a clear distinction between the 

two rhythms when he is asked to perform them on his own.”207 Students with dyslexia/ADHD 

who have difficulties maintaining a steady pulse might work to strengthen their connections 

between aural stimuli and motor control response (i.e., the connections between brain and 

body) for improved rhythmic accuracy.208 
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Working memory also plays an important role in the execution of rhythm, as it does 

with music notation reading. Working memory studies involving fMRI, “indicate that prefrontal 

areas can show increased activity when encoding easier stimuli compared with harder stimuli if 

the easier stimuli contain structure.”209 In other words, if pockets of information can be broken 

down into simple, rhythmic motives, the information can be more easily stored and quickly 

accessed. Another brain imaging study noted activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus, which 

is extremely close to the prefrontal area, during tasks involving short rhythmic passages: “This 

suggests that the beat in the metric simple condition may be providing a regular structure 

(sometimes called a ‘temporal grid’) that aids in working memory performance for the 

rhythms.”210 

The addition and performance of fun, underlying, rhythmic beats could therefore 

improve the acquisition of musical knowledge as well as improve academic skills. My seventh-

grade Spanish teacher was able to capitalize on this phenomenon while teaching us the capitols 

of the Central American countries in geographical order. She segmented the words into short 

rhythmic motives (rap-style), put maracas in our hands, and made us dance around the room in 

a conga line while reciting in Spanish. The rhythmic execution aspects of the exercise as well as 

the unconventional, multisensory teaching style improved our working memories and further 

facilitated my long-term memory storage of those facts.  
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Educators may also employ music therapy in their classrooms to increase auditory 

sensitivity in young readers. Music therapy can help remediate speech and language perception 

problems related to these timing problems, most notably by listening to music and singing as a 

means of artificially slowing down rhythmic speech sounds.211 Therefore, it would seem logical 

that musical rhythm remediation for students with dyslexia/ADHD could have further “positive 

effect[s] on phonological skills and spelling performance.”212 

Overy posited that for music to be an effective therapy for timing deficits in children 

with dyslexia, specific timing problems in music should be pinpointed and remediated before 

language remediation can occur.213 In her studies, she found significant difficulties with tasks 

involving rapid auditory skills, “especially the test of note number detection, where the dyslexic 

group made significantly more errors, usually by over estimating the number of notes 

heard.”214 The dyslexic group had trouble keeping a steady pulse and performed significantly 

poorer when copying rhythm at a tempo outside of 80 beats per minute (bpm). The results of 

this test could explain why some students with dyslexia/ADHD find it difficult to maintain a 

steady foot-tap to the metronome, especially when tempos are faster than 80 bpm.  

Time problems are not exclusive to dyslexia; they are common issues with regard to 

ADHD as well. Neuropsychologists use fMRI to show impairments in fronto-striato-cerebellar 

timing networks in patients with ADHD. These findings suggest that deficits in motor timing, 
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perceptual timing, and temporal foresight are biological and cognitive, and continue to exist 

outside the realm of executive function problems, such as attention and working memory:  

Timing function deficits in ADHD, therefore, next to executive function deficits, form an 
independent impairment domain, and should receive more attention in 
neuropsychological, neuroimaging, and pharmacological based research as well as in 
translational research aimed to develop pharmacological or non-pharmacological 
treatment of abnormal timing behaviour and cognition in ADHD.215 
  
Temporal abnormalities in ADHD can have an effect on behavioral issues related to 

impulsivity and inattention.216 This new research suggests that ADHD may not only be an 

umbrella disorder of cognitive executive dysfunction and behavioral dysfunction involving 

attention and impulsivity, but a disorder with “independent cognitive deficits in the temporal 

domain,” meaning that ADHD has a separate timing component that can be isolated on brain 

imaging scans.217  

 Timing problems have also been documented in people with comorbid diagnoses of 

dyslexia/ADHD. Italian neuroscientists Germanò, Gagliano, and Curatolo studied the 

neuropsychological effects of comorbid dyslexia/ADHD. In regards to timing, they found 

“dysfunctions in temporal regions in ADHD individuals and, in particular, reduced activation in 

temporal lobe regions; differences of activation in the same areas are associated with neural 

deficits in dyslexia.”218 British psychologists studying time perception in children with comorbid 

dyslexia/ADHD reported that children with only dyslexia and children with only ADHD 
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performed similarly to each other and less well than neurotypical controls during computerized 

discrimination and timing reproduction tasks. They admit that similar deficits in timing skills 

from both groups may reflect mild impairments of attention in both groups.219  

 

4.3 Remediation of Time and Pulse Deficits for Rhythmic Accuracy 

Time, pulse, and rhythm execution are integral to music perception and accurate 

performance. To be successful, musicians must be able to evenly and precisely perceive and 

divide notes across time. People with dyslexia/ADHD might struggle with the motor 

coordination and rapid temporal processing needed to demonstrate their timing skills, making 

consistent pulse, and therefore a strong understanding of rhythmic relationships a challenge.220 

Pulse and rhythm remediation is, therefore, extremely helpful for the students with 

dyslexia/ADHD who wish to improve their musical, cognitive, and behavioral abilities.  

 Remediation of poor pulse during preschool and early elementary years before picking 

up an instrument, might be valuable for the improvement of timing skills in students with 

dyslexia/ADHD.221 This remediation could take the form of early classroom music literacy games 

that involve a variety of styles of movement (skip, march, glide, walk, run) to various forms of 

music, props (such as scarves, feathers, or balloons) so that students can understand the 
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preparation for a down beat and the space between beats, rhythmic chanting, nursery rhymes 

with syllable segmentation to a beat, among others.222 Pulse is internalized best when: 

• Stakes are low (no threat of a poor grade for improper foot-tapping) 

• There is no deadline for accomplishing objectives  

• Learning feels more like a fun, multisensory game than a stressful task 

 The degree of pulse problems will determine the best remediation techniques for older, 

more accomplished music students. A teacher’s first instinct might be to increase the volume 

on the metronome if their students have trouble playing in time. However, I find that this 

action rarely helps. Provided the student can clearly hear the beat (which is usually the case), 

the increased volume over long periods of time can create an undesirable effect—a disdain for 

the sound of the metronome and a refusal to use it outside of the classroom setting. Pulse 

problems are usually not the result of improper hearing, but a combination of other factors:  

• Aural processing, or processing what is heard 

• Executive functioning, or anticipating the beat and preparing to take action  

• Temporal processing, or understanding the space between beats 

• Motor coordination, or coordinating body to movements to the beat  

 Some successful techniques for pulse remediation involve making physical contact with 

the student. As a private instructor, care must be taken when addressing physical contact with 

a student. College students may enlist the help of a friend:  
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• Tap the student’s shoulder (with a pencil or fingers).  

• Physically rock the student back and forth to the beat (however, I personally find the 

large movement to be distracting). 

• Claw (put your hand a rounded position as if holding a tennis ball and “tap”) the 

student with five fingers rather firmly in the center of the upper back, so that they can feel five 

points of contact. (I created this technique for a high school junior, “S.G.” with pulse problems. I 

asked her mother to perform the “clawing technique” during the student’s recording session of 

the first movement of Mozart’s Concerto in G Major for flute, for which she won a competition 

and opportunity to perform at a summer chamber music camp in Colorado.) 

• Ask a teacher or peer to model proper foot-tapping, after which the student joins in 
and continues the foot-tap without assistance. 

• Experiment with eurhythmics techniques (system of coordinating music with bodily 
movement, see Section 4.4); dance and clap to a beat with friends; take a dance 
class; pass tennis, racket, or beach balls back and forth to each other in time; tap to 
the radio while in the car. 

• Join the marching band (my 2e husband’s pulse problems and propensity for tapping 
rhythms, rather than the beat, were remediated through marching);223 

• Use a pendulum metronome to visualize the beat and the space between beats. 

• Use a vibrating pulse metronome. (Soundbrenner is a German company that created 
a multisensory metronome with Bluetooth connection to a smart device. Teachers 
or chamber ensembles can drone five metronomes to one central device. The 
metronome looks like a watch and comes with two adjustable bands that can be 
worn around the wrist, foot-tapping ankle, or bicep. The sound can be muted or 
altered in pitch and dynamic. Choose from a variety of flashing colors (perhaps 
different colors for different parts of the beat) and a variety of pulse strengths. 
These products can be found at soundbrenner.com or amazon.com.) 
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• Choose a default tempo of 80 bpm and adjust to faster or slower tempos as 
needed.224 

Rhythm can only exist within the framework of an accurate sense of time and pulse. 

Execution of rhythm involves an immense amount of multitasking and brain function beyond 

temporal processing skills: rapid and accurate auditory and visual processing; decoding; 

mathematical skills; gross and fine motor timing skills; long-term memory; and executive 

functioning skills including attention and working memory.225 As rhythm is one of the most 

important elements of music, it is often the skill that requires the most amount of remediation 

in music students with dyslexia/ADHD. Music education pedagogies, such as Orff and Kodály, 

are excellent elementary approaches that are best applied before learning an instrument, but 

some elements are highly effective for older students with dyslexia/ADHD. Other tools, such as 

SmartMusic, flash cards, and rhythm training apps, can improve rhythm awareness as well.    

 It is important for students, directors, and teachers to have a common language, or 

counting system, when discussing rhythm in the classroom. It would be helpful to have a “cheat 

sheet,” or poster, of the desired counting system on display in the classroom at all times, which 

can serve as a word bank for all students to reference. The Eastman counting system (1 ti te ta) 

and standard counting systems (1 e and a) are popular counting systems that can be explained 

to students with dyslexia/ADHD but are not necessarily the easiest systems to internalize. 

Problems arise when students are forced to learn different counting systems in elementary and 
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secondary music classes (e.g., Kodály counting system in elementary and Eastman counting 

system in middle school). Students with dyslexia/ADHD should use the counting system that 

works best for them.226  

Naturally multisensory music education techniques can help students with 

dyslexia/ADHD to better understand how to divide time into rhythmic patterns.227 The Carl Orff 

approach, while not a dyslexia/ADHD-specific instructional technique, lends itself naturally 

towards positive, multisensory remediation, which is indispensible for students with special 

needs. The Orff approach incorporates listening, singing, speaking, moving, acting, and 

performing instruments in a playful atmosphere that allows students to discover and create 

music in an elemental, hands-on way.228 Orff teachers allow their students to improvise and 

make rhythmic self-discoveries. Teachers help students to segment familiar words from 

childhood in a rhythmic way (by clapping, stepping, speaking, singing), therefore creating strong 

rhythmic associations to natural language patterns.229 As students with dyslexia/ADHD have 

stronger associations to pictures than words, I have developed a set of drawings to accompany 

my Orff-inspired word rhythms. These words and pictures have been extremely successful for 

my students; we have fun laughing at each other’s drawings and singing the words together. 

(Please refer to the attached self-help manual for examples.)  
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Zoltán Kodály’s (1882-1967) approach to music education was created in Hungary in the 

1950’s and has enthusiastically spread to over 50 countries around the world. In the United 

States, the Kodály approach is most often used in elementary music education. It is based on a 

highly structured curriculum that incorporates the singing of folk songs and classical music, 

which leads to improvements in music literacy and other aspects of academia. A variety of 

syllables represent durations of notes, such as “ta” for quarter notes and “ti” for eighth 

notes.230 Kodály music students learn new rhythms by using this counting system, listening to 

familiar tunes, singing with accompanying hand signals, speaking in a rhythmic cadence, and 

performing rhythmic, physical movements (e.g., clapping, marching, walking). It is a 

requirement for children to fully internalize the rhythms in a multisensory way before notation 

is introduced.231 Kodály instruction has been a strong influence in several other teaching 

methods including Growing with Music and Education Through Music, which focus on musical 

learning as a positive, group experience for children of all abilities.232 

 SmartMusic software is an invaluable tool for rhythm practice.233 Students can record 

practice rhythm exercises or sight-read rhythms that can be emailed to their teacher. Pieces 

can be played and recorded with accompaniments at varying metronome speeds. The music 

scrolls across the screen with the help of a colored marker, or ticker, so that students with 

dyslexia/ADHD can improve tracking behaviors by visually seeing where their eyes should focus 
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in relation to what they hear.234 SmartMusic allows for instant feedback. When the 

performance is finished, the program grades the student on a percentage scale and highlights 

all mistakes, including improper placement of rhythm, wrong notes, and which incorrect note 

was played. The NotateMe app has similar positive features in a portable version.235 Students 

can “handwrite” on a music staff. The program learns the user’s handwriting style and plays 

back what was written, allowing students to self-check their rhythmic understanding.  

 Rhythm flash cards or rhythm game apps can help students memorize common 

rhythms. Oglethorpe suggested, “Because it is so difficult for a dyslexic to concentrate on more 

than one thing at a time, it is useful for him to have a limited store of rhythmic patterns in his 

brain, which, on sight, produce the appropriate physical response. Flashcards can be used for 

this.”236 Keep in mind that while flash cards work great for some students with dyslexia/ADHD, 

others have trouble transferring what they learn in one particular font and size to music in a 

different context. Patience, repetition to the point of over-learning, and practice in a variety of 

contexts will help the concepts to become second nature. Avoid learning new rhythms within 

the context of a more complicated skill (e.g., a scale) or simultaneously with another new 

concept (e.g., a new note or fingering).237 Be sure that internalization of subdivisions of long 

notes  are appropriate so that cut-offs will be precise. It may be helpful for a student to 
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physically point to all instances of reoccurring rhythmic patterns in their music, which adds 

kinesthetic value to their learning.  

If students experience visual stress or visual processing problems, it may be helpful to 

enlarge the music, copy it onto colored paper, or use colored overlays. Dots are particularly 

difficult to see because of their small size; they may need to be highlighted. In addition, music 

students in higher education may need to receive accommodations for dictation assignments, 

which may include extra hearings, splitting an eight-bar dictation into two four-bar segments, 

or receiving separate grades for melodic versus rhythmic tasks. Private testing may be another 

accommodation due to classroom distractions or anxiety. It is best to be forthright with new 

teachers and/or professors about any conditions within the first week of classes, as they might 

be more willing to accommodate.  
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CHAPTER 5 

GROSS MOTOR COORDINATION 

5.1 Gross Motor Coordination 

Motor coordination can be divided into two categories: gross motor coordination and 

small motor coordination. Gross motor skills refer to the “underlying internal processes 

responsible for moving the body or parts of the body in space,” and involve the use of large 

muscle groups that affect orientation and movement of the limbs and trunk, which in turn 

affect balance and posture.238  Gross motor movements can be divided into locomotor (e.g., 

run, jump, and slide) and object control skills (e.g., kick, catch, and throw).239 Elementary music 

and movement education programs aim to improve locomotor and object control skills in 

combination with cognitive processes such as motor planning, visuospatial skills, and executive 

function.240  

Music therapy has been invaluable to the improvement of gross motor skills in 

underdeveloped children and patients with muscle disorders, stroke, and/or general 

neurodevelopmental disorders. Few studies have explored motor control problems and 

remediation techniques for musicians with dyslexia/ADHD, specifically. Extant literature 

confirms, however, that gross motor coordination problems can affect musicians with 

dyslexia/ADHD exponentially when compared to neurotypical peers in the following ways: 
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disturbance of balance, body awareness, posture, and proper carry of an instrument; laterality 

(awareness of left and right hemispheres of the body); spatial awareness of the musician in 

relation to his or her instrument, music stand, and other objects in the room; and the ability to 

cross the midline on the body while playing an instrument without becoming disoriented 

(which is important for pianists, percussionists, string players, and flutists).241  

Gross motor coordination can be exceptionally challenging for musicians with 

dyslexia/ADHD who exhibit comorbid symptoms of dyspraxia and executive functioning issues, 

called executive dyspraxia, or a dysfunction of motor control within a larger executive system 

involving attention, information processing, planning, and action.242 Neuropsychologists in the 

Netherlands discovered quantifiable connections between gross motor performance, dyspraxia, 

and executive functioning in children with neurodevelopmental disabilities:  

Evidence for the relationship between motor performance and EF [executive 
functioning] has been found in neurobiological studies based on spatial similarities and 
temporal similarities between the development of motor skills and EF. Spatial similarity 
indicates that motor and cognitive processes use the same brain structures. Temporal 
similarity signifies a parallel development of motor and cognitive processes, i.e. they 
develop in the same time span. With regard to the spatial similarities, several 
neuroimaging studies support the so-called cerebellum hypothesis, which states that 
the relationship between motor performance and EF is mediated by co-activation of the 
cerebellum. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that the neocerebellum is involved in 
motor learning as well as in cognitive learning, especially when a task is novel or when 
conditions change, in which case executive functions are heavily relied upon.243  
 
These neural links between gross motor performance and executive functioning are 
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important for all musicians to note because they affect instrumental playing, but can be of 

particular interest to musicians with dyslexia/ADHD who struggle with motor control and 

executive functioning. Overlapping parts of the brain during both skills affect working memory, 

assessment of a musical situation, formation of a mental plan prior to performance, adaptation 

to changing environmental situations, decision-making, sequencing, response inhibition, and 

execution of motor skills into a fluid, ergonomic movement: “It is exactly this mental sequence 

preparation that children with learning disabilities tend to have deficits.”244 The 

interrelationship between gross motor skills and executive functioning can be further 

explained, “…poorer motor control results in poorer EF [executive functioning] and vice 

versa.”245 A combination of poor object control skills and executive functioning will require 

longer processing time during music performance, and therefore, could cause musicians with 

dyslexia/ADHD to have slower motor response, as “skilled music performance is typically 

characterized by increased anticipatory behavior and hence superior planning abilities.”246 

Researchers, including those at the Early Start Research Institute at the University of 

Wollongong, Australia, advocated for early intervention and the development of motor and 

cognitive skills in children with neurodevelopmental disorders: “…teaching gross motor skills 

should commence in early childhood when children are willing to practice and before poor 

techniques have been developed. It has been shown that children can develop proficiency in 

these skills from a young age if they are provided with the appropriate opportunities for 
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practice, encouragement, and feedback.”247  

Some beginner musicians must become more attuned to their bodies (or grow into their 

bodies if they are pre-pubescent), learning to use large muscle groups in an ergonomic way. 

Correct posture and balance—important components of gross motor control—are essential for 

free breathing and the release of unwanted tension, which affect the development of good 

tone and can help to prevent repetitive injuries (e.g., carpal tunnel syndrome or tendonitis).248 

The contraction of extra muscles or excess tension in the body for extended periods of time can 

lead to contortions in other muscle groups, pain, lack of gross motor control, poor tone quality, 

anxiety, and long term physical damage. Such physical and aural discomfort can lead to a lack of 

motivation or even contempt for practicing and performing. Music students with 

dyslexia/ADHD might find it challenging to concentrate on posture due to the sheer amount of 

multitasking involved in playing an instrument. In other words, if a student expends a great 

amount of energy focusing on posture, then other aspects of music-making might suffer. Sheila 

Oglethorpe warned about the importance of posture, its effect upon tone production, and the 

challenges involved for students with dyslexia/ADHD: 

Well-balanced posture as a prerequisite for effective tone production is common 
knowledge… yet it is surprising how many young pianists one notices at competitive 
music festivals sitting with their feet wrapped around the legs of the piano stool like a 
monkey’s tail. All kinds of young instrumentalists tend to hunch their shoulders or to 
point their instruments at the floor, making correct breathing practically impossible. If 
the “normal” child has to be reminded to sit properly, how much more the dyslexic? 
Because he may find it exceptionally difficult to concentrate both on what he is trying to 
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play and on how he is sitting, one has to be careful not to nag. It can be helpful to have a 
discussion with him about how the problem can be solved.249 
 
Dr. Elena Gabor, Associate Professor at Bradley University, Illinois discussed the physical 

demands of gross motor activity upon a musician’s body and the long-term changes that can 

occur in the body through years of practicing: 

The long-term practice of music brings with itself changes in the body, and one can say 
that music “writes” on the body through the formation of muscular abilities, neuronal 
connections, and memory. With consistent practice, the body of the child is transformed 
in the body of a child musician—he or she learns to hear and interpret music, learns the 
“proper” posture on the instrument, gets “chops.” But just as the violin does not 
produce music once it is actualized out of matter, so the artist is not herself a musician 
[until she has] accumulated knowledge of how to play into her body.250 
 
Through her research, Gabor discovered that both children and adult musicians express 

the idea that their bodies might need to be “tuned” and “kept in shape,” as if the body itself is 

an instrument or an extension of the instrument.251 Both the body and instrument need 

maintenance and musicians need an understanding of their body’s abilities and limitations: 

“The body can be a ‘friend’ if it fits the instrument and is well practiced, rested, and free of 

tension, or it can be an ‘enemy’ if all these conditions are not met.”252  

Physical changes in the body are evident, but changes in the brain due to repetitive 

movement, can also be detected with brain scan technology. Due to the musician’s intrinsic, 

deliberate, long-term practice and therefore, perfection of their craft, the musician’s brain 

provides the perfect model for future studies of brain plasticity related to cognitive changes as 
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well as physical changes in the brain observed through fMRI, in connection with motor 

processing:  

Changes due to the training of instrumental motor skills can occur very rapidly; lifelong 
practice might even alter macrostructural anatomy. Secondly, since the mastering of a 
musical instrument requires some of the most sophisticated skills, including fast and 
interlaced auditory, visual, and motor processing, music performance offers answers to 
a variety of questions concerning multisensory as well as sensorimotor integration.253 
  
Sensorimotor integration involves the ability of living things to perceive multisensory 

information (input from multiple senses, e.g., sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch) and use that 

information to affect functional motor actions and simultaneously correct potential motor 

errors. Musicians with dyslexia/ADHD tend to respond well to multisensory learning—an 

invaluable component of sensorimotor integration. Sensorimotor integration can, in turn, help 

with the improvement of gross motor coordination while playing an instrument.254 

Gross motor control, written language expression, and auditory processing share a link 

in students with dyslexia/ADHD. Jennifer Thomson and Usha Goswami of the Centre for 

Neuroscience in Education at the University of Cambridge reported connections between 

“paced motor tapping, auditory rhythmic processing, and written language development.”255 In 

a study of 48 ten-year old children, 25 with a diagnosis of SLD, neuroscientists reported that the 

children with SLD demonstrated specific difficulty in synchronizing, or calibrating motor 

responses, such as finger tapping to an external, rhythmic beat.256 Additionally, the children 
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who were most inconsistent with rhythmic pulse illustrated the poorest literacy and 

phonological development, as well.257 The act of tapping in time with a metronome involves a 

certain amount of anticipation, and a temporal information-processing deficit can affect 

anticipation and reaction times in people with dyslexia/ADHD.258 As rhythmic motor 

coordination is particularly important for the written expression of language (handwriting), 

Thompson and Goswami suggested that “Simple rhythmic motor activities such as beating a 

drum in time with a piece of music or playing a chime bar in time with the syllables in a sung 

phrase may have previously unsuspected benefits for the development of language, phonology, 

and literacy.”259  

Jessica Grahn, a neuroscientist at the Brain and Mind Institute and professor at 

the Department of Psychology at Western University, in London, Ontario, performed 

neurofeedback studies to determine what compels humans to move to music, how musical 

rhythm is processed in the brain, and if musical rhythm can have therapeutic applications. In an 

fMRI study, she found that 

…a bilateral network of motor areas is activated when rhythms are perceived, even 
when no movement is made. When listening to all the rhythms compared to rest, 
bilateral activation was observed in the pre-SMA/SMA [supplementary motor area], 
PMd [dorsal premotor areas], basal ganglia, cerebellum, superior temporal gyri, and 
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex/anterior insula… These findings are consistent with other 
studies confirming that a bilateral network of motor areas mediate perception of 
rhythm in addition to rhythm production.260 
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Grahn’s groundbreaking work provides evidence that gross motor areas of the brain are 

activated during rhythm production, but also during simple listening tasks when no movement 

is made.261 Other neuroscientists corroborated Grahn’s findings,  

Auditory and motor networks are strongly linked in the musician’s brain, and even when 
the task involves only auditory or only motor processing, coactivation phenomena 
within the respective brain areas can be expected… Pianists listening to well-trained 
piano music exhibit covert (unconscious) contralateral primary motor cortical activity. 
Motor-to-auditory co-activation has been shown… with functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) of violinists and amateurs silently tapping out a well-trained concerto.262 
 
Because motor areas of the brain are activated while playing an instrument, particularly 

during rhythm execution tasks, and during listening tasks when no movement is made, proper 

motor perception skills can affect not only how musicians perform music, but how they 

perceive music. Musicians with dyslexia/ADHD 

…have been shown to have difficulty with static and dynamic balance, ball skills, manual 
dexterity, gross and fine motor skills and the production of simultaneous movements. 
Additionally, there is evidence for a deficit in the motor skills required in speed of 
tapping, heel-toe placement, rapid successive finger opposition, and accuracy in 
copying… everyone of these skills is required at some level to play a musical 
instrument… physical movements should be broken down into the simplest units 
possible. There are students with dyslexia who have trouble sitting still; adding 
breathing, embouchure formation, tonguing, fingering, toe tapping, and reading in an 
instrumental music class creates an almost impossible situation.263  

 
To be successful in music, musicians with dyslexia/ADHD might need to address deficits 

in gross motor skills. Gross motor coordination issues, if left untreated, could lead to further 

problems with fine, or small motor control.  
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5.2 Remediation of Gross Motor Difficulties in Music 

To successfully play a musical instrument, musicians must be able to sit or stand 

properly with good posture, hold and balance the instrument efficiently, and coordinate their 

limbs. Physical movements can be broken down into the simplest units possible, practiced 

repeatedly in sequential order, and built upon gradually.264 Multisensory games and techniques 

can help improve posture and gross motor coordination issues if done in a fun, slow, systematic 

way.265 Such multisensory “play” could involve the combination of rhythmic sound and props 

(such as balls, scarves, ostrich feathers, and balloons), which can help define a visuospatial 

sphere (a person’s movement in 3D space in relation to the object and other people in the 

room) and assist in the development of the executive functioning skills necessary for gross 

motor coordination.  

A musician’s body constantly evolves, and tiny physical changes due to years of 

repetitive movement can affect gross motor coordination, tone, posture, and technique. Young 

musicians, especially those with dyslexia/ADHD, might have to reacquaint themselves with 

large muscle groups after growth spurts, as in the case of “C.H.”  

C.H., a third year flute student with dyslexia and ADHD, needed to create a new mental 

conception of her body to improve her posture and flute tone. She grew nearly a foot within 

the two years since beginning her flute studies. She started to become inattentive and fidgety 

while playing the flute, as well as increasingly defiant towards repeated requests from her band 
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director to “sit up straight.” I observed that her body contortions and physical exhaustion were 

due to the fact that she was sitting in her chair and holding her instrument the way she had 

done as a much smaller beginner. Together, we rediscovered how to hold and balance her 

instrument, as well as how to sit in her chair and position her music stand to fit her new, lankier 

body. She admitted that her fidgeting and behavior were directly related to her physical 

discomfort, and she left her lesson feeling empowered, pain-free, and excited to practice again.  

Older musicians might need to modify their posture and gross motor movements to 

avoid the effects of degeneration and fatigue. William Conable, author and professor of cello at 

Ohio State University, teaches “Body Mapping” to help with this issue. He discovered that when 

students misconceive their joint and muscle structures, their movement reflects their poor 

conception, which can lead to unproductive motor habits predictive of future physical injury. 

Body mapping teaches students how the anatomy of their entire body functions, and how to 

correct inaccurate perception of body maps (a person’s idea of the structure, function, and size 

of their body) to improve facility and efficiency of body mechanics while playing an 

instrument.266 An accurate body map helps a musician to improve self-awareness within the 

context of a larger space. Musicians with dyslexia/ADHD could greatly benefit from frequent re-

mapping of their bodies as physical changes due to instrumental playing occur slowly over time. 

The Alexander technique, in addition to body mapping, is a sensorimotor form of 

therapy that increases awareness of body and mind, and allows musicians to gain greater, more 

efficient gross motor control, regardless of their stage in life. While the Alexander technique 
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can be effective for all types of musicians, it may have a deeper significance for those with 

dyslexia/ADHD. The inventor, Australian actor Frederick Matthias Alexander (1869-1955), 

suffered chronic, incurable laryngitis. After discovering excess tension in his voice and body, he 

was able to re-educate himself to such a functioning state, that his colleagues and doctors 

persuaded him to share his self-rehabilitation techniques.267 The Alexander process allows 

musicians to understand how the muscles in the body interact with each other, how to 

consciously move the body with ease, and how to allow the muscle groups to be guided and 

controlled into a more perfect, ergonomic pattern of movement:268  

It [Alexander Technique] uses enhanced kinaesthetic awareness and voluntary inhibition 
to prevent non-beneficial movement patterns. The primary focus is put on the 
relationship between head, neck and back as crucial in effecting an overall integrated 
pattern of coordinated behavior. Through this conscious re-education of thinking and 
moving, unnecessary muscle tension is released, which leads to more ease in movement 
and breathing and a better coordinated “use.”269 
 
Students with dyslexia/ADHD are encouraged to take a private lesson or class on the 

Alexander technique.  

The Dalcroze approach is another method that can help students with dyslexia/ADHD to 

improve their musical and gross motor coordination skills. Èmile Jacques-Dalcroze (1865-1950) 

sought to expand musical education approaches to rhythm by coordinating gross motor 

(locomotor) movements to music as a means of internalizing rhythm, known today as 

eurhythmics. His primary objective was to “create by the help of rhythm a rapid and regular 
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current of communication between brain and body, and to make feeling for rhythm a physical 

experience.”270 Through experience and observation, he intuitively grasped the concept that 

“the child has difficulty in grasping at one and the same time a melodic line and rhythm that 

breathes spirit into it.”271 Dalcroze techniques help to remediate these aspects of multitasking, 

which are familiar challenges to students with dyslexia/ADHD. Remediation techniques improve 

visuospatial, directional, and gross motor movement awareness while engaging in enjoyable 

exercises such as improvisation, aural skills, and singing with solfège. Dalcroze suggests the 

following movement approaches to solidify particular rhythms. It may be helpful to vocalize 

while performing gross motor movements to music:272  

Note value Movement 

Whole Note Moon walk 

Half note Stride 

Quarter note Walk 

Eighth note Jog 

16th notes Run fast 

 
Students with dyslexia/ADHD may find additional motor coordination benefits in 

studying the Suzuki method. Suzuki approaches to posture involve the use of appropriately 

sized seats and instruments for young learners (e.g., quarter-sized string instruments or flutes 

with curved headjoints) as well as advanced student and teacher modeling of correct posture. 

Suzuki violin students are encouraged to place a hand or arm on the teacher’s bowing arm to 
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feel the weight of the arm in relation to the bow. 273 Students develop posture and motor 

control on their instruments before incorporating other elements, such as notation. 

In the home practice room, some students find mirrors to be useful tools. As bathrooms 

tend to have large mirrors and reverberant acoustics, some students choose this room for their 

home practice. However, mirrors can be distracting to some young people who are concerned 

about their appearance. It could be beneficial for students to keep a collection of pictures of 

proper posture, playing technique, and/or embouchures on a portable electronic tablet for 

reference. They might cross-check photos of their own playing against those of professionals. 

Videos of proper posture are other useful tools.274 Students who have trouble coordinating left 

and right limbs might benefit from wearing a colored band corresponding to the desired limb 

(e.g., a black band for the bottom hand or a light blue band for the left hand).275 Other ideas for 

improving gross motor coordination involve marching band, dance class, and/or team sports.  

Future research could investigate potential benefits of occupational or physical 

therapies for remediation of motor coordination deficits in music students with dyslexia/ADHD. 

A recent study found that music therapy interventions improved neurological rehabilitation of 

patients with moderate Parkinson’s disease.276 The results of the study showed that patients 

improved gross motor function in terms of mobility and gait through rhythmic auditory 
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stimulation (listening to African drumming music), beating on drums, and singing.277 The same 

methods of music therapy have shown positive results with mobility, speech fluency, and 

quality of life in stroke patients.278 Perhaps similar music therapy approaches that improve 

motor function in Parkinson’s or stroke patients could also improve motor function in musicians 

with dyslexia/ADHD. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SMALL MOTOR COORDINATION 

6.1 Small Motor Coordination 

Fine, or small motor coordination in music requires the combination of finger dexterity 

and reaction time. Dexterity involves the coordination, synchronization, and manipulation of 

small muscle movements in the hands and fingers, while reaction time is the interval of time 

between an external stimulus and a person’s response. Variations in aural, visual, and temporal 

processing, development of small muscles in the fingers, balance, muscle tension, attention, 

and processing speed of the nervous system are factors that can influence small motor 

coordination in students with dyslexia/ADHD.279  

While finger dexterity is important for mastery of most musical instruments, it is 

essential for the completion of daily activities, such as handwriting, buttoning a shirt, tying 

shoes, zipping a jacket, typing, picking up objects, using scissors, turning pages in a book, 

cooking, sewing, and drawing. Untidy handwriting in combination with a tight, awkward pencil 

grip (dysgraphia) can be a precursor, or predictor, for small motor control problems on an 

instrument. Dyslexia expert, Sally Shaywitz, recognized the link between poor handwriting and 

SLDs:  

I have found handwriting to be an important clue to dyslexia. Children who are dyslexic 
frequently have abominable handwriting—a problem that continues into adulthood. I 
believe this difficulty reflects the dyslexic child’s problem of appreciating the sounds 
that make up a word. While speaking, the lips and mouth form phonemes in articulating 
words. In writing, the fingers express phonemic awareness (they form the fine motor 
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correlates of the phonemes.) Not hearing the phoneme distinctly results in an inability 
to write it clearly.280 
 
According to Shaywitz’s hypothesis, a student might need to internally process 

phonemes before being able to execute the correlating small motor movements to express 

what they “hear.” Before a music student masters a rapidly fingered passage of notes (i.e., the 

passage can be performed accurately and automatically without thinking), he or she might 

need to go through a process of internalized speech: attaching a letter name to a note head, 

recalling the finger pattern for the note name, and executing the fingering with accurate fine 

motor control. 

According to Russell Barkley, poor handwriting is also an indicator of symptoms of 

ADHD:  

Handwriting, however, is just such a complex sequencing of simpler motor movements 
built into complex, novel patterns of new arrangements of letters, words, and sentences 
that requires great flexibility and fluency of fine motor movement. Handwriting has 
often been noted in clinical literature to be less mature in those with ADHD. Difficulties 
with drawing have likewise been found in children with ADHD. And those with ADHD 
have been found to be more likely to have speech problems relative to controls.281 
 
Fine motor control in music often involves the integration of visual perception in 

combination with motor function responses to a stimulus (e.g., seeing music notation and 

fingering the notes), otherwise known as visual-motor integration.282 During rapidly fingered 

passages, musicians need to quickly process visual information and simultaneously respond 

with coordinated finger movements. In addition, students with dyslexia/ADHD might need to 
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form a mental picture of the keys or placement of fingers on a fingerboard and/or keyboard as 

they look at the passage and be able to “feel” the impulses sent to their fingers in preparation 

for movement. Students with dyslexia/ADHD may have a distorted internal vision, which could 

make fine motor execution difficult. Sheila Oglethorpe said, 

…when a pianist executes a scale passage, the second finger must already be moving 
toward its position before the first finger is released. It is essential that he has an inner 
picture of the keyboard, directly linked to his fingers. The lack of inner picture is what 
often contributes to the inability of some children to progress. There is a curious 
anomaly here where dyslexics are concerned. Their picture is not necessarily the same 
as our picture. We see a pattern of black notes on white, which is consistent from one 
end of the keyboard to the other. Some dyslexics are more graphic than others in 
describing what they see, but it is sometimes obvious that their perception of the 
keyboard is more uneven than this. They know that the pattern is consistent, but to 
them it feels different, and it is sometimes worth discussing with them how it feels...283    

 
Regarding fingering difficulties as a result of poor motor signals sent from the brain to 

the fingers, Oglethorpe explained,  

If you ask a dyslexic first to put his hand behind his back and then to tell you which of his 
fingers you touch, it would not be uncommon to find that he is unable to do so with any 
conviction. Many can, proving that messages from the finger to the brain are correct, 
but even these dyslexics frequently have more difficulty with sending messages from 
the brain to the correct finger than does the non-dyslexic.284 
 
It is common for students with dyslexia/ADHD to flip or confuse the numbers (one 

through five) used to describe each finger when mapping out fingering patterns on piano, 

strings, woodwind, and most brass instruments. Woodwind teachers sometimes use different 

numbers for left hand fingers versus right hand fingers (e.g. left hand fingers are called 1, 2, 3 

while right hand fingers are called 4, 5, 6), which is different from what toddlers learn when 
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they learn to count on their hands. Some people use colloquial names for the fingers (e.g. 

index, middle, ring, pinky). Left-handed dyslexics may have particular trouble with the concept 

of naming their fingers:  

It is quite common for a left-handed dyslexic to reverse the order of finger numbers in 
the left hand. He may automatically think of his little finger, which the non-dyslexic 
knows as his fifth finger, as finger number 1. What we read as 5-4-3-2-1 he may read as 
1-2-3-4-5. Until the teacher is aware of what is happening, it is easy to think that he is 
not concentrating, but when she realizes that he not only has to remember which 
numbered finger he has to play but also that the number he thinks of is not the same as 
the number his teacher is thinking of, it is a great deal easier to be sympathetic.285  
 
Insufficient working memory could cause some students with dyslexia/ADHD to forget 

or conflate fingerings, especially when dealing with multiple fingerings for the same note or 

multiple octaves with different fingerings.286 Fingering a passage of music requires a level of 

mastery that involves crossing the sub-vocalization barrier, meaning: seeing a note on the page, 

hearing the letter name in your head, “hearing” the pitch associated with the letter, equating 

the pitch to a fingering, and finally playing the note. Due to slower visual, audio, and motor 

processing speeds, musicians with dyslexia/ADHD may be slower to master the connection 

between seeing a note and being able to play it without intermediary steps.  

Researchers in child development at the State University of New York at Buffalo and the 

University of Virginia explored the effects of motor skills upon children’s school performance 

and academic achievement. They suggested that gross motor skills are a crucial part of 

children’s social development and physical well-being, e.g., the ability to play team sports. In 
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contrast, fine motor skills in combination with visuospatial skills correlate more strongly with 

academic achievement, particularly in the STEM fields (science, technology, engineering, and 

mathematics): “In one study, U.S. children with strong fine motor skills at age 5 performed 

more optimally than peers with weak motor skills in math and reading when they were 6, 8, 

and 10 years old. Analyses controlled for a diverse set of variables, including sociodemographic 

characteristics, prior achievement and gross motor skills, and teacher-reported attention.”287 

Further confirming the link between fine motor control, visuospatial, and cognitive skills,  

A final set of cognitive processes tapped by motor assessments is visuospatial skills, 
which include perceiving spatial relations, visualizing objects using cognitive 
representations in 2D or 3D space, and manipulating those representations… 
Furthermore, among children ages 4-11, measures of visual processing and fine manual 
control—which include both fine motor precision and integration of perceptual 
information with movements—account for the stable association among latent motor 
and cognitive performance.288 
 
Small motor coordination is one aspect of self-regulation that could affect a student’s 

performance in a group situation. Self-regulation involves controlling and regulating emotions, 

and therefore, behavior, including body movements. Educational and Developmental 

Psychologist, Claire Cameron at the State University of New York at Buffalo posited that good 

motor skills development can affect social, behavioral, and academic skills. If a student devotes 

extra attention to motor coordination tasks, less time and energy will be spent on social, 

behavioral, academic, and musical goals: 

…children whose classroom fine motor skills were rated good by their teachers (e.g., 
staying within the lines while coloring, tying their shoelaces, and writing with good 
penmanship) had more effective attention and EF [executive functioning] processes 
than children with less optimal classroom fine motor skills; and children with strong 
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gross motor skills (e.g., organizing movements and materials effectively during seat 
work) had more optimal social skills and fewer competing problem behaviours than 
children with poor gross motor skills. When children do not need to devote attention 
and energy to behavioral tasks that require their fine and gross motor skills in the 
classroom, they have more time to spend on other tasks and experience less frustration 
and social difficulties.289  
 
 
 

6.2 Remediation of Small Motor Difficulties in Music 

Music students with poor small motor coordination may feel that despite hours of 

practice, their fingers lag behind or have trouble coordinating with the air, tongue, bow, and/or 

aural image in their minds. The problem does not usually stem from a lack of practice, but from 

a failure to practice effectively (i.e., slowly and methodically with careful attention given to 

progressive metronome markings, by manipulating a difficult passage in a variety of ways (see 

“Toolbox of Rhythms” in attached self-help manual), or by chunking the passage into digestible 

units).290 Oglethorpe suggested that sufficient break time with changes of scenery during 

practice sessions might allow the brain to more efficiently process new information and create 

valuable neuronal pathways.291  

Mental practice can be a valuable practice strategy for musicians with dyslexia/ADHD, as 

it helps to solidify learned information without the stress of immense amounts of multitasking. 

Gabor explained the power of mental practice on the minds of musicians:  

Musicians often practice in their minds, by reading the music and moving their fingers 
on invisible instruments. The adaptation of the mind-body unity to the requirements of 
the occupation shows that classical music asks musicians to develop physical and mental 
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habits that are conducive to music performance. The changes that take place prepare 
the musician, the mind-body unity, to become an instrument.292  
 
Oglethorpe encouraged pianists to practice silently on a table or wind players to finger 

on a pencil to maximize their practice time away from their instrument.293  

I have experienced powerful results with students who use this mental practice 

technique. In preparation for her end of the year placement exam for band, I asked one of my 

2e, beginner flutists, “D.D.”, to practice her newly memorized full-range chromatic scale on a 

pencil during school announcements and whenever she felt bored in class. Her assignment 

involved spending the majority of her silent practice focusing on her “ABC’s,” or top three tricky 

high note fingerings, forwards and backwards. Much to my surprise, in one week, she increased 

her tempo playing half notes at  = 50 bpm to playing quarter notes at  = 80 bpm—a 220% 

increase in speed.  She performed the entire scale fluently and from memory without any help 

or encouragement. After a huge “high-five” and copious praise of her hard work, she said, “The 

pencil practice worked great! I was really bored this week in all of my classes!” 

In my studio, the students with dyslexia/ADHD who have the most trouble with small 

motor coordination also tend to be the strongest kinesthetic learners. I am careful to slow 

down my approach with these students and take the time to discuss how a passage “feels.” We 

talk about which fingers stay static and which move, how they move, how the pattern of one 

note to the next feels (e.g., what is strange or smooth about it). Cross fingerings, which involve 

picking up and putting down fingers at the same time while changing notes, can be 
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troublesome, particularly when both hands are involved and moving in contrary motion. 

Together, the student and I invent sayings, funny stories, and draw pictures in the student’s 

music to provide more context and kinesthetic memory. This unique process, while slow and 

tedious, helps the student to cope with motor control issues and commits the tactile 

information to long-term memory. 

Some other small motor coordination suggestions involve the following: 

• For those who confuse the numbering system for their fingers, Oglethorpe 
suggested writing the corresponding numbers on fingers with a soft, washable 
pen.294  

• Shaywitz suggests that students ask for the accommodation of a word processor or 
an oral report in lieu of handwriting on exams.295  

• A smart phone can be used to record voice memo reminders or take pictures of 
assignments rather than writing them down. Assistive technologies such as the 
SnapType app can help students fill out worksheets and tests with a cell phone 
camera and PDF writing capabilities.296  

• Talk to a physical therapist or doctor to learn about appropriate small motor 
coordination exercises which could involve: 

o Playing a musical instrument 

o Playing with a fidget toy, which is a small object that allows people to 
redirect their need for movement and touch in a socially appropriate way 
(e.g., silly putty, stress balls, Tangle Toy, Rubik’s cubes, stretchy items, etc.)  

o Crafting, sewing, cooking, typing, texting, etc. 

o Picking up and sorting small objects 

o Linking paper clips together 

o Buttoning or zipping 
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o Clipping coupons 

o Playing with Legos or shuffling a deck of cards 
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CHAPTER 7 
ATTENTION, HYPERACTIVITY, IMPULSIVITY, AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING 

7.1 Attention 

Focused attention is a key component for following instructions, communicating, 

reading, processing music symbols, completing work, regulating behavior, performing without 

getting distracted, and having productive practice sessions. While distractions are sometimes 

unavoidable during rehearsal and performance, students can preemptively eliminate some 

distractions to ensure a more successful practice session. Dr. Kathleen Melago, flutist and 

Assistant Professor of Music Education at Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania, 

recommended some strategies for focused attention during rehearsals and practice in her 

article, “Strategies for Successfully Teaching Students with ADD or ADHD in Instrumental 

Lessons.”297 Melago suggested that students should eliminate the following room stimuli: 

ticking clocks, flashing or blinking lights, ringing cell phones, food smells, perfume, visitors, 

elaborate decorations, distractions from outside a window, and intermittent room 

fresheners.298  

Problems with attention could lead to trouble with understanding and following oral 

instructions. Dr. Alice Hammel, music educator at James Madison and Virginia Commonwealth 

Universities, suggested that if aural processing is a potential source of insufficiency for certain 

students with special needs, then those students could consider recording their rehearsals, 

lectures, or instructions for assignments and/or tests. She also advocated for the 
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accommodation of being allowed to “respond to tests or assignments on tape, orally, or in 

writing.”299 Students can work with their 504 committee, Admission, Review, and Dismissal 

(ARD) team, or their university’s office of disabilities to determine appropriate, reasonable 

accommodations for attention problems in music. Reasonable accommodations could include: 

• Making a quick voice memo about the assignment on an electronic device (e.g., 
smart phone)  

• Asking the teacher to summarize the assignment into a recording device after class  

• Taking a picture of a written assignment on the board 

• Asking the teacher if they could creatively collaborate on a poster for the classroom 
with pictures of expected procedures 

• Setting alarms on an electronic device that would remind them to complete their 
assignment or gather important materials for the next day  

If students with dyslexia/ADHD are aware of their propensity for problems with 

attention, then they might need to focus on becoming vigilant and proactive to keep 

themselves on-task. Apps, such as HourMate can be used to provide hourly (or more frequent) 

chimes that remind students to periodically reassess themselves for on-task behavior. Practice 

and goal charts, or practice apps, such as the Practice Center app, can help students to focus 

their attention by breaking down long practice sessions into manageable chunks with tangible 

tempo goals:  

Students with ADHD do better when presented with more short-term goals than long-
term goals. Most students do better when we break down information into smaller 
segments, called “chunking” by psychologists, and this is especially true for students 
with ADHD… Mastering the parts before attempting to master the whole puts short-
term goals ahead of long-term goals and defines the path to mastery of these goals.300  
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Frequent breaks with the promise of rewards (self-imposed or teacher-imposed) will 

allow students to hyper-focus during practice time. Students might consider speaking to 

teachers about seat placement to avoid any unnecessary distractions. Most teachers would 

welcome the suggestion for their classroom management to run more smoothly. Students 

might pay attention to their internal clocks by trying their best to schedule lessons, class, and 

practice during the time of day when they are most focused. A simple 15-minute break to relax, 

play a video game, or catch up on social media after returning home from a long day could 

make the rest of the evening run smoother and be more productive.  

Brainwave entrainment apps, such as Brainwave Entrainment by Banzai Labs 

(www.banzailabs.com), are economical self-tools that can be used with headphones during 

various times of day, depending on the purpose of the app (e.g., focus, memory, problem 

solving, reasoning, etc.) Sequences of binaural tones—two different pitch frequencies, one in 

each ear—stimulate brain wave frequencies (delta, theta, alpha, beta, or gamma) associated 

with various states of mind. Professional brain performance centers offer non-medicated 

cognitive solutions to problems with attention, planning, reasoning, decision-making, judgment, 

and emotional control, such as SMART, or the Strategic Memory Advanced Reasoning Training 

program at the Center for Brain Health at the University of Texas at Dallas.  

 

7.2 Hyperactivity  

Hyperactivity in the music space involves some of the following symptoms:  

• Fidgeting (clicking or twirling pencils, tapping on the stand, moving around in one’s 
seat, repetitive leg movements, rolling an instrument back and forth across the 
thighs, repetitively scrunching a plastic water bottle)  
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• Squirming  

• Non-stop talking  

• Touching or playing with anything in sight (music stands, paper clips, pieces of 
paper, percussion equipment) 

• Inappropriately blowing into or fingering loudly on an instrument.  

The majority of the time, hyperactive students do not realize when they are being rude 

or distracting. They might need additional stimulation to focus and absorb information: 

When dealing with these behaviors, it is important to start by determining if a particular 
behavior is actually interfering with the student’s progress or learning… Remember that 
while this behavior may have been distracting to the teacher, the student’s need for 
optimizing stimulation actually may be being fulfilled through this behavior. Indeed, this 
behavior actually may be responsible for the successful completion of the educational 
goal being attempted at that time, as it is working to allow the student to remain 
focused on the goal at hand.301 

 
For some hyperactive students, fidgeting can be an uncontrollable self-coping 

mechanism. The physical activity increases levels of the neurotransmitters dopamine and 

norepinephrine, which are chemicals that help with increased attention, working memory, and 

behavioral inhibition.302 Fidgeting can be done in a productive way, or in a manner that is less 

distracting towards others and is non-destructive towards their instrument or classroom 

materials. If a hyperactive student is simply told to sit still and to stop being distracting, their 

entire focus might center on that one activity, making it difficult to learn, hear instructions, or 

focus on anything else. Students might consider keeping a fidget toy (small toy for silently 

redirecting energy) in their pocket at all times and speak to the teacher about allowing them to 
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use it during class. Fidget toys like Tangle Junior, Rubik’s cubes, Chewelry, Stretchy String, 

Fidget Cubes, or bike chain fidgets can be found on amazon.com, officeplayground.com, or 

therapyshoppe.com. Neoprene exercise bands can go around the front legs of a chair to give 

students an outlet for their fidgety, restless legs.  

 

7.3 Impulsivity  

Impulsivity in music could involve some of the following symptoms:  

• Blurting out answers or interrupting teachers or peers to interject a personal 
comment, tell a semi-relevant story, or ask a question 

• Raising and waving one’s hand while vocalizing at the same time (“ooooo, ooooo, 
ooooo! Pick me!”) 

• Being visibly impatient 

• Demanding, through interruption, to know which activity comes next 

• Inappropriately correcting teachers or peers  

• Difficulty waiting one’s turn 

• Making choices without thinking through the consequences 

• Playing through pieces without engaging in proper practice techniques or tone 
exercises 

Students with dyslexia/ADHD do not often notice when they are being impulsive or 

disrespectful, as the behavior is unintentional. The behavior frequently stems from a burning 

desire to help their teachers and peers, offer suggestions that have worked for them in the 

past, provide context and empathy with personal stories, gain recognition for their intelligence, 

or simply understand time-tables to manage their ability to focus. Reprimanding impulsive 

behavior when the intentions were noble, could create an environment of confusion, anxiety, 
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and disdain in the learning environment.  

If a student has been known to have impulse control problems, they should constantly 

self-monitor their behavior. Self-monitoring is of particular importance during class discussions 

involving passionate, or highly interesting, topics. A common excuse that I experience for 

interruption during these types of discussions is, “if I don’t interrupt you when I have a thought, 

then I’ll forget what I wanted to say.” While this comment is valid, a good solution would be to 

take notes during class and to bring up questions at appropriate times, such as, when the 

teacher asks for questions, between activities, after class, in a physical note to the teacher, or in 

an email. Students might request a private meeting with their teachers after being scolded to 

discuss and understand the social implications behind their behavior along with ways that they 

can redirect the behavior in the future. Just a neutral, unemotional mention of the cue words 

“impulse control” (or some other predetermined cue word) in a lesson or class could allow 

students to take a second to reassess their behavior. Students might request that the teacher 

write down the daily agenda or expectations on the board at the beginning of class. 

 

7.4 Executive Functioning 

Adequate executive functioning skills (organization of thoughts, time management, 

planning, sequencing, memory, recall, decision making, and execution) are essential for 

successful music learning and for performance in everyday life. People who exhibit problems 

with the executive functioning component of dyslexia/ADHD could be considered 

…notorious for their disorganization. It has been observed that they often have an 
impaired sense of time passing, as if their difficulties with sequencing spilled over into 
everyday life. If they cannot remember the sequence of events during the day, how are 
they going to organize themselves so that they have the right equipment in the right 
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place at the right time? They find it hard to organize themselves, their equipment and 
also their method of work. They need particular help with practicing, which demands 
skills in all these areas.303 
 
Students with executive functioning problems might work best with teachers who 

establish clear policies and consistent expectations for behavior and follow through with 

negative consequences for missed expectations. Swanson offered, “The teacher that has not 

set clear consequences for negative behaviors, such as failing to practice or consistently losing 

music, actually invites and enables the student to continue these negative behaviors.”304 If an 

irresponsible teen shows up late to his or her first job, he or she will be reprimanded and 

ultimately fired. Clear expectations and an awareness of consequences might encourage the 

teen to change his or her behavior, by choosing themselves to set extra alarms or leave the 

house earlier.  

Students with dyslexia/ADHD are often very creative in finding their own solutions to 

executive functioning issues, but may be encouraged with built-in classroom systems, help from 

empathetic parents or mentors, or with suggestions of what has worked for other students in 

the past. A band director who is familiar with the executive functioning problems of some of his 

students posted a sign on his office door saying, “The first copy is free. There is a charge of $1 

per page for lost copies.” Another band director keeps a file system on a table at the front of 

the classroom with extra books and copies of warm-ups, rhythm sheets, and concert music for 

each instrument. Rather than interrupting the teacher with personal problems such as lost 

music, students can proactively solve their own problems.  
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Organization of materials can be a constant struggle for students with dyslexia/ADHD, 

and they may need to engage in a system of hyper-organization. Binders with sheet protectors 

and labeled dividers are far more effective for organizing copies of ensemble music, solos, and 

exercises than a folder with two pockets, where if dropped, papers can become disheveled or 

lost. A pencil pouch inside the binder is useful for containing required materials such as 

sharpened or mechanical pencils, highlighters, a small screwdriver, a metronome with tuner, a 

fidget toy, or other small items. Some students with severe executive functioning problems 

might consider having two copies of every assignment: one for school and one for home. 

Others might take pictures of music and assignments at school and upload photos onto a digital 

device for use at home.  

Detailed practice and goal charts are invaluable resources for students with executive 

functioning problems. Practice charts can be kept in a notebook or on a digital device. If 

students prefer not to write or type, they can make video logs or voice recordings (the Practice 

Center app offers both options) detailing their practice goals and accomplishments. Practice 

logs that simply track the number of minutes practiced are not sufficient, especially when 

distractions are inevitable. Students could document specific exercises with tempo markings, 

observations, and goals. Students with dyslexia/ADHD often experience a sense of pride and 

accomplishment when they can see tangible improvements in terms of increased tempo 

markings.  

A common excuse for students with executive functioning problems is that they do not 

have time to practice. In my experience, it is not that they do not have time to practice–they 

just do not know how to organize their time efficiently. They need to visually prioritize and 
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schedule every minute of their day (including snack time and relaxation time) to find 10-15 min 

increments of uninterrupted practice time in their schedules. Schedules can be handwritten, 

typed on a spreadsheet, or created in an app like Planner Pad.305 Breaking up practice time into 

short, uninterrupted intervals throughout the day might allow students with dyslexia/ADHD to 

exercise their hyper-focusing skills and make the process more enjoyable: they “require 

frequent changes in the program to maintain high interest levels… students whose learning 

style is abstract sequential [self-directed, imaginative, linear] need to vary exercises to avoid 

boredom.”306 Short bursts of practice time might include seven minutes of scales, five minutes 

of tone practice, ten minutes of a solo, or eight minutes of étude practice. Each of these items 

can be broken into short-term, achievable units, which can contribute to long-term goals.   
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CHAPTER 8 

ANXIETY 

8.1 Performance Anxiety 

All artists experience the stress of performance anxiety to some degree, but the degree 

of anxiety can be especially pronounced in performers with dyslexia/ADHD. Three-time Emmy 

award winning British actress, Susan Hampshire, who was diagnosed with dyslexia and visual 

processing deficits at the age of 30 said, “One of the worst aspects of being dyslexic is the 

vicious circle caused by stress. As soon as I make a mistake I panic, and because I panic I make 

more mistakes.”307 The inability to cope with the spiraling effect of stress and the inconsistency 

of results compared to potential has sadly caused many students with dyslexia/ADHD to 

discontinue their music studies. Elena Gabor wrote about problems with performance anxiety: 

As modern composer Aaron Copland pointed out, performances where the artists seem 
to perform effortlessly and with ease are the most rewarding. Performance anxiety and 
stage fright can manifest in visible symptoms such as pain, sweating, shortness of 
breath, or trembling, which may affect the performance. In the process of occupational 
socialization, one thing young musicians discover is their own reactions to stage fright 
and how to cope with these symptoms… Confidence…does not originate solely from the 
individual artist, but is nourished within the social context that supports the 
performer.308  
 

 The human physiological response to the perceived threat of performance, also known 

as the “fight-or-flight” response, produces a flood of adrenaline and stress hormones that affect 

the nervous system. In response to performance anxiety, students have expressed some of the 

following symptoms: difficulty breathing, clammy hands, frigid fingers, increased heart rate, 
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shaking hands and legs, uncontrollable vibrato, muscle tension, dry mouth, excess saliva, 

excessive blinking, nausea, inability to eat, desire to urinate, flushed face, inability to 

concentrate, and a hyper-awareness of room noises like ticking clocks.  

Just as students with dyslexia/ADHD need multiple repetitions of new material, the 

same is true of positive performance experiences.309  Students are encouraged to perform 

constantly in front of each other and other people in a positive, supportive atmosphere, 

without the threat of a grade. They might inquire about fun opportunities to perform for family, 

friendly events, and the community. They could organize practice parties and fun holiday 

ensemble performances with repertoire that includes funny pieces, themes, or original projects.  

Memorization, either of entire pieces or difficult passages, can provide students with 

dyslexia/ADHD more confidence in performance. If vision fails during performance (e.g., “it’s as 

if I’m sight-reading, but I know I’ve practiced this piece a hundred times”), muscle memory can 

be an effective “back-up plan.” When beginning new pieces, it might be a good idea to circle 

difficult places that will need to be memorized “just in case.” Students could practice these 

difficult spots from memory often and within earshot of other people, and come up with 

contingency plans if mistakes happen during performance.  

It could be helpful to try other common coping strategies for performance anxiety that 

work for neurotypical performers: calming essential oils like lavender, “Sleepy Time” herbal tea, 

a specific diet (reduced sugar and caffeine), listening to music, listening to a meditation or 

positive affirmation app, yoga, Alexander Technique exercises, physical exercise, breathing 
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exercises, visualization techniques, a nap, playing with fidget toys or stress balls, coloring, and 

prayer. Mental singing while playing could help to reduce negative inner voices, judgments, and 

doubts, allowing the performer to focus on the task at hand. If none of these techniques 

provide relief, then it might be a good idea to talk to a family physician about pharmacological 

ways to reduce “performance anxiety.” 

My flute teacher helped me with my anxieties before my first 60-minute long recital 

during my last year of high school. She asked me to write down all my negative thoughts onto 

toilet paper. The night before the performance, we had a “negative-thought flushing” 

ceremony. I wrote down positive affirmations (the positive versions of my negative thoughts) 

onto flashcards, which I studied backstage before the performance. I won an award for the best 

senior recital at my performing arts high school that year. 

As performers, we can only control and prepare ourselves to the best of our abilities 

with all the knowledge and experience we currently possess. We cannot control what other 

people do or think. Unforeseen circumstances and failures in performance will give us more 

tools for improving the next performance.  

 

8.2 Everyday and/or Classroom Anxiety 

Students with dyslexia/ADHD will sometimes spend an immense amount of energy 

trying to disguise their shortcomings to appear “normal,” avoid being scolded by teachers, or 

avoid the taunting of their peers. Sally Shaywitz heartbreakingly described the immense 

amount of pain and everyday anxiety felt by some children and adults with dyslexia/ADHD. 

Their conditions represent 
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…a major assault on self-esteem. In grade school children, this may be expressed as a 
reluctance to attend school or moodiness or spoken expressions such as “I’m dumb” or 
“I get teased a lot.” Adolescents may develop feelings of shame and work hard to hide 
their reading problem by avoiding school, pretending to have forgotten assignments, 
and doing anything not to read aloud in class. Adults invariably harbor deep pain and 
sadness reflecting years of assaults to their sense of self-worth.310 
 
Oglethorpe described the anxiety paralysis felt by students with dyslexia/ADHD in the 

classroom: “Anxiety caused by fear of the teacher will set up inhibitions in any pupil, and if that 

pupil is dyslexic, the inhibition will be more like paralysis… but one of the unavoidable truths 

about teaching children is that they can at times be very easily upset.”311 The longer the day 

progresses, the more tired and emotional students can become. They have probably already 

experienced failure and admonishments (whether for academic or behavioral insufficiencies) 

from their teachers, and therefore have a shorter fuse for criticism about their music-making 

abilities. Oglethorpe encouraged students to reward small achievements and successes, to keep 

a positive attitude, and to exercise extreme patience to build self-confidence: 

An achievement is anything that he has learned to do which he originally found 
impossible, and it is by building up these little achievements that one gradually helps to 
build up the self-esteem that is so vital to his development. If he gradually learns to 
achieve small successes, it can be amazing to observe what this teaches him about 
himself. His expectations for himself sometimes take wing in a remarkable way, and 
gradually the achievement of success becomes something that he begins to recognize is 
realistically within his grasp if he works hard enough.312  

 
It might be helpful for secondary music students or their parents to write a personal 

letter to their music teacher at the beginning of the year. The letter could include a positive 

introduction about the student with an explanation of their condition(s), a mention of their 504 
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Plan or IEP, previous accommodations that have been successful, a few things that could help 

improve the overall experience, and an invitation for an open line of communication. If a 

college student has a documented condition, they are encouraged to register with their 

university’s office of disabilities and to communicate with their professors during the first week 

of classes. See attached self-help manual for example letters. Teachers will be far more 

accommodating if preemptive steps are taken, than if students wait until they receive a poor 

grade. 

A student’s own awareness of their anxiety will help them to self-regulate their 

behavior, know when they need to take a deep breath or a break, manage their work load, take 

steps to keep themselves healthy, and ask for help. Sometimes the best form of learning is 

through failure: “People often overwhelm dyslexics—even when that is the last thing they 

would want to do—and damage (sometimes irreparable) can be done. On the other hand, 

failure may be a pivotal experience in facing up to problems and obtaining the necessary help 

to prevent it in the future.”313 Talk to counselors, family, friends, doctors, teachers, coaches, 

and/or religious leaders for suggestions of ways to relieve everyday and/or classroom anxiety.  

 

8.3 Test Taking Anxiety 

 Test taking anxiety is a common occurrence for students with dyslexia/ADHD. Students 

with a 504 plan, IEP, or who have registered with their university’s office of disabilities should 

not feel ashamed to ask for accommodations during tests. The purpose of test taking 
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accommodations is not to receive an unfair advantage over neurotypical peers, but to “level the 

playing field.” The availability of accommodations does not mean that the accommodations will 

be needed; they are there if needed. Diana Ditchfield, piano teacher, author, and learning 

support tutor for students with disabilities, explained, 

Mindful that dyslexics often react particularly badly to the stress of examinations, it is 
possible they will make uncharacteristic mistakes in addition to those one might 
expect… Dyslexics want to achieve on the same playing field [as] their non-dyslexic 
peers... Most dyslexics I know work at least twice as hard as many of their peers. They 
often go down blind alleys and take a very circuitous route to get on the road they seek. 
For many who try to express themselves, they have an idea of what they want to 
say/write but it does not come out in a format that makes sense; certainly it is often not 
in a format which is acceptable to the standards set down for success in the areas in 
which they are making the attempt.314 

 
Reasonable accommodations for dyslexia/ADHD test-taking could include: 

• Extended time315  

• Quiet, private room free of distractions316 

• Test materials printed on colored paper317 

• Word processor or dictation software for essays (or an app such as SnapType for 
worksheets) when spelling or handwriting are cause for concern318 

• Oral presentation, rather than a written essay319 

                                                      
314 Ibid., 76-77. 
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317 Trinity College London, “Music Grade Exams,” accessed August 13, 2016, 
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318 Shaywitz, Overcoming Dyslexia, 321. 
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• Word banks, illustrations, figures320 

• Proctor who can orally read all test questions and answers, perhaps while 
establishing eye contact321 

Secondary students with 504 plans or IEPs for dyslexia/ADHD might consider talking to 

their parents, teachers, counselors, and/or special education teachers about test taking anxiety 

and strategies for improved performance on tests. School music teachers can collaborate to 

improve the test-taking environment for students with dyslexia/ADHD in their classrooms (See 

Benjamin Raviotta’s dissertation, Strategies for Developing Individual Education Programs for 

Public School Music Students with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Dyslexia, for 

ways to improve the music environment at school, including accommodations for test-

taking).322 College students should make sure they have proper documentation and talk to their 

university’s office of disabilities about accommodations and strategies for test taking, as well. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SIGHT-READING 

9.1 Sight-Reading 

Sight-reading, or the ability to successfully perform a piece of music at first sight, 

involves an enormous amount of multitasking, including the simultaneous synchronization of 

advanced visual, aural, and kinesthetic concepts: 

• Note reading 

• Decoding of musical symbols 

• Accurate pulse and rhythm 

• Gross and fine motor coordination 

• Good executive functioning, including working memory 

• Sustained attention 

• Pattern and interval recognition 

• Ability to track across the page without skipping lines or re-reading material 

• Ability to look ahead while remembering accidentals that came before 

• Understanding of harmonic language on some level (e.g., ability to form an aural 
picture)323 

• Familiarity with the musical idiom324 

Students with dyslexia/ADHD are highly capable of achieving each of these individual 

concepts and/or tasks, but when faced with the pressures of multitasking during a timed, 

graded presentation of sight-reading, they could feel overwhelmed with anxiety and perform 
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worse than their neurotypical peers.325 In addition to musical knowledge and physical ability, 

sight-reading involves higher-level cognitive functions, such as quick information processing, 

short-term memory, and working memory, which can exacerbate the sight-reading process if 

not at optimal functioning. Through her brain imaging research, Katie Overy noted several 

activated parts of the brain during the sight-reading process, including the basal ganglia (an 

area involved in generating movement), the cerebellum (associated with balance, timing, and 

motor control), the pre-motor cortex (for preparation of movement), the left auditory cortex 

(for rapid temporal processing in music and speech), the right auditory cortex (for spectral or 

pitch information in music and speech), and Broca’s area (involved in speech production, 

musical listening tasks, rhythm processing, melodic and harmonic discrimination), and 

increased volume in the front part of the corpus callosum which connects and transfers 

information between the two hemispheres: “Dyslexic musicians’ reported difficulties with sight-

reading may also be partly explained: the discovery of the numerous regions of the brain 

involved in sight-reading at the piano has led to the suggestion that this may be one of the most 

complex multisensory activities conducted by humans.”326 

Professor Reinhard Kopiez at the Institute for Research in Music Education at the 

Hanover University of Music and Drama in Germany performed a case study to determine 

potential predictors of sight-reading ability. He divided the skill of sight-reading into two 

components that can predict future achievement: practice-related skills (sight-reading expertise 
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and inner hearing) and practice-unrelated skills (speed of information processing, working and 

short-term memory, and reaction time). He posited that practice-related skills can be 

cultivated, but “there is a critical time window (before turning 15) for optimal training. Thus, 

skill acquisition has to start early in order for the person to become an excellent sight 

reader.”327 However, sight-reading requires a much higher processing speed than other mental 

activities. His findings suggested that a person’s speed of information processing does not 

change with sight-reading training, but is a preexisting ability: “Of course, speed of information 

processing cannot be increased by training but this does not mean that it cannot be changed by 

different approaches. The easiest way to enhance the information processing capacity would be 

to practice pattern recognition and chunking of note events.”328 

Oglethorpe posited that poor short-term memory (not a lack of practice) can explain 

why sight-reading can be a nearly impossible task for students with dyslexia/ADHD: 

Sight-reading—how these words spell doom to so many students! There are plenty of 
excellent books of pieces for sight reading, and a bad sight-reader with masses of 
determination will improve if he practises reading from them every day as much as he 
can, but he needs to be particularly well motivated to be able to do so enough for a 
significant improvement.  
 Many of these books offer practical advice as to how to set about the task of 
reading at sight. In theory, this is good; unfortunately, in practice, it seldom works 
unless the reader is already quite good and has an excellent short-term memory. The 
bad reader forgets almost everything he has painstakingly worked out in preparation. 
For the examinee on any instrument it is, however, a necessary skill.329  
 
Margaret Malpas is the joint Chair of the BDA and creator of the Dyslexia Adult 

Network, an organization that helps to create services and outreach for adults with dyslexia in 
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Great Britain. As a singer, pianist, and expert on dyslexia, she explained how working memory 

deficiencies could make sight-reading a more complex task for musicians with dyslexia/ADHD: 

Problems with working memory are, for some, a serious disadvantage. We use our 
working memory to perform most tasks. You can gain a good understanding of this by 
thinking about how you sight read music. When you are doing this, you are reading the 
notes on the score, recalling how notes combine to create sounds, and interpreting 
instructions on the rhythm, pace and volume, let alone any ideas you have on the 
musicality of the piece! You will use your working memory to hold all these ideas in real 
time and manipulate them. If you have a weaker working memory which may only be 
able to handle three things at once, you will find this task much more difficult and much 
more stressful.330 
 
 
 

9.2 Sight-Reading Remediation  

While certain aspects of sight-reading are manageable and achievable in music lessons 

and exams (especially when sight-reading at lower levels), other aspects might need to be 

remediated outside the realm of music for musical sight-reading to improve. The London 

College of Music understands the sight-reading difficulties faced by students with 

neurodevelopmental disorders, and allows for sight-reading portions of exams to be replaced 

with a memory test: “The chief examiner considers the needs of candidates on a case-by-case 

basis, and all appropriate and reasonable steps are taken to ensure that any special 

requirements which they may have are put into place, while at the same time maintaining the 

full rigour of the examination itself.”331  
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Trinity College London offers accredited graded examinations and diplomas that include 

instrumental playing, music theory, aural skills, sight-reading, memorization, and improvisation 

components. Sight-reading is not required during the first five levels of testing, as applicants 

can choose any two of the following components: sight-reading, improvisation, musical 

knowledge, or aural tests.332 Sight-reading tests are administered at two grade levels below the 

level of the exam being taken, and students may practice out loud on their instruments, sing, or 

count and clap during their 30 seconds of allotted preparation time.333 Applicants with 

dyslexia/ADHD are allowed an extra 90 seconds of preparation during the first three grade 

levels and up to two and a half minutes for more advanced tests. Trinity College’s website lists 

expectations for each grade level of sight-reading, including the following specific items that 

may appear in the sight-reading example: time signatures, key signatures, note and rest values, 

dynamics, tempos, foreign terms, articulations, and style markings.334 They also accommodate 

by offering enlarged copies on colored paper, breaking down questions into smaller chunks, 

repeating segments, or establishing direct eye contact while giving instructions.335 Students 

with 504 plans or IEPs, or those who have registered with their university’s office of disabilities 

might find it helpful to discuss Trinity College’s accommodations for sight-reading with their 

support team.  
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 Individual sight-reading guidelines in the United States typically require students to 

silently prepare before performing. Group sight-reading allows directors to make commentary 

while students silently prepare. A reasonable accommodation would be to allow students to 

count and clap rhythms or to play a scale out loud during their preparation period. Sight-

reading examples could be provided in large print, perhaps on colored paper, or with the 

provision of colored overlays. Students could use their finger to track through the music and to 

point out important aspects, such as key and time signature changes, accidentals, repeat signs, 

foreign terms, and dynamics. Students might find it more encouraging and fun to practice 

reading familiar tunes (holiday, popular, or movie tunes), as they can boost confidence by 

providing a familiar aural picture with which to check notes and rhythms. Duets with teachers 

or more accomplished students could provide a more relaxed atmosphere for sight-reading, 

encourage the use of style and dynamics, and persuade students to want to continue improving 

their sight-reading abilities.336 Individual sight-reading tests could be performed privately to 

reduce test taking anxiety and to allow music students with dyslexia/ADHD their best chance of 

a successful demonstration of their skills.337 Sight-reading at 80 bpm is a good place to begin, 

but slower tempos might also be encouraged.338 Consistently repeated, vocalized, commentary 

on sight-reading steps will help students to organize and manage their pre-sight-reading study 

time. It might be helpful for students to reference a step-by-step sight-reading guide while 

practicing or performing their sight-reading (see attached self-help manual for an example).   
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 Kimberly McCord, Professor of Music Education at Illinois State University and founder 

of the National Association for Music Education Special Research Interest Group on Children 

with Exceptionalities, is a music educator who specializes in teaching students with disabilities. 

She posited that students with reading problems should not be required to sight-read at all 

during auditions: 

Students with learning disabilities that affect their ability to read music should also not 
be required to sight-read in auditions. It’s not fair to expect students with reading 
disabilities to read music for the first time under pressure. Astute music teachers will 
make sure this is written into such students’ IEPs so future music teachers will know the 
extent of their ability to sight-read. Sight-reading on auditions for all-state ensembles, 
music camps, and other activities should be waived for students who do not read well or 
at all due to a documented disability. If the IEP states that accommodations must be 
made for students, then we have a responsibility to make sure those are carried through 
in our classes.339  
 
Sight-reading remediation and accommodations might be most effective if administered 

on a case-by-case basis. Accommodations may or may not be useful for all students with 

dyslexia/ADHD.  
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CHAPTER 10 

MEMORIZATION 

Core weaknesses, such as memorization, in people with dyslexia/ADHD can be masked 

and encapsulated by a bubble of strengths: “big picture” thinking, advanced speaking 

vocabulary, critical thinking, comprehension, pattern discovery, reasoning, knowledge of trivia, 

and concept formation.340 Shaywitz posited that phonological weaknesses could mask strong 

comprehension skills in dyslexics, making memorization and recall of certain facts appear more 

laborious than others. She said that people with dyslexia/ADHD  

…use the ‘big picture’ of theories, models, and ideas as a framework to help them 
remember specific details. It is true that when details are not unified by associated ideas 
or a theoretical framework—when, for example, [someone] must commit to memory 
long lists of unfamiliar names—dyslexics can be at a real disadvantage. Even if [that 
person] succeeds in memorizing such lists, he has trouble producing the names on 
demand...341 
 
As a private instructor, I notice that beginners with dyslexia/ADHD are excellent at 

memorizing short (one or two lines) excerpts from their beginner books, or even one page of 

holiday band music in ternary or rondo form. As beginner books tend to use familiar tunes, 

often with programmatic titles, students can easily access their memories of the tunes from 

childhood, or create new mental pictures based upon descriptive titles. The framework, or “big 

picture,” is inherently provided. Students are quick to recognize repeated patterns in simple 

forms, making memorization an easy task. Students may appear to be reading the music in their 

books, but are merely “looking through the page” as they play from memory. Students should 
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be vigilant in making sure that their eyes are tracking appropriately across the page. It might be 

helpful to silently study the music while using finger-tracking techniques, to train the eyes to 

move appropriately across the page.342 Interactive practice tools such as SmartMusic can help 

with tracking by providing a red indicator of where the eyes should look while reading a 

passage of music on a computer screen. 

A 2e beginner flute student, “M.C.”, was learning a short, theme and variations piece 

based upon “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” for his first beginner recital. He eagerly turned to the 

page in the book and could not wait to perform it for me two weeks ahead of schedule, as he 

was proud that he learned the piece over the weekend by himself after only hearing me play it 

once during the previous week’s lesson. While he was performing, I had a feeling that he was 

not reading the music, despite ritualistically adjusting his music stand to the perfect height and 

giving the appearance of reading. I nonchalantly told him to “keep playing” while I removed his 

book from the music stand to “write something in his part.” He finished playing the entire piece 

from memory, for which I praised him profusely and encouraged him to be the first beginner to 

play the most difficult piece on the recital from memory. While memorization in this case could 

be considered negative, my thought process was to boost his confidence and encourage him to 

develop his memorization skills, which could allow him to cope with more difficult multi-tasking 

skills in the future. 

Because beginner music progresses slowly and contains familiar tunes, students can 

focus upon memorization skills and fundamentals rather than spending all of their energy on 
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notation reading. Familiar beginner tunes boost confidence and allow for memorization, but do 

not offer the opportunity for the student to demonstrate a true internalization of rhythm—in 

fact, they might allow for a greater degree of rhythmic mimicry than mastery. Rhythmic 

mimicry could explain music directors’ frustrations when second year players have difficulty 

sight-reading unfamiliar tunes, when they were so successful in performing familiar tunes. A 

reliance upon auditory memory rather than a rhythmic, notational understanding could 

describe this inconsistency. A lack of rhythmic understanding may seem like a lack of practice, 

but the harsh truth is that the concept of rhythm was probably never solidified from the 

beginning. Rote learning, or memorization without context, or deep, fundamental 

understanding, (which is a common technique for learning rhythm in the music classroom) can 

be the Achilles’ heel of students with dyslexia/ADHD. Sally Shaywitz echoed this sentiment: 

Rote memorization and rapid word retrieval are particularly difficult for dyslexics. On 
the other hand, dyslexics appear to be disproportionately represented in the upper 
echelons of creativity and in the people who, whether in business, finance, medicine, 
writing, law, or science, have broken through a boundary and have made a real 
difference to society. I believe that this is because a dyslexic cannot simply memorize or 
do things by rote; she must get far underneath the concept and understand it at a 
fundamental level. This need often leads to a deeper understanding and a perspective 
that is different from what is achieved by some for whom things come easier because 
they just can memorize and repeat—without ever having to deeply and thoroughly 
understand.343 
  
A student with dyslexia/ADHD might need extra time for retrieval of memorized facts 

and for the translation of those thoughts into words during pressure situations. Students with 

dyslexia/ADHD might talk to their teachers about needing extra time to answer questions in 

class, especially when the question involves the retrieval of semantic information. Some wise 
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teachers might be willing to give their students with dyslexia/ADHD prior notice (the day before 

or at the beginning of class) of potential questions they might ask. Once the pressure of an 

immediate response is eliminated, a student with dyslexia/ADHD will have time to search for 

context or a story that could help them to provide a meaningful answer. This picture-thinking 

process may be a reason why people with dyslexia/ADHD tend to give excellent, well-conceived 

oral presentations.344 However, the frequent need to resort to context to understand concepts 

or terminology “slows them down further and helps explain why the provision of extra time as 

an accommodation is so necessary if dyslexics are to show their knowledge.”345  

Auditory memory allows students to recall a melody from their head a split second 

before playing, while simultaneously searching for the correct fingerings or positions (e.g., 

trombone) to match the sound in their minds. 2e students who have forgotten to bring their 

materials to the lesson, will often attempt to perform without music by relying heavily upon 

their auditory memory and propensity for figuring out the correct fingerings on their own, as in 

the case of “E.K.” 

E.K., a 2e high school student with ADHD, asked me if she could pass off her “Star-

Spangled Banner” stand tune, for which she needed a signature for a grade. I asked her to 

provide me with a copy of the music, which she refused because she lost it at the last football 

game. She had no idea what the starting note was, as she usually watched other player’s fingers 

for clues. She picked a random starting note and played the entire piece from memory. I told 

her that while she did an excellent job, she played it in the wrong key. I asked her to play it with 
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the correct starting note, and she easily performed it in the new key. When I asked, “How were 

you able to play the piece in multiple keys without mistakes?” She said, “I don’t know. I guess I 

just know the piece.”  

 Kinesthetic, or muscle memory, is one of the main strengths of students with 

dyslexia/ADHD, and it would be helpful for music students to further cultivate this gift.346  Once 

habits are formed, the notes become automatic, and conscious brain activity regarding the 

notes and fingerings can cease to exist, as in the case of “T.H.” 

 Out of curiosity, I tested T.H., a senior flute student with ADHD, to see how many scales 

she could perform in 60 seconds. I allowed her to choose the order of scales and asked her to 

write down her choice on a sheet of paper in her own handwriting. She chose to play them 

chromatically, reversing the order of sharp and flat scales (e.g., A, Ab, B, Bb, C, D, D flat, etc.). I 

used the stopwatch function on my phone to time her. Without previous practice, she was able 

to perform all 12 full-range, major scales and three natural minor scales in the span of one 

minute without any note mistakes (an average of four seconds per scale). After extensive 

praise, I exclaimed, “How were you able to accomplish that many scales without looking at 

anything or stopping to think about key signatures between scales?” She said, “I don’t know. I 

know my scales so I just played them. It’s not like I have to think about it.” 

The gift of muscle memory is powerful; as students with dyslexia/ADHD usually work far 

more diligently than their peers to achieve the same musical goals, the material becomes 

etched into their long-term memory. Problems arise when poor reading habits inadvertently 
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become permanent. Students with dyslexia/ADHD might need to be extra vigilant with proper 

practice habits when they learn a new piece and/or skill: 

A mistake, which may have begun by being a mis-reading of the score, can quickly 
become a habit through repetition. The habit becomes lodged in the long-term memory, 
from which there is no escape. When this happens, it is quite useless to try to do 
anything about it. The time wasted and the frustration generated are negative and 
unhelpful. If the student were not dyslexic, the chance of success in changing the 
mistake would be small if he were relying entirely on his kinaesthetic memory. When 
the student is dyslexic, the chance is probably nil.347  
 
Long-term memory can be divided into two branches—procedural and factual 

memory.348 Procedural memory is the automatic memory used by T.H. in the recollection of her 

scales; it involves memorized, mastered material that no longer requires working memory or 

conscious thought. While long-term procedural memory takes a significant amount of time, 

attention, and brainpower to develop, it can be a huge source of strength and an effective 

coping mechanism for students with dyslexia/ADHD.  

Factual memory, the second component to long-term memory, can be divided into 

episodic and semantic memory.349 Episodic memory is one of the greatest strengths of a person 

with dyslexia/ADHD: “This is memory for things as they’ve been personally experienced, or 

imagined as experiences. Episodic memories are typically recalled as mental scenes that are 

reconstructed in the mind using bits of past personal experience.”350 Episodic memory involves 

the use of story and picture-thinking to recall facts. When asked to define an abstract thought 

like “passion,” a person with dyslexia/ADHD will most likely respond with an example rather 
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than a definition from a dictionary: for example, “Passion is when violinist Itzak Perlman puts so 

much energy, intensity, and emotion into his performance that he breaks horse hairs on his 

bow during performance.” If a person with dyslexia/ADHD can put a definition or concept into 

the context of a story, they will be far more likely to commit information to long-term memory. 

Semantic memory, however, involves the pure memorization of abstract definitions without 

context or stories. For example, “Passion means strong feelings or desire for something.” This 

type of memory, or “fact nugget,” can be a source of great weaknesses for students with 

dyslexia/ADHD, and might not serve as a reliable source of long-term memory. 

Karen Marshall, a Kodály practitioner and member of the BDA’s Music Committee, 

specializes in multi-sensory teaching methods for music students with special needs in York, 

England. Her four-step “Golden Approach” technique could help solidify musical concepts that 

will increase a greater awareness and, therefore, greater propensity for long-term memory 

storage in students with dyslexia/ADHD: 

1. Using all three learning styles: seeing, hearing and doing, that is, using multi-sensory 
learning 

2. Making sure that things are taught systematically; for dyslexic people in particular, it 
is crucial to ensure that one concept is thoroughly understood before building on 
another one  

3. Ensuring that principles are reinforced (lots of over learning) and also making 
teaching memorable 

4. Presenting in a “whacky” way (using a funny, silly rhyme, for example) or giving the 
learning task a personal association such as a favourite colour351  
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APPENDIX A 

MUSIC, DYSLEXIA, AND ADHD: A SELF-HELP MANUAL FOR STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONALITIES 
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The purpose of this self-help manual is to provide music students with diagnoses of 

dyslexia/ADHD a positive way of coping with their musical tendencies in a variety of musical 

settings. This colorful, accessible resource is geared towards musicians who have at least six 

months of knowledge on their instrument.  It contains brief information about the conditions 

with connections to musical learning, remediation techniques, practice strategies, and helpful 

resources. 

The techniques in this manual serve as an initial step in filling the self-help gap in the 

musical instruction literature for students with dyslexia/ADHD. The techniques and exercises 

could be helpful to most students with dyslexia/ADHD, but students might consider keeping a 

few things in mind: their unique tendencies; preferred modes of learning; current knowledge 

and coping strategies; and the severity of their conditions. The exercises are a generalized 

introduction to ideas that can be further expanded and tailored to specific instruments. As new 

research emerges, new exercises will need to be formulated and added to the document. If a 

more comprehensive understanding of concepts is required, please refer to the contents of this 

paper, the resources provided, and consider finding a local dyslexia/ADHD expert on your 

instrument. 
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PREFACE 
 
 
 
This resource is written for music students with dyslexia and/or ADHD who have 
at least 6 months of knowledge on their instrument. This imaginative guide offers: 

 
• information about dyslexia and ADHD 
• musical symptoms with remediation techniques 
• practice strategies 
• helpful resources 

 
Students with dyslexia and/or ADHD are inventive, out-of-the-box thinkers, 

who are excellent at coming up with self-help strategies for the music classroom, 
lesson, ensemble rehearsal, and home practice room. Dyslexia and ADHD can 
sometimes feel like a major hurdle when you run out of ideas (coping 
mechanisms) and receive little support from teachers and peers. The ideas in this 
positive manual will help to stimulate your creativity, answer many of your 
questions, and provide you with strategies to help you learn, be happy, and 
achieve great things in music! You can reach your goals, realize your dreams, and 
help others to thrive in music.  

 
Every student is unique, and the techniques for remediation and 

accommodation are suggestions. Try the techniques to see what works best for 
you. Feel free to modify or create new exercises!  
 
 
 
Sara Raviotta is a symphony musician, freelance artist, and consultant with an 
active private flute studio. She works extensively with students with 
neurodevelopmental disorders, empowering them with information, coping 
strategies, support, and hope. Her horn player husband, Benjamin, has dyslexia 
and ADHD and is an inspiration for this self-help manual.     
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CHAPTER 1  
About Dyslexia and ADHD 

 

What is Dyslexia or Specific Learning Disorder (SLD)? 
 

 Dyslexia is a neurodevelopmental disorder, or condition that affects brain 

function and manifests early in development. It causes delays in academic, 

social, personal, and occupational performance. 

 Dyslexia affects 20% of American population. 

 Dyslexia is hereditary. Family history can help determine risk factors.  

 An educational diagnostician or psychologist diagnoses dyslexia. 

 Dyslexia has a narrow and broad definition: 

• Narrow definition = “Dyslexia” refers to a pattern of learning difficulties 

characterized by problems with accurate or fluent word recognition, poor 

decoding, and poor spelling abilities. 

 

Dyslexia

specific 
learning 

disorder (SLD)

learning 
disability (LD)

speech and 
language 

impairment

intellectual 
disability

specific 
reading 

disability

specific 
language 

impairment 
(SLI)

developmental 
disorder
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• Broad definition = Dyslexia is a Specific Learning Disorder (SLD) 

encompassing 8 subtypes of learning difficulties: 

1. dyslexia as phonological processing disorder  

2. auditory processing problems  

3. visual processing problems  

4. dysphasia/apraxia  

5. dysgraphia   

6. dyspraxia  

7. executive dysfunction 

8. dyscalculia 

 People with SLD can have 1, some, or all of the symptoms listed. 

 Severity levels range from mild to moderate to severe. 

 There are discrepancies between potential and achievement. SLD is an equal 

opportunity disability, affecting people of all intelligence levels and economic 

backgrounds. 
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Dyslexia Umbrella  
Adapted from Liz Dunoon 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. dyslexia = phonological processing disorder meaning difficulty with reading and 

spelling despite intelligence 
2. auditory processing = difficulty with listening and understanding spoken 

instructions, rhyme, and rhythm 
3. visual processing = difficulty with orientation, spatial relationships, and 

direction 
4. dysphasia/apraxia = difficulty translating thoughts into words 
5. dysgraphia = untidy handwriting, awkward pencil grip  
6. dyspraxia, or developmental coordination disorder (DCD) = difficulty with 

motor coordination 
7. executive dysfunction = difficulty with sequencing, time, ordering of events, 

attention, memory, recall, planning, thoughts   
8. dyscalculia = difficulty with numbers, math symbols, terms, and concepts 

DYSLEXIA 
You could have 1 or more symptoms 

Dyslexia 
 Auditory Processing  
 Visual Processing 
 Dysphasia/Apraxia 
  Dysgraphia 
 Dyspraxia 
 Executive Dysfunction 
 Dyscalculia 
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What is Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)? 

 ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder. 

 ADHD affects up to 13% of American population. 

 ADHD is hereditary. Family history can help determine risk factors.  

 A psychiatrist or medical doctor diagnoses ADHD.  

 ADHD is an umbrella term, encompassing behavioral, social, and cognitive 

deficiencies: 

• Behavioral/social deficiencies include a pattern of inattention and/or 

hyperactivity-impulsivity that interferes with function or development. 

o Inattention affects the ability to stay focused on the task at hand, 

listen attentively, and organize thoughts and materials. 

o Hyperactivity-impulsivity involves the inability to be still, quiet, and 

wait patiently. 

• Cognitive deficiencies include poor executive functioning, or the ability to 

organize, schedule, analyze, remember, make decisions, and execute a 

plan.  

 Medication is not a cure-all. It can improve some symptoms, but additional 

behavioral and cognitive remediation is important.  

 ADHD is not a choice! It’s a biological condition. People with ADHD are not 

willfully defiant, rude, or purposefully distracted—their brains work 

differently. 

 Students act 3 years younger than their actual age.  
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ADHD Umbrella  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. behavioral disorder (problems with behavior) 

• hyperactivity = fidgeting, can’t sit still 
• impulsivity = incontrollable desire to speak or act without thinking 
• inattention = trouble paying attention 

2. cognitive disorder (brain wiring differences) 
• executive dysfunction = trouble organizing thoughts and materials 

ADHD 
You could have 1 or more symptoms 

Behavioral D
isorder 

  Hyperactivity 
   Im

pulsivity 
   Inattention  
      Cognitive D

isorder 
   Executive Dysfunction 
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What is Twice Exceptionality, or 2e? 

 Twice exceptionality, or 2e, is when students are both intellectually gifted and 

have a learning difference (high IQ with a developmental disorder like dyslexia, 

ADHD, or autism spectrum disorder). 

 2e affects 5% of the population. 

 The National Association for Gifted Children identifies 3 subtypes: 

1. identified gifted students who have a learning disability 

2. students with a learning disability whose giftedness has not been 

identified 

3. unidentified students whose gifts and disabilities may be masked by 

average school achievement 

 Exceptional abilities and learning disabilities may mask each other so that 

neither is recognized or addressed. Many are not identified until college. 

 2e students have special needs: 

• specialized methods of identification so they don’t fall between the cracks 

in the education system  

• enriched educational opportunities that develop interests, gifts, and 

talents while meeting learning needs 

• simultaneous accommodations, therapeutic interventions, and specialized 

instruction for academic success and social-emotional well-being  

 2e students tend to experience more bullying than their typical peers for their 

giftedness, learning disability, or both. 
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Why Should I Be Aware of Both Dyslexia (SLD) and ADHD? 

 Dyslexia and ADHD have a high rate of co-occurrence.  

 Scientific research indicates that 85% of children with ADHD also have a mild 

SLD; 55% of those with a mild SLD have a severe SLD; and 55% of those with a 

severe SLD have a pervasive SLD. 

 Research concludes that 15-40% of people diagnosed with dyslexia also have 

ADHD. 

 Symptoms of both conditions can co-exist and overlap. 

 Because of overlapping symptoms and imperfect testing, people can have a 

diagnosed condition and another undiagnosed condition. 

 

Co-occurrence between ADHD and SLDs 

 
 

ADHD

85% with 
ADHD Have a 

Mild SLD

55% with Mild 
SLDs Have a 
Severe SLD

55% with 
Severe SLDs 

Have a 
Pervasive SLD 
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Some Dyslexic Advantages: 

• excellence in highly specialized areas, such as arts, medicine, law, public 

policy, entrepreneurship, finance, engineering 

• high capacity for learning 

• ideas, big picture thinking, thinking outside-of-the-box 

• emotional empathy and warmth for others 

• resilience and ability to adapt 

• problem-solving 

• long-term memory 

• excellent melody and pitch perception 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Symptoms of Dyslexia and ADHD 
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Some ADHD Advantages:  

• excellence at a variety of professions: business, teaching, medicine, 

athletics, entrepreneurship 

• original, creative thinking at warp speed 

• willingness to take risks 

• resilience 

• jack-of-all-trades 

• improviser 

• cool under pressure 

• ability to get the job done at the last second 

• superpower: ability to hyper-focus 

 
Famous People with Dyslexia and ADHD 

 

•Albert Einstein
• Steve Jobs
•Thomas Edison
•Agatha Christie
•Henry Ford
•Nelson Rockefeller
•Charles Schwab
•Walt Disney
• John Lennon
• Leonardo da Vinci

Dyslexia

•Robin Williams
• Frank Lloyd Wright
•Howard Hughes
•Bill Gates
•Michael Phelps
• Simone Biles
•Michael Jordan
• John F. Kennedy
•Will Smith
• Sir Richard Branson

ADHD
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Dyslexia Myths and Facts 

 
 

• FactsMyths

•Dyslexia is a neurological condition that affects how the brain receives, processes, and 
responds to information. It usually is unrelated to the health of the eye, but 
optometrists should routinely check the health of the eyes.

Dyslexia is 
caused by 

vision 
problems. 

•Some children reverse letters regardless of whether or not they have dyslexia. Some 
people with severe dyslexia do NOT reverse letters at all.

People with 
dyslexia reverse 
letters or words 

while reading and 
writing. 

•They have average or above average intelligence. They show strengths in cognition, 
but weaknesses in achievement. 

People with 
dyslexia have 

low 
intelligence. 

•Many highly gifted people at the top of their fields have dyslexia. They have 
thousands of coping mechanisms and learn to delegate well.

How can 
someone have 
dyslexia if they 

make good 
grades?

•They do learn to read, but it takes more effort. Typical readers become “fluent” at an 
earlier age so that reading is automatic, fast, and enjoyable. Children with dyslexia 
often remain “manual” readers.

People with 
dyslexia can’t 

read. 

•They are often more motivated because they have to work harder to appear 
“normal.”

People with 
dyslexia are 

lazy. They just 
need to work 

harder.

•They have excellent long-term memory when it is attached to experiences, pictures, 
and stories. While they have a great capacity for working memory, it is often so 
overloaded with information, that short-term memory can appear insufficient or slow.

People with 
dyslexia have 

bad memories.

•You can train your brain to reroute information to different parts of the brain. 
Dyslexia isn’t something to cure: it’s a different way of thinking and learning.

People with 
dyslexia can’t 
learn as much 
as their peers. 

•They can be successful in college with proper strategies, peer tutoring, 
accommodations, and/or support from their university’s office of disabilities.

People with 
dyslexia can’t 
go to college. 

•There are dyslexic clues in spoken language (delayed speech, problems recognizing 
rhyme) family history, chronic ear infections, and rhythmic clues in music. Early 
testing can lead to the prevention of many dyslexic difficulties. Early remediation is 
key!

There are no 
clues to 

dyslexia before 
a child enters 

school. 
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ADHD Myths and Facts 

 

• FactsMyths

•ADHD is a medical condition that can be detected on brain scans. Children with ADHD 
do not choose to misbehave.

There is no such 
medical 

condition as 
ADHD.

•Children with ADHD who have good parents, still have ADHD. Parenting techniques 
can improve some symptoms and worsen others.

ADHD is a result 
of bad 

parenting. 

•Some people with ADHD are not hyperactive. All ADHD kids 
are hyperactive.

•ADHD doesn’t discriminate based on sex, race, intelligence, culture, or economics. 
ADHD affects 

more boys than 
girls. 

•While medication can greatly help with some symptoms of attention and 
hyperactivity, remediation for cognitive problems (trouble organizing materials and 
time) and social problems could still be necessary. 

Medication will 
cure ADHD. 

•There are many classes of medication for ADHD. Work with your doctor to find the 
right drug and dosage. It might take some time.

Medication will 
make a person 
seem drugged. 

•Due to the condition, people with ADHD act as if they are 3 years younger. 
People with 

ADHD should act 
their age.

•About 70% percent continue to have symptoms during teen years and 50% have 
symptoms in adulthood. 

Children 
outgrow their 

ADHD. 

•ADHD is a disability. It would be easier, academically and socially, if they didn’t have 
symptoms. Successful adults with ADHD learn to use their condition to their 
advantage.

People with 
ADHD use the 

condition as an 
excuse for poor 

behavior. 

•They can hyper-focus on something very interesting or challenging. They can only pay 
attention to the one activity and might be exhausted afterwards.

People with 
ADHD can pay 

attention if they 
just try harder. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Dyslexia and ADHD in Music 

 
Just as dyslexia and ADHD can affect all aspects of life (academically, 

socially, and at work), the conditions can also cause people to learn differently 

when it comes to music. In this chapter, you’ll learn about the musical symptoms 

related to dyslexia and ADHD as well as strategies for success!  

“Those with ADHD are life’s entrepreneurs, 
CEOs, leaders, explorers, champion athletes 
and out-of-the-box thinkers, with 
extraordinary abilities to work under pressure, 
rebound from crises, multitask and conceive of 
ideas outside the restrictions of linear thinking. 
While people with ADHD can have trouble 
focusing on any one task, if something piques 
their interest they can become hyper-focused, 
able to carry an idea or task through to new 
heights of achievement.” Dale Archer 

“The truth is that dyslexic musicians, 
artists and craftsmen are often 
outstandingly good at their art. They 
seem to have an affinity with it, which 
the non-dyslexic person will never 
achieve, however hard he may try. 
Musicians may resonate with their 
instrument in a remarkable way, almost 
as if they and their instrument are 
indivisible.” Sheila Oglethorpe 
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Dyslexia and ADHD Symptoms in Music 

  

Dyslexia

•difficulty remembering music symbols or terminology
•difficulty with mnemonics (memory techniques)
•difficulty describing something
•difficulty with laterality (left side versus right side of the body)

ADHD

• forgets music supplies
• fidgets with things
• interrupts during class, rehearsal, or lessons to tell a story
• gets distracted with decorations, visitors, sounds, smells, movement
•difficulty focusing after switching tasks

Combined

•difficulty reading music, particularly sight-reading
•difficulty with pulse and rhythm
•music seems busy, vibrates, blurs
• skips or re-reads lines of music
•poor posture, clumsy
• trouble with rapidly fingered passages
• learns something one day and forgets the next day
• listens, but has trouble understanding or following instructions
• finds it difficult to do 2 things at once (play and listen, listen and write)
•difficulty with organization: time, order, things
• inattention when something is difficult or boring
•difficulty taking music criticism
•needs frequent breaks
•difficulty deciding what is important or relevant
• reluctance to learn new pieces
•difficulty changing routine
•advanced: difficulty with dictation
•advanced: difficulty with tests (oral, written, performance)
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Musical Solutions Quick Reference 

 

 

•encourages more 
than one sense and 
style of learning for 
better retention

Multisensory and Multimodal 
Learning

• connect rhythms with 
familiar speech

•help with rhythmic 
patterns and confidence

Word Rhythms

•provide a clearer image
•help with sight-reading

Colored Plastic 
Overlays

•help with pattern detection
•highlight important musical 

elements in the score 
Colors

•helps with rhythm, note, and symbol 
processing 

• increases awareness of note 
positioning on the staff 

Finger-
Tracking

•helps with small motor coordination
• improves muscle memory
•helps with structured repetition

Toolbox 
of 

Rhythms
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Multisensory Learning  
 

Albert Einstein said, “Learning is experiencing. Everything else is just 
information.” The best way for students with dyslexia and/or ADHD to experience 
life is through multisensory learning.  
 
Multisensory learning involves more than one of the senses at a time.  

• auditory (hearing and speaking) 
• visual (seeing and perceiving in color) 
• kinesthetic/tactile (doing, moving, touching) 

 
Multimodal Learning 

VARK model 
 

Multimodal learning involves more than one mode of learning at a time. 
Take an online quiz to find your best mode of learning. 

• Visual (seeing) 
• Aural (listening) 
• Read/write (writing things down, making flashcards) 
• Kinesthetic (doing, getting physically involved)  

 

 
www.vark-learn.com 

V
visual

A 
aural

R
read/write

K
kinesthetic
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Word Rhythms, Colored Overlays, Colors in Music, Finger-
Tracking, and the “Toolbox of Rhythms”  

 
Word Rhythms: 

Putting familiar words to music will allow you to process rhythms quickly 

and spend more of your mental energy on other aspects of music-making. A quick 

drawing (no matter the level of your artistic skills) will help you process 

information faster than reading words and music symbols at the same time. The 

fewer the words you write in the music, the better. Invent your own word 

rhythms or drawings, or use the ones provided. They work!   

A note about pumpkins and strawberries: These drawings work great if you 

draw them around the entire group of notes in the rhythm rather than above the 

notes. Do what works best for you. 

 

Colored Plastic Overlays: 

 Overlays work great for some students with dyslexia and/or ADHD who 

have problems with visual processing or frequent headaches. Choose the color 

that helps you to process the music faster, play cleaner, and see everything on the 

page that normally gets overlooked. Do not pick your favorite color, but the one 

that makes the music easier to read. Overlays work for many people, but not all. 

 Here’s what some students say about overlays: 

• The music is calmer. It stops vibrating.  

• Every note is clear, including the beginnings and ends of the lines. 

• I can see everything on the page, including dynamics and articulations. 

• I can jump between staves better and don’t skip or re-read lines anymore. 

• I can read faster. 
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Colors in Music: 

While some students prefer colored overlays, some like to use color in their 

music in different ways: 

• highlight: 

o accidentals (all the C#’s in 1 color and the F#’s in another color) 

o key signatures and changes of key 

o articulations (hot pink works great!) 

o a color splotch at the beginnings of staves if you have trouble 

tracking your eyes from one line to the next  

o your part in a divided line  

o symbols like D.S al coda, fine, repeat signs, endings, etc. 

• colored pencils for repeated patterns of notes: the more patterns you 

find, the less you have to practice and can focus on learning new music.  

• pastel printer paper 

 

Finger-Tracking: 

Finger-tracking means using the index finger as a physical cursor while reading 

music. Finger-tracking…  

• incorporates the kinesthetic (touch) mode of learning.  

• helps with processing and solidifying information in the brain. 

• helps to avoid skipping or re-reading staves. 

• increases awareness of note position (line or space).  

• is a great pre-practice technique for sight-reading: 

o point to the music while note-naming. 
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o point out important aspects of the music (repeats, D.S. al coda, 

accidentals, changes in key or time signatures). 

• paves the way for better eye-tracking while reading and playing at the 

same time. 

 

Toolbox of Rhythms: 

“Toolbox of Rhythms” is a routine that will help you to play fast, difficult 

passages of notes cleanly. Each exercise adds another tool in your toolbox to help 

with fine motor coordination, muscle memory, and the creation of new pathways 

in the brain.  

• Changing the rhythm and moveable fermatas allow the brain to relax on 

long notes while preparing for upcoming fast finger combinations.  

• Hold fermatas as long as you need so your brain can prepare for the 

upcoming fast notes. Each fermata can be a different length. 

• Play fast notes close to tempo. 

• Breathe after any fermata. 

• Exercise 6 adds rhythm to the fermatas and should be played with a 

metronome. 

• REPEAT each exercise 3 times (5 or 10 times) perfectly before moving to 

the next exercise.  

• In exercise 7, “Groupings,” always add one extra note to your group. The 

extra note will help you with transitions between groups later. If you 

practice adding the extra note, your final product will sound smoother. 

• When you finish the routine, take a break! Don’t run through the passage 

in its entirety until tomorrow, or your brain will engrain mistakes.  
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Examples of Colored Overlays over Music 
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Tool Box of Rhythms: 
For small motor coordination and speed 

1. 
 

 
2. 
 

 
3. Change the Rhythm: 4 Steps 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Pl   ll  

Pl   b k d  

 

 

 

 

becomes 

becomes 

becomes 

becomes 

or 

       

or 

                

  or 

          

    or 
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4. Change the Meter: 3 Steps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Moveable Fermatas: 4 
steps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Moveable Fermatas: Assign counts to exercise 5. 

4 Steps  4 Steps 
7. Groupings: 4 steps.  
 

1. 2.  3. 
 
 
 
         4. 
 

  

 

 

 

becomes 

becomes 

becomes 
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Attention During Music Practice  
 

 

• “Attention is what 
steers your 
perception, controls 
your reality. It’s the 
gateway of the mind.”

Apollo Robbins

• "A simple act of 
PAYING ATTENTION 
can take you a long 
way."

Keanu Reeves

Potential
Distractions

Room 
Lighting,  

Glare
Blinking Lights

Cell Phone, 
Social Media

Fragrances

Visitors

Decorations

Window

Room Noises, 
Ticking Clocks

Personal 
Health

Pets
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Things to Help with Focus
•detailed instructions and practice charts: Take pictures of instructions on 

the board.
•proper room lighting
•enlarged music, overlays for glare
• fidget toys, neoprene exercise bands around chair legs for restless legs
• tidy, organized practice space, distracting items put away
•breathing exercises (yoga breathing) for focus and centering
•proper seating away from distractions and windows
• frequent breaks with healthy snacks and water (e.g., alarms at 

predetermined intervals)
•mnemonics, stories, pictures, and word rhythms to solidify concepts
•pets if they help with focus and anxiety

What to Do to Help You Focus

• Schedule music instruction and practice at optimal times of day (e.g., 
when medicine is working or focus is greater).

• Figure out your best mode of learning and incorporate more than one 
mode: visual, aural, read/write, kinesthetic.

•Use multiple senses to reinforce concepts: listen, look, touch, etc.
•Hyper-focus in short bursts.
•Build upon previous concepts and strengths. Celebrate small 

accomplishments.
•Repeat! Practice makes permanent, so pay attention to the quality of what 

you are repeating.
•Vary the order of your routine to fit your level of attention (e.g., start with 

scales if energy is high at the beginning of a session and wind down with 
long tones).

•Record yourself so you can focus on playing first and critique afterwards. 
Record other people.

•Break items into manageable chunks with short-term achievable goals. 
Keep track of these goals.

•Close your eyes and play from memory to eliminate distractions.
•Get interested! Find a way to make it fun.
•Understand deadlines, due dates, and timelines.
•Address health concerns.
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Positive Attitude in Music Making 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A positive attitude helps with anxiety and stress. 
Like the devil and angel on your shoulder, find a 
way for the positive thoughts and emotions to take 
over the negative. The Inner Game of Tennis by 
Timothy Gallwey (audio format) gives tips on how 
to quiet your mind, transcend self-doubt and 
anxiety, concentrate, break bad habits, and be 
more self-aware. Read it! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other tips for reducing anxiety: 

• Be over-prepared to the point of 
memorization or near-memorization. 

• Be organized: time and materials. 
• Play with and for people constantly. 
• Yoga breathe before tests or performances. 
• Exercise or walk to release energy. 
• Consider calming herbal tea and pure essential oils. 
• Talk to your doctor about ways to help with “performance anxiety.” 

 
 
 
 

Yoga Breathing 
In Hold Out Times 
4 4 4 2 
4 8 4 2 
4 12 4 2 
8 8 8 2 
8 12 8 2 

“Positive minds produce positive lives. 
Negative minds produce negative lives. 

Positive thoughts are full of faith and hope. 
Negative thoughts are always full of fear and doubt.”  

Joyce Meyer 
 

“Fear is the 
path to the 
dark side. 

Fear leads to 
anger. Anger 

leads to 
hate. Hate 

leads to 
suffering.” 

Yoda 
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Turn a Negative Thought into a Positive Thought 

 

• I should draw in my word rhythms.
• I want a centered, focused tone.
• I need to focus my attention.

That was bad.

• I need to center my tone.My tone is terrible today.

• I should write in my counts and draw pictures.
• I should practice clapping and singing the rhythm.
• I should use flash cards or play rhythm games.

I have no rhythm.

• I should use my vibrating pulse metronome.
• I should listen to a recording and play along. 
• I should listen for the accompaniment in my head.

I can't keep the tempo.

• Can I release any tension in my body?
• How is my breathing?
• I should work on my “Toolbox of Rhythms.”

My technique is sloppy. 

• I should work on my fundamentals, scale studies, 
and etudes so I can read less and focus on other 
aspects.

I will never be able to play 
this piece.

• What are my goals?
• What are my strengths and weaknesses?
• How can I improve my weaknesses?

I will never be good at my 
instrument.

• Am I practicing consistently the correct way?
• I should record myself to track my progress.
• I should send recordings to my teacher. 

I’m not getting any better. 

• How can I tell a story through my playing?My playing is so boring. 

• My audition will be great if I am organized and 
prepared. My audition will be terrible. 

• How am I organizing my time? I’m just not practicing 
enough. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Practice Strategies 

 

Practice Makes Permanent! 
 
 Organize your time:  

• Use alarms and practice charts. 

 Track your progress.  

 Record and listen. 

 Practice time can include: 

• listening with your music. 

• fingering without an instrument. 

• working on music theory.  

 Chunk difficult passages into 1-4 measures: 

• Isolate the problem. 

• Use “Toolbox of Rhythms.”  

• Play 3 (5 or 10) times perfectly before moving to the next chunk. 

• Connect your chunks to the ones around them.  

 Pay attention to how your body feels during difficult passages. 

 Take 2 steps forward and 1 step back. Tomorrow’s starting tempo will be a 

little slower than today’s because you practiced and worked up to the tempo 

today.  

 If you are not sure what tempo to go, start with 80 bpm and adjust slower or 

faster to fit your needs. 

 Be able to play accurately on the first run-through without having to warm up 

to it, as you get closer to the performance.  

“Patience 
you must 
have my 
young 
Padawan.” 

Yoda 
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SUPPLY LIST 
 colored plastic overlays 
 pastel printer paper 
 vibrating pulse metronome 
 binder supplies for ensemble music, solos, and 

exercises:  
o sheet protectors  
o dividers  
o notebook/manuscript paper  
o pencil pouch  

 colored pencils 
 minimum 3 regular sharpened pencils or mechanical 

pencils 
 highlighters  
 several dry erase markers 
 white-out 
 scotch tape  
 scissors 
 colored post-its or removable tabs  
 flashcards 
 smart device for assistive apps, calendars, alarms, 

word processing, translators, recording, video, picture-
taking, audio books 

 fidget toy 
 access to printer and photocopier 
 instrument-specific supplies: 

(screwdriver, oil or grease, rosin, woodwind pad dryer)   
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I Am Improving Because I…  

 
 organize my 

• schedule, life 
• practice time 
• practice space 
• items 

 have an appropriate practice space, music stand, and chair 

 track my progress 

 listen to recordings of myself and others 

 use a vibrating pulse metronome 

 create goals 

 find solutions to my problems and ask for help 

 reward myself 

 do repetitions 

 take breaks 

 have a working, properly maintained instrument 

 choose appropriate practice material 

 choose sensible tempos 

 use multisensory, multimodal techniques 

 address problems with health, home, and school 

 minimize room distractions and interruptions (social media, phone, visitors) 

 self-criticize in a specific, kind way 
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How Much Should I Practice? 

Practice 6 Days with 1 Day Off 
 

      
Days 
Practiced 

7 6 5 4 3 1-2 

Grade A+ A B C D F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REMINDERS 
Did I look out for…. 

• correct notes and rhythms 
• beautiful sound 
• posture and technique 
• intonation 
• breathing 
• phrasing 
• style, character, story 
• what I enjoy most and how I can 

convey that to others 
Practice chunks of different sizes with the 

“Toolbox of Rhythms” 
Listen to recordings and record  

myself 
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How to Practice Musical Elements 

  

Notes

highlight

use overlay 
or colored 

paper

finger-track, 
note-name, 
and finger

practice 
with 

SmartMusic

memorize

find 
patterns of 

repeats, 
scales, and 

skips

listen to a 
recording

silent 
practice on 
a pencil or 
tabletop

Rhythms

write in 
counts 

use word 
rhythms

draw 
pictures 

sing

use 
notation 
software 
playback 
option

play on 1 
pitch

listen to a 
recording

Dynamics, 
Articulations

highlight

use overlay 
or colored 

paper

look up 
symbols

record 
yourself

Phrasing

find and 
add breath 

marks

determine 
length

find the 
shape 

sing,          
act it out

imitate 
recordings

create a  
story
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Practice Minutes 
Feel free to adjust based on your needs 

Tone & 
Fundamentals 60  40 20 10 

Scale Studies 25  17 8 5 

Etudes 40  26 13 7 
Ensemble & 
Solos 50 33 17 8 

Sight-reading 5  4 2 0 

Total 3 hours 2 hours 1 hour 30 min. 
 
  

33%

14%22%

28%

3%

Practice Time
Feel free to adjust based on your needs

Tone & Fundamentals

Scale Studies

Etudes

Solo & Ensembles

Sight-reading
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Quick Weekly Practice Chart 
If I miss a day of practice, what should I do with the minutes I didn’t practice? 

 
 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 

Tone & 
Fundamentals 

       

Scale Studies        

Etudes        

Solo & 
Ensembles 

       

Sight-reading        

Total 
Minutes 

 
 

      

 
 

Quick Weekly Practice Chart 
If I miss a day of practice, what should I do with the minutes I didn’t practice? 

 
 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 

Tone & 
Fundamentals 

       

Scale Studies        

Etudes        

Solo & 
Ensembles 

       

Sight-reading        

Total 
Minutes 
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Weekly Practice Chart 
 

date 
Mon. 

 
Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. 

Tone        
        
        
        

optional break        
Fundamentals        

        
        
        

        
break        

Scale Studies        
        
        

        
        

optional break        
Etudes        
        
        

break        
Solo  17       

        
        
optional break        

Ensemble 16       
        
        
        

Sight-reading        
        
Total Minutes        
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Daily Practice Log  ______________ 
 Ex Meas.# Tempo Min Observations 
Tone      
      
      

      

optional break      

Fundamentals      

      

      

      

      

break 
Scale Studies      

      

      

      

      

optional break      

Etudes      

      

      

break 
Solo      
      
      

optional break      

Ensemble      
      
      
      
      
Sight-reading      

      

Total Minutes      
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Sample 9th Grade Weekly Schedule 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

6:00 
wake up, 

shower, eat, 
go to school 

wake up, 
shower, eat, 
go to school 

wake up, 
shower, eat, 
go to school 

wake up, 
shower, eat, 
go to school 

wake up, 
shower, eat, 
go to school 

7:00 study band sectional duet practice trio practice geography club 
7:30 study band sectional duet practice trio practice geography club 
8:00 speech speech speech speech speech 
8:30      
9:00 geometry geometry geometry geometry geometry 
9:30      

10:00 geography geography geography geography geography 
10:30      
11:00 band band band band band 
11:30      
12:00 lunch lunch lunch lunch lunch 
12:30 English English English English English 
1:00      
1:30 Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish Spanish 
2:00      
2:30 biology biology biology biology biology 
3:00      
3:30 home, text home, draw home, games mythology home, relax 
4:00 practice flute homework homework club practice flute 
4:30 practice piano dinner homework home, relax  practice piano 
5:00 dinner drive to piano homework dinner dinner 
5:30 homework  piano lesson practice flute practice piano homework 
6:00 homework  piano lesson drive to orch. practice flute homework 
6:30 homework  wait for  youth orch. homework  hang out  
7:00 homework  sister’s lesson rehearsal homework  
7:30 social media drive home pizza homework  
8:00 draw homework  youth orch. study   
8:30 family time practice flute rehearsal family time  
9:00 family time homework drive home family time  
9:30 bedtime bedtime bedtime bedtime stay up late 
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Ensemble Practice Strategies 

 
 Prepare by listening to recordings, studying the score and playing along. 

 Organize a binder (with colored paper; enlarged copies; highlighted repeats 

and key signatures; marked fingerings, bowings, and breaths). 

 Eliminate fast or tricky page turns. 

 Add color splotches at beginnings of each staff so you don’t skip lines. 

 Sit next to a strong player. 

 Ask questions at appropriate times. 

 “Sing” what happens during rests. 

 Have a proper stand and chair. 

 Use overlays for glare. 

 Have proper etiquette and use positive language. 

 Bring a metronome to check tempos. 

 Bring a tuner or use a tuner app. 

 Understand specific tasks and tempos, repeat back if it helps. 

 Practice slow, medium, and fast tempos for everything. 

 Speak or ask for help during appropriate times like breaks, write down 

thoughts to ask later.  

 Record the rehearsal. 

 Have access to a musical term dictionary, fingering chart, and/or trill chart. 

 Keep fidgeting to a minimum by bringing a fidget toy (small toy for silently 

redirecting energy, like a stress ball or silly putty).   
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Private Lesson Strategies 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
I Get the Most Out of My Lessons Because I… 

 
 practice, do my homework, and use checklists 

 prepare for each lesson 

 have a positive attitude  

 choose a comfortable lesson space: smell, flights of stairs, lights, energy 

 let the teacher know when I think something might be wrong with my 

instrument 

 come in with questions or concerns and get help with solving problems 

 share practice charts and observations 

 understand expectations and due dates 

 summarize what I have to do into a notebook, digital note, or voice memo 

 ask to record the lesson  

 make connections  

 email the teacher with important questions  

 have a teacher who is a dyslexia/ADHD supporter  
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CHAPTER 4 
Helpful Resources  

 
You will find a few more helpful resources in this chapter to help you with  

• rhythm 

• mnemonic devices   

• tempo terms 

• Alexander Technique 

• sight-reading  

• understanding laws pertaining to dyslexia and ADHD 

• writing introductory letters to a teacher 

• college 

• resume and college scholarship letters 

• resources for websites and books 
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Standard Tempos 
 

               
 Grave 25-45   Largo 45-60         Adagio 60-76             Andante 70-88 
 

 

 
 

          
   Moderato 84-108         Allegro 108-132      Vivace 132-160          Presto 160+ 

Slow to Medium Tempos 

Medium to Fast Tempos 
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Alexander Technique 
for posture and motor coordination 

 
The Alexander technique, which is over 100 years old, is an excellent 

method for improving posture and motor coordination. The inventor, Australian 

actor Frederick Matthias Alexander (1869-1955), suffered chronic, incurable 

laryngitis. After self-discovering excess tension in his voice and body, he was able 

to regain the use of his voice. His doctors and colleagues persuaded him to share 

his rehabilitation techniques.  

 

The Alexander technique… 

• offers better ways to sit, stand, and move with 

more ease  

• helps to relieve neck, back, and shoulder tension 

• promotes free breathing 

• helps to improve posture 

• helps to improve coordination 

• helps to relieve stress 

• promotes healing from chronic pain 

• allows the muscle groups to be guided into a 

more efficient, effective pattern of movement 

• allows musicians (or anyone) to understand how 

the muscles in the body interact with each other 

 
Find an Alexander Technique teacher in your area and take a class or a 

private lesson. 
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Sight-Reading Guide 

 
Take a deep breath. In 30 seconds or less, quickly scan the music while pointing 
with your finger. Start at the top of the page and work your way to the end. 
 

 

Composer and 
Title

Key Signature  
Time Signature

Highest Note 
Lowest Note

AccidentalsTricky Rhythms  
Rests!

Advanced: 
Changes               

in Time, Key, 
Form (D.S. al 

coda, repeats)

Advanced:  
Everything Else  

(articulation, 
style, dynamics, 
foreign terms)

Medium Tempo 
(about 80 bpm) Don't Stop!

sight-read (sīt′rēd′) 
verb sight-read (-rĕd′), sight-read·ing, sight-reads 
 
1. to read or perform music without previous preparation or study. Do not 
play the piece twice, or it’s called “practice.”  
 
noun ˈsight-ˌreader, ˈsight-ˌreading  
 
Sight-reading is awesome because it improves my will power, 
concentration, and pattern-detection skills! 
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Laws Pertaining to Dyslexia and ADHD 
 

There are 3 main laws pertaining to dyslexia and ADHD in United States. 
They require public schools (K-12 and higher education) receiving federal funding 
to provide reasonable accommodations for students with learning differences in 
the music classroom, despite the nature or severity of the disability.  
 
1. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 2004 (IDEA) 
 
 Under IDEA, students that are more severely compromised or require 
modifications to the curriculum to succeed in the music classroom, including 
needing special education services or a separate classroom environment can 
receive an Individual Education Program (IEP). An IEP is a legally binding 
document that addresses each student’s unique learning differences and 
education goals. 
 
2. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1990  
 
 A 504 plan is for students whose conditions substantially limit and affect 
their performance in the classroom. They are eligible to receive accommodations 
to help their success in the regular music classroom with possible additional 
services outside the classroom.  
 
3. Americans with Disability Act of 1990 (ADA) 
 
 The ADA replaces IDEA and Section 504 when a student gets to college. The 
ADA prevents discrimination based on disability (including dyslexia and ADHD) in 
public places (including universities) that receive federal funding. Universities 
receiving this money must provide reasonable accommodations and services so 
students can receive equal access to a quality education. Students in higher 
education must register with their university’s office of disabilities and provide 
documentation of their conditions to receive help and benefits. The process will 
go much faster if a student has existing documentation of their IEP or 504 Plan 
from high school.  
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Sample Letter From a Junior High Student 
 
Dear ___________,  
 
I am excited to be in your band class this year. My parents asked me to write you a letter to 
introduce myself. I thought it might be helpful to give you some personal background 
information in addition to the 504 plan in my file, because I want to have a super successful 
year in your class.  
 
I have dyslexia and ADHD and am taking medication, which helps me to focus. I received a 
diagnosis for dyslexia in 2nd grade and ADHD when I was 11 years old. I still have to work hard 
on my behavior, responsibility, and organization skills. I have a sense of humor (my friends are 
always laughing at my jokes), but I take criticism very personally. I worry about looking dumb in 
front of the class. I want to do a good job, but sometimes I struggle with things. My goal is to 
act more mature this year, turn my assignments in on time, and read more.  
 
I am attaching a list of things that have worked in the past with other teachers that might be 
helpful in band class. Please let me and my parents know if there is anything I can do to help me 
succeed in school and at home. My parents are willing to meet with you whenever it is 
convenient for you.  
 
Thanks,  
Student’s Name 
 
 
 
List of Suggestions:  

1. Praise: Positive reinforcement lets me know when I am doing the correct thing or acting 
appropriately. Please talk to me in private about misbehavior. 

2. Code Word: Teachers have used code words with me If I am distracted or need to 
refocus.  

3. Flash Pass: Other teachers have given me a “flash pass” so that I can leave for 5 min. if I 
need a break. It helps me with anxiety when I’ve been sitting for a long time. I don’t 
need it often, but it helps to know that it’s there. I might need to get up from time to 
time to get a tissue or sharpen a pencil so I can be calm for the rest of the class.  

4. Fidget Toy: I like to quietly play with a fidget toy to help me listen, focus, and release 
energy.  

5. Quiet space to take written tests. 
6. Enlarged photocopies on blue or green paper. 
7. Advanced notice for being called upon to answer questions in class.  
8. Use of phone for taking pictures of assignments or board work, creating alarm 

reminders, and keeping track of due dates. I tend to lose or forget papers.   
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Sample Letter From a College Student 
 
Dear Professor _________, 
 
I’m excited to be taking your (Aural Skills, Music Theory, Music History) class this year. I thought 
it would be helpful to provide you with some personal information about myself before we get 
into the swing of things this semester.  
 
I have dyslexia (diagnosed when I was 8 years old) and ADHD (diagnosed when I was 11). I am 
currently registered with the Office of Disabilities on campus and have already had an 
introductory meeting with them so that I can have some strategies for success and get help 
when I feel overwhelmed. I have always made good grades in school, but sometimes I need a 
little extra help and it takes me more repetitions than most for the info to sink in.  
 
I plan to do my best to keep up with the rest of my peers, but I may need some small 
accommodations just in case I get in over my head. I am attaching some suggestions from the 
Office of Disabilities. I hope not to need them, but wanted to make you aware just in case I 
might need them later. I want to keep an open line of communication with you because my 
success is important to me. Please let me know if you are unhappy with my progress and if we 
could brainstorm some solutions together. 
  
Here’s to a great semester! 
 
Sincerely,  
Student’s Name 
 
 
Possible reasonable accommodations: 

• separate quiet testing room in case the room is too distracting 
• 15 extra minutes on tests 
• large font on tests 
• 2 extra hearings for aural skills tests 
• an extra day for history papers because of how long it takes me to read the research 

material. I may need extra time to get to the learning center for help with editing my 
research papers.   

• cell phone use for taking pictures of the board or recording parts of the lecture 
• ability to take notes on laptop or iPad because of my poor handwriting 
• use of other assistive technology as needed 
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Tips for College Students 
 

Register with your university’s office of disabilities during orientation. They 

are an invaluable resource to help “even the playing field” with your peers. Just 

because you register, it doesn’t mean that you will need to use their services. 

They are there in case you need them. It’s better to be proactive and prevent 

potential disasters, rather than deal with the aftermath of a bad grade.  

The office of disabilities can help you with: 

• evaluations  
• tutoring services 
• reasonable accommodations: 

o extended time on assignments and tests 
o testing in a distraction reduced environment 
o use of assistive technology 
o alternative formats for tests 
o use of volunteer note takers 

• letters to your professors providing information about your conditions 
and requests for accommodations 

 
It would be helpful for you to also write a letter or email to your professors 

during the first week of school, and some universities require this communication 

to be done before the end of the first week of classes. The letter could introduce 

yourself, provide quick information about how you learn, and open up a line of 

communication.  

Be proactive with your organization, go to your professor’s office hours, 

and figure out solutions to your problems. Go to the student health center and 

make sure that your health and mental health concerns are addressed. Ask for 

help! All of these services are included in your tuition fees.  
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Student’s Name
 

2000 Bluebonnet Ct., Kalamazoo, Texas, 76543 
812-800-0000 · name@hotmail.com 

Objective 
I plan to major in kazoo performance and someday pursue a doctoral degree. My goal is to play in a professional 
orchestra, teach private lessons, or teach at a university. I hope to travel internationally playing my kazoo and 
inspiring the next generation of kazoo students.  
 
Education 

• 2113-2117 High School, XISD, GPA of 3.9 
• 2110-2113 Middle School, XISD 

 
Music Experience  

• 2116-2117 2nd chair all-region & qualified for area (Texas region 500) 
• 2116-2117 Principal kazoo in musical Annie Get Your Kazoo 
• 2116-2117 Principal kazoo in High School Wind Ensemble 
• 2116-2117 Head section leader at High School 
• 2115-2117 Greater Kalamazoo Youth Orchestra 
• 2115-2116 Pointy Top Festival Institute 
• 2115-2116 5th chair all-region (Texas region 500) 
• 2114-2115 2nd kazoo in musical Any Kazoo Goes  
• 2113-2114 XSU Summer Music Institute 
• 2113-2117 Varsity marching band at High School 
• 2112-2113 4th chair middle school all-region (Texas region 500) 
• 2112-2117 Superior rating class 1 solos at XISD solo and ensemble competitions  

 
Accomplishments   

• 2114-2117 National Honor Society 
• 2117 Acquired letterman 
• 2114 Freshman of the year band award 
• 2112 Most improved 8th grade band student award 

 
Work Experience/Volunteer Work 

• 2114-2117 Firebird Baptist Church orchestra 
• 2116 Schlotkazoo's (5 months) 
• 2115 Kazoo quintet performance at Kalamazoo Public Library 
• 2114 Missionary work in Kangaroo, Australia (summer) 
• 2113 Holiday concerts at the Pumpkin Carriage Retirement Home 

 
Skills 

• Computer skills: Microsoft Office, Photoshop, Cinema 4D, Illustrator 
• Music skills: kazoo, piano, conducting, music theory I 
• Academic skills: science, calculus, English, Spanish 
• Personal skills: perfectionist, determined, responsible 

 
References  

• Dr. Joe Kazoo, kazoo teacher, joekazoo@yahoo.com  
• William Director, head director High School band, williamdirector@xisd.org 
• Ima Conductor, assistant director High School band, imaconductor@xisd.org  
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Statement of Purpose for College Scholarship 
Student Name 

 
My aspirations for the future include obtaining my doctoral degree in kazoo 

performance, playing in a professional orchestra, teaching private lessons, and 
becoming a professor at an American university. My education at Kalamazoo High 
School (KHS) has challenged me and helped me to grow academically, musically, 
and socially over the past four years. However, I am excited to seek higher 
education so that I can continue to grow as a student, musician, and person. A 
scholarship through the Purple Education Foundation will help lift the financial 
burden of undergraduate studies and give me a successful start to my college 
career. 

 
Apart from playing principal kazoo in the XISD wind ensemble and achieving 

superior ratings on class 1 solos, I have also held positions in the Texas region 500 
all-region bands from 2111-2117. This year, I advanced to area in the Texas region 
500 all-region auditions and was only four chairs away from advancing to state. 
Other ensemble experiences include the High School Kazoo Quintet and the 
Greater Kalamazoo Youth Orchestra. In 2114 I was honored with the most 
improved freshman band award. 

 
Academic accomplishments include a four-year membership in the National 

Honor Society (NHS) and a 3.9 GPA. I have organized volunteer holiday 
performance opportunities at the Pumpkin Carriage Retirement Home as part of 
my leadership through NHS. Other skills include fluency with computer programs 
such as Microsoft Office, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Cinema 4D. In 
my spare time, I enjoy volunteering with my church orchestra, practicing my 
Spanish-speaking skills, and performing missionary work during the summer.  

 
A scholarship through the Purple Education Foundation will help me to 

expand my academic, musical, and overall skill set at the University of Kalamazoo 
and provide me with invaluable opportunities for the future.   
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Resources 

Dyslexia 
American Dyslexia Association  
Free printable worksheets, apps, and 
resources 
www.american-dyslexia-association.com 
 
Dyslexia Daily 
Free worksheets, videos, blog, and resources 
www.dyslexiadaily.com 
 
Dyspraxia Support Group of New Zealand 
www.dyspraxia.org.nz 
 
The International Dyslexia Association (IDA) 
An international organization dedicated to the 
treatment and study of dyslexia 
www.interdys.org 

Irlen Institute (for colored overlays) 
Services and tools for children and adults with 
visual processing problems, including those 
with reading and/or learning difficulties and 
ADHD 
www.irlen.com 
 
Learning Ally  
Library of over 80,000 audiobooks for students 
and adults with reading-related learning 
disabilities and visual impairments  
www.learningally.com 
 
Center for Brain Health: Brain Performance 
Institute at University of Texas at Dallas  
http://www.brainhealth.utdallas.edu 

 
ADHD 
ADD Resources 
Links and resources for ADHD 
www.addresources.org 
 
ADDitude 
Support for ADHD and LD 
www.additudemag.com 
 
Attention Deficit Disorder Association 
(ADDA) 
www.add.org 
 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
National Institute of Mental Health’s website 
with definitions, signs and symptoms, 
treatment, therapies, studies, and resources 
www.nimh.nih.gov/health/ 
 
Brainwave Entrainment App by Banzai Labs 
Uses sequences of binaural tones to stimulate 
brainwave frequencies associated with various 
states of mind. Apps for focus, problem 
solving, concentration, memory, or reasoning. 
www.banzailabs.com 

Children and Adults with ADHD (CHADD) 
www.chadd.org 
 
My ADHD 
General info and tools for assessment, history 
and symptom forms, tracking tools for progress, 
over 100 behavior and communication charts, 
articles, research, links 
www.myadhd.com 
 
Outside the Box 
Offers inspiration and info to educators and 
parents of kids with ADHD and related SLDs 
http://adhd.kids.tripod.com/index/index.html 
 
Planner Pad Organizers 
Time management tool (app, spiral bound, or 
loose leaf) to help you categorize, prioritize, and 
schedule  
www.plannerpads.com 
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2e 
Hoagies’ Gifted Ed. Page 
Dedicated to gifted children with resources for 
dyslexia and ADHD 
www.hoagiesgifted.org/adhd.htm 
www.hoagiesgifted.org/dyslexia.htm 

Uniquely Gifted 
Resources for gifted children with special needs 
www.uniquelygifted.org 

 
Laws 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
www.ada.gov 
 
Center for Parent Information and Resources  
Resources to help families with children with 
disabilities, funded by the Office of Special 
Education Programs (OSEP) at the U.S. 
Department of Education.  
www.parentcenterhub.org 
 
 

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA)  
www.idea.ed.gov 
 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
From the United States Department of Labor 
www.dol.gov/oasam/regs/statutes/sec504.htm 
 
Wrights Law USA 
Resource for understanding legal special 
education rights 
www.wrightslaw.com 

 
Assistive Resources for Education 
30/30 App for Apple or Android 
Free fully customizable task list to help 
maximize every second of instruction, 
homework, or practice time 
www.itunes.com 
 
Snap Type 
App in iTunes for occupational therapy 
support and handwriting problems 
www.itunes.com 

Read&Write for iPad by TextHelp! 
Alternative keyboard with integrated features 
to help with writing, reads online content and 
emails, uses colors, dyslexia font, upgradeable 
features  
http://apps.texthelp.com 

 
Books 
The ADHD Advantage by Dale Archer (Avery, 
2015) 
 
The Dyslexic Advantage by Brock and Fernette 
Eide (Hudson Street Press, 2011) 
 
Overcoming Dyslexia by Sally Shaywitz 
(Vintage Books, 2003) 

Music and Dyslexia A Positive Approach edited by 
T.R. Miles, John Westcombe and Diana Ditchfield 
(Wiley, 2008) 
 
Instrumental Music for Dyslexics A Teaching 
Handbook by Sheila Oglethorpe (Whurr, 2002) 
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Assistive Resources for Music 
Finale 
Music composition program with playback  
www.finalemusic.com 
 
GarageBand 
Music recording and editing program that 
allows students to record assignments in their 
home environment and submit online for a 
grade 
www.apple.com/mac/garageband/ 
 
MusicTheory.net 
Online music theory and aural skills training 
www.musictheory.net 
 
My Note Games App 
Games for note reading practice  
www.mynotegames.com 
 
NotateMe App for Apple or Android 
The app intelligently learns students’ 
handwriting as they notate on a staff, 
translates the handwriting into computer-
generated notes, and plays back  
www.neuratron.com/notateme.html 
 
Practice Center App 
Includes video and audio recording, tuning 
drones, metronome, stop watch, drum loops, 
and adjusted playback tempos  
www.practicecenterapp.com 

Sibelius 
Similar to Finale composition program 
www.sibelius.com 
 
SmartMusic  
Interactive practice tool that allows students 
to record and play with accompaniments 
www.smartmusic.com 
 
Tempo SlowMo App for Apple or Android 
Slow down or speed up recordings without 
affecting pitch. Helps to slow down technical 
passages for practice with recordings. 
www.itunes.com 
 
YouTube 
Watch video performances or instructional 
music videos 
www.youtube.com 
 
Tonal Energy Chromatic Tuner App 
Includes tone generator, analysis of sound in 
wave form, recording and playback of tones, 
adjustable sensitivity and temperament, 
transposing capabilities, and a green smiley 
face when in tune 
www.tonalenergy.com 
 
 

 
Supplies 
Fidget Toys or Other Supplies  
www.amazon.com 
www.officeplayground.com 
www.therapyshoppe.com 
 

Vibrating Pulse Metronome 
Soundbrenner Pulse Wearable Metronome 
Connects with a smart device 
www.soundbrenner.com or  
www.amazon.com 
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Music Methods or Approaches 
Alexander Technique 
www.alexandertechnique.com 
 
Body Mapping 
www.bodymap.org 
 
Dalcroze 
www.dalcrozeusa.org 

Kodály 
www.oake.org 
 
Orff 
www.aosa.org 
 
Suzuki 
www.suzukiassociation.org 
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APPENDIX B 

POSSIBLE DYSLEXIC MARKERS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
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  Early Childhood/Pre-school Clues  
Condition Under the Dyslexia Umbrella Marker 
Dyslexia as a Phonological Processing Disorder 
• difficulties with reading and spelling  

• Slow speech development and difficulty being 
understood by strangers 

• Baby talk that continues past age 5 or 6 
• Leaving off beginning sounds of words 

o susgetti for spaghetti 
o porportunity for opportunity 

• Rearranging phonemes in speech 
o sistashio for pistachio 
o pacific for specific 
o pootfrints for footprints 

• Likes listening to stories, but never comments on 
words or letters, or relies heavily upon pictures, 
memorizes text of stories but has no understanding 
of content 

• Difficulty recognizing letters in own name 
Auditory Dyslexia 
• difficulty with listening and understanding aural 

cues 

• Insensitivity to rhyme, rhythm, and pulse in nursery 
rhymes, inability to recite nursery rhymes 

• Difficulty detecting rhyming pairs of words 
• If interrupted while singing the alphabet song, the 

child cannot continue with the next letter and 
needs to start over at the beginning 

• Difficulty mastering letter-sound relationships and 
pronouncing new words 

Visual Dyslexia 
• difficulty with orientation, spatial relationships, 

and orientation 

• Difficulty with left/right, up/down, high/low, or 
opposites in general 

Dysphasia, or Apraxia  
• trouble with pronunciation or translating thoughts 

into words 

• “um, um, um… I forgot.” 
• Using an abundance of pronouns or vague words 

like “stuff, things, this, or that” instead of the name 
of the object 

Dysgraphia  
• handwriting difficulties, awkward grip 

• Difficulty copying or drawing shapes 
• No interest in writing letters  
• Difficulty holding/using crayons, scissors, 

paintbrushes, etc. 
Dyspraxia, or DCD 
• trouble with motor coordination, fine and/or gross 

• Trouble tying shoelaces 
• General clumsiness, lack of body awareness 
• Puts clothes on the backwards/the wrong way 

Executive dysfunction  
• difficulty with sequencing, time, ordering of 

events, attention, memory, recall, planning, 
keeping track of ongoing thoughts 

• Difficulty keeping track of more than one 
instruction at one time 

• Difficulty with putting items away where they 
belong 

• Difficulty remembering names of people, places, 
colors, or shapes 

• Difficulty finding familiar items at home 
• Difficulty keeping track of paper and homework 

assignments 
Dyscalculia  
• trouble with numbers, mathematical symbols, 

terms, and concepts 

• Difficulty with counting, identifying numbers, 
remembering names of numbers 
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Elementary Age Clues 
Condition Under the Dyslexia Umbrella Marker 
Dyslexia as a Phonological Processing Disorder 
• difficulties with reading and spelling  

• Slow to write their own name 
• Reads and writes numbers, letters and words 

backwards past the age of 7—letter “b” can be 
seen as p, q, d, 9, 6 

• Heavily relies upon pictures and illustrations in 
books 

• Fear of reading out loud 
• Difficulty with sight words like and, the, my, we, be, 

can, that, and prepositions 
• Skips small, but important words, like “not,” which 

could change meaning 
• Difficulty with reading comprehension, memorizes 

entire passages upon initial hearing to avoid 
reading later 

• Slow progress in spelling, randomly guesses at 
spelling, bizarre spelling 

• Difficulty with correct beginnings and endings of 
words—can read “see” but not “seeing” 

• Difficulty with blended sounds—sh, ch 
• Continuously fails to recognize small, familiar 

words—cat, map, run, hop 
• Reads words backwards—“on” versus “no,” “was” 

versus “saw” 
• Mixes up small words—for and from  
• Running and hiding when its time to read 
• Enjoys video games but needs help with written 

instruction in the games 
• Shortens names because they are easier—Sam for 

Samantha 
• Substitutions of smaller words for others that are 

difficult to pronounce—car for automobile 
• Ability to understand context better than isolated 

words 
• Ability to speak with and understand elevated 

language, but inability to write it 
• Ability to only read topics of interest (Lego 

magazines) at a high level 
Auditory Dyslexia 
• difficulty with listening and understanding aural 

cues 

• Difficulty understanding meaning and inability to 
summarize a story they just heard  

• Difficulty understanding instructions to a new 
card/board game—“Let’s just play a round for 
practice.” 

• Confusing words that sound alike—tornado for 
volcano, humidity for humanity 

Visual Dyslexia 
• difficulty with orientation, spatial relationships, 

and orientation 

• Difficulty seeing spaces between letters and words 
• Frequent headaches and exhaustion from school, 

especially after reading 
• Difficulty reading a clock face, preferring digital 
• Skips words or lines, especially when reading aloud 
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Dysphasia, or Apraxia  
• trouble with pronunciation or translating thoughts 

into words 

• Trouble translating thought into aural or written 
form, word searching, writes baby words but 
speaks with advanced vocabulary 

• Overuses words like “this, stuff, that, over there, 
things, doodad, thingamajiggy” 

• Great at verbal tests, but poor at written tests 
• Pausing or hesitating when speaking, word 

searching, over-using “um’s” 
• Need for extra time to come up with answers  

Dysgraphia  
• handwriting difficulties, awkward grip 

• Awkward pencil grip 
• Messy, untidy work, poor handwriting, crossing out 

too many words 
• Difficulty copying words from the board, having to 

copy letter by letter instead of word by word 
• Messy handwriting as a means of covering up 

spelling deficiencies 
Dyspraxia, or DCD  
• trouble with motor coordination, fine and/or gross 

• Fear of getting lost 
• Clumsiness, poor balance, constant injury 
• Last to get picked for team sports 

Executive dysfunction  
• difficulty with sequencing, time, ordering of 

events, attention, memory, recall, planning, 
keeping track of ongoing thoughts 

• Difficulty following a series of instructions 
• Trouble focusing on a task long enough to 

complete it 
• Difficulty with sequential order, or remembering 

events in sequence 
• Continually asks what is required of them and what 

will happen in terms of scheduling and future 
events  

• Gets easily distracted to avoid full concentration on 
school work  

• Gets emotional during homework time and 
requests constant assurance and parental presence 
while doing so or gives excuses to avoid doing 
schoolwork 

• Trouble remembering dates, phone numbers, 
names, lists, sequences 

• Inability to gauge time during tests 
• Disorganization to the point of losing papers and 

homework assignments 
Dyscalculia  
• Trouble with numbers, mathematical symbols, 

terms, and concepts 

• Trouble with multiplication, times tables 
• Confusion with symbols—+, -, =, x 
• Difficulty with application and names of terms—

add, subtract, multiply, divide 
• Can count aloud, but has difficulty recognizing 

numbers on paper, or has difficulty writing 
numbers when asked 

• Difficulty with shape and number patterns 
• Difficulty with 1’s, 10’s, 100’s 
• Difficulty with word problems or showing work  
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Middle School, Junior High, and High School Clues 
Condition Under the Dyslexia Umbrella Marker 

Dyslexia as a Phonological Processing Disorder 
• difficulties with reading and spelling  

• Trouble reading and sounding out unfamiliar 
words, failure to systematically sound out or use 
strategies for figuring out new words 

• Trouble with foreign languages  
• Mispronunciation of places, people, tripping over 

parts of words, confusion with words that sound 
alike, confuses phonemes 

• Hesitation with words that might be 
mispronounced  

• Reading becomes more accurate, but still requires 
great effort, or reads slowly and accurately but 
lacks comprehension 

• Lack of fluency 
• Embarrassment reading out loud, even during 

religious occasions 
• Difficulty giving a written speech 
• Consistently makes up words  
• Disastrous spelling or chooses shorter words to 

avoid misspelling longer ones 
• Preference for books, magazines, or websites with 

diagrams, charts, pictures, graphics, colored 
backgrounds 

• Trouble reading books, instruction manuals, 
foreign-film subtitles 

Auditory Dyslexia 
• difficulty with listening and understanding aural 

cues 

• Difficulty understanding and following oral 
instructions, despite listening and trying to 
understand (the “glazed” look) 

Visual Dyslexia 
• difficulty with orientation and spatial relationships 

• Problems reading black and white, or preference 
for reading in low lighting 

• Excessive tiredness or headaches after school or 
during homework time 

Dysphasia, or Apraxia  
• trouble with pronunciation or translating thoughts 

into words 

• Word searching, “It’s on the tip of my tongue!” 
• Difficulty answering when put on the spot 
• Allowing others to finish thoughts 

Dysgraphia  
• handwriting difficulties, awkward grip 

• Poor handwriting, or purposefully poor handwriting 
to cover up spelling mistakes 

Dyspraxia, or DCD  
• trouble with motor coordination, fine and/or 

gross 

• Difficulty in sports, general clumsiness 
• Difficulty with activities involving small motor 

coordination 
Executive dysfunction  
• difficulty with sequencing, time, ordering of 

events, attention, memory, recall, planning, 
keeping track of ongoing thoughts 

• Difficulty with timed exams 
• Difficulty with multitasking 
• Disorganized, forgetful 
• Difficulty organizing thoughts to begin writing a 

paper  
• Difficulty retrieving information from memory 

Dyscalculia  
• trouble with numbers, mathematical symbols, 

terms, and concepts 

• Makes careless errors in solving math problems, 
especially when asked to show work 
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